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QUICKSILVER 34

Tech Specs
Axle to Axle 34"
Brace Height 7"
Speed 343 fps
Draw Length 27" - 30"
Draw Weight 50-60-70
Mass Weight 3.9 lbs.
Let-Off 55% - 80%

QUICKSILVER 31

Tech Specs
Axle to Axle 31"
Brace Height 7.25"
Speed 335 fps
Draw Length 27" - 30"
Draw Weight 50-60-70
Mass Weight 3.8 lbs.
Let-Off 55% - 80%
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VAQUERO

Tech Specs
Axle to Axle 32"
Brace Height 7.25"
Speed 317 fps
Draw Length 27" - 30"
Draw Weight 50-60-70
Mass Weight 4.1 lbs.
Let-Off 55% - 80%
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TRACKER

Tech Specs
Axle to Axle 31.25"
Brace Height 7.25"
Speed 310 fps
Draw Length 27" - 30"
Draw Weight 50-60-70
Mass Weight 4 lbs.
Let-Off 55% - 80%

LAREDO

DESTINY

Tech Specs

Tech Specs
Axle to Axle 32"
Brace Height 7.625"
Speed 315 fps
Draw Length 17" - 30"
Draw Weight 15 - 70 lbs
Mass Weight 3.75 lbs

Axle to Axle 31.5"
Brace Height 7.375"
Speed 290 fps @ 28"
Draw Length 17" - 28"
Draw Weight 15 - 52 lbs.
Mass Weight 2.56 lbs.
Let-Off 75%
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THUNDERBOLT

Tech Specs
Axle to Axle 31.5"
Brace Height 7.375"
Speed 290 fps @ 28"
Draw Length 17" - 28"
Draw Weight
15 - 52 lbs.
Mass Weight 2.56 lbs.
Let-Off 75%
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Python

Model C105

Built for Speed, the Python is Ready to Attack!
Boasting the Python High Performance Single Cam, shooting 325 FPS and sporting a generous 7” brace height,
the Python has all the top features you expect from a Best-In-Class, High-End Bow.
With an Extreme Parallel Split Limb Design and showcasing Parker's Exclusive Fulcrum Pocket System, the
Python is forgiving, smooth, quiet and Deadly Accurate.

Specifications

Features
Extreme Parallel Limb Design
Piece Deep Walnut Finish Grip
Deluxe Tunable String Suppressor
Integrated Sling
Python High Performance Single Cam
• 26”–31”・
Tunable Draw Stop for a Precision Back Wall
Split Limbs with Fulcrum Pocket System
Roller Cable Guard
Premium Stone Mountain String & Cable
Broadhead Shelf

?
?
?
?
?
?
?
?

Draw Length 26" - 31" (mods incl)
Draw Weights 50-60 lbs, 60-70 lbs
Brace Height 7"
Axle-to-Axle 30"
Let-off 80%
Mass Weight 4.25 lbs
String Two Color Twist
Speed IBO 325 FPS

Optional Configurations
Bow Only
Outfitter Package with Hostage Rest
Outfitter Package with Whisker Biscuit

Velocity Model C310
The Best Value on the Market for a High Performance Adult Bow with Top-End Features at a Mid-Range Price.
The Velocity features a forgiving 7.25” brace height, blistering 315 fps arrow speeds and an Extreme Parallel Split
Limb Design and showcasing Parker’s Exclusive Fulcrum Pocket System.
Adjustable from 50 – 70 lbs without a bow press, the Velocity is an Incredible Entry Level Bow.

Features
1 Extreme Parallel limb Design
2 Piece Deep Walnut Finish Grip
3 Deluxe Tunable String Suppressor
4 Integrated Sling
5 Velocity High Performance Single Cam
• 26”–31”・
6 Tunable Draw Stop for Precision Back Wall
7 Split Limbs with Fulcrum Pocket System
8 Roller Cable Guard
9 Premium Stone Mountain String & Cable

Specifications
?
?
?
?
?
?
?
?

Optional Configurations
Bow Only
Outfitter Package with Hostage Rest
Outfitter Package with Whisker Biscuit
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Draw Length 26" - 31" (mods incl)
Draw Weights 50-70 lbs
Brace Height 7.25"
Axle-to-Axle 30.125"
Let-off 80%
Mass Weight 4.15 lbs
String Two Color Twist
Speed IBO 315 FPS
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Eagle

Model C320For the Price Conscious Bow Hunter,

Parker’s New Eagle is Soaring by offering the Most Value and Performance of ANY Compound Bow on the
Market.
With the Construction, Fit and Finish of Bows Costing Hundreds More, the Eagle features a 100% Machined
Aluminum Riser, Cams and Pocket System.
Perfectly Tuned and Always Trouble-free,the High Performance Eagle One-Cam System generates 310 FPS
speeds with an expansive Brace Height of 7.75”.
Top-end Features, Superior Performance and Parker Quality, all backed by Parker’s Legendary Lifetime
Warranty.

FeaturesFeatures

Specification

1 Extreme Parallel Limb Design
2 2 Piece Walnut Finish Grip
3 Adjustable String Suppressor
4 Integrated Sling
5 Eagle High Performance Single Cam
•
26”–31”・
6 Adjustable Draw Stop for a Solid Back Wall
7 Micro-Lite Vented Pockets

Draw Length 26" - 31" (mods incl)
Draw Weights 50-60 lbs, 60-70 lbs
Brace Height 7.75"
Axle-to-Axle 32"
Let-off 80%
Mass Weight 3.65 lbs
String Tri-color
Speed IBO 310 FPS

Optional Configurations
Bow Only
Outfitter Package with Hostage Rest
Outfitter Package with Whisker Biscuit

SideKick Extreme Model C400
The SideKick Extreme is an Industry Leading Youth and Ladies Bow for Serious Bow Hunters!
Unlike the “One-Size-Fits-All” fad bows on the market, the SideKick Extreme is custom designed for Youth and
Ladies, offering the perfect size and balance and an ideal weight.
The SideKick Extreme offers an Expanded 20 Pound Draw Weight Range (40-60 lbs) and 10 inches of Draw Length
Adjustment (18- 28”) – All without the need of a Bow Press.
Top-end Features, Superior Performance and Parker Quality, all backed by Parker’s Legendary Lifetime Warranty.

Specification

Features
1 Expanded 20 lb Weight Range
2 String Suppressor
3 Integrated Sling
4 2 Piece Walnut Finish Grip
5 Parallel Limb Design
6 10 Inches of Draw Length Adjustments

Draw Length 18-28" (with 1/2" post)
Draw Weights 40-60 lbs
Brace Height 7.625"
Axle-to-Axle 31"
Let-off 70%
Mass Weight 3.25 lbs
String Tri-Color
Speed IBO* 305 FPS

Optional Configurations
Bow Only
Outfitter Package with Hostage Rest
Outfitter Package with Whisker Biscuit

Also available as the SideKick Extreme Pink Model C401
All of the same great features in Pink Camo.
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SideKick XP

Model C402For Smaller Youth and Ladies that are

Serious about Bow Hunting, the SideKick XP is a Powerful Choice.
Offering a Draw Weight Range from 30-50 lbs and 10 inches of Draw Length Adjustment (18-28”), the SideKick
XP is custom designed for smaller frame shooters, unlike the “One-Size-Fits-All” fad bows on the market.
Top-end Features, Superior Performance and Parker Quality, all backed by Parker’s Legendary Lifetime
Warranty

Features

Specification

1 Expanded 20 lb Weight Range
2 Dual Cam System with 10" of Adjustment and
no bowpress required
3 All Weather Comfort Synprene Grip
4 Parallel Limb Design

Draw Length 18-28" (mods incl)
Draw Weights 30-50 lbs
Brace Height 7.25"
Axle-to-Axle 31"
Let-off 80%
Mass Weight 3.2 lbs
String Black

Optional Configurations
Bow Only
Outfitter Package with Hostage Rest
Outfitter Package with Whisker Biscuit

Also available as the SideKick XP Pink Model C403
All of the same great features in Pink Camo.
Note: The Limbs on the SideKick Extreme are NOT
interchangeable with the Limbs on the SideKick XP.

Buckshot Extreme

Model C405

For the little Boys and Girls with Big ambition!
An Exact Replica of Dad’s and Costs Half as Much!
The BuckShot offers 9” draw length Adjustment and an Expanded 15 lb Weight Range.

Features

Specification

1 Integrated Sling
2 9 Inches of Draw Length
3 Expanded 15 lb Weight Range
4 Parallel Limb Design
5 Synprene Grip

Draw Length 17”-26” (with ½ ” post)
Draw Weights 15-29 lbs, 30-45 lbs
Brace Height 6.5"
Axle-to-Axle 28"
Let-off 70%
Mass Weight 2.75 lbs
String Black

Optional Configurations
Bow Only
Outfitter Package with Hostage Rest
Outfitter Package with Whisker Biscuit
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Outfitter Package Accessories

Buckshot Extreme is only available
with the Hostage Arrow Rest
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Mass Weight: 4.5 pounds.
Axle to Axle: 34.5 inches.
Brace Height: 6.5" with a 12" limb or or 7.5"
with a 13" limb.
Draw Weights: 60, 70 pounds.
Cam: Velocitec 3G Cam.
Draw Lengths: 28”- 31" with a 12" limb or
29"- 32" with a 13" limb
IBO Speed: 330 fps.
Limbs: Gordon composite limb, film dip
finished in MO Infinity.
Cable Guard: New "Fast Lane Roller
Guide".
Pocket: Split Point Limb Capture System,
with True Position Technology...
Riser Color: Anodized "Evolution" camo
Grip: 1 piece rose wood.
Let-off: 80%

?
?
?
?
?
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Mass Weight: 4.0 pounds.
Axle to Axle: 31.5 inches.
Brace Height: 6.750 inches.
Draw Weights: 60, 70 pounds.
Cam: Velocitec 3G Cam.
Draw Lengths: 27”- 30”
IBO Speed: 328 fps.
Limbs: Gordon composite limb. film dip
finished in RealTree APG.
Cable Guard: New "Fast Lane Roller
Guide".
Pocket: New "Limb Vice Pocket Mounting
System".
Riser Color: RealTree APG
Grip: 2 piece rose wood.
Let-off: 80%
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Fireball Infinity
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Mass weight: 4.2 pounds.
Axle to Axle: 34 inches.
Brace height: 6.1255 inches.
Draw weights: 60, 70 pounds.
Cam: New Velocitec 3G Cam.
Draw lengths: 27”-30”
IBO speed: 337 fps.
Limbs: Bi-Flex composite limb, film
dipped finish inMossy Oak, Infinity or
black.
Cable Guard Straight mounted
carbon.
New Alpine Decelorator string stop.
Sight window 8.25” single plane
window with F1 medalion.
Pocket: LX Pocket Mounting System.
Riser Color: Mossy Oak, Infinity or
black powdercoat.
Grip: 2 piece rose wood.
Let-off: 80%

F1 Fireball Black
?
?
?
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?
?
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Mass weight: 4.2 pounds.
Axle to Axle: 31 inches.
Brace height: 7.25 inches.
Draw weights: 60, 70 pounds.
Cam: New Velocitec 3G Cam.
Draw lengths: 27”-30”
IBO speed: 330 fps.
Limbs: Bi-Flex composite limb, carbon
fiber film finish
Cable Guard Straight mounted carbon.
Sight window 8.25” single plane
window.
Pocket: VX Pocket Mounting System.
Riser Color: Bblack powdercoat.
Grip: 1 piece rose wood.
Let-off: 80%
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Silverado Blackout
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Mass weight: 4.2 pounds.
Axle to Axle: 31 inches.
Brace height: 7.25 inches.
Draw weights: 60, 70 pounds.
Cam: New Velocitec 3G Cam.
Draw lengths: 27”-30"
IBO speed: 330 fps.
Limbs: Bi-Flex composite limb, carbon
fiber film finish
Cable Guard Straight mounted carbon.
Sight window 8.25” single plane
window.
Pocket: VX Pocket Mounting System.
Riser Color: Bblack powdercoat.
Grip: 1 piece rose wood.
Let-off: 80%
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The Alpine Mako is fitted with a CNC
machined riser, stylish machined
aluminum limb pocket, and CNC
machined Radial Force cam. The cam
has 7 inches of draw length
adjustment to fit almost any age of
bowfisherman. Total mass weight of
the Mako is right at 3 pounds, keeping
your set-up lightweight for a full day of
arrow flinging.

?

Be on top of the food chain when you
enter the water with an Alpine Mako.

?

?
?
?
?
?
?
?

?
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Rookie, camo, or pink for ages 512, the Rookie sports 7 inches of
draw adjustment..
Mass weight: 2.5 pounds.
Axle to Axle: 28 inches.
Brace height: 6 inches.
Draw weights: 10-35 pound range
Cam: Radial force A
Draw lengths:17”-23"
Limbs: Bi-Flex composite limb, pink
camo, or Bonz Camo
Cable Guard Straight mounted
carbon.
Sight window 8.25” single plane
window with Alpine Rookie
medalion.
Pocket: mini Pocket Mounting
System.
Riser Color: black powdercoat
Grip: 2 piece rose wood.
Let-off: 65%
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Ruckus, camo, or pink for ages 10-16
and fitted with a wood grip and a
pewter finished medallion.
?
?
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Mass weight: 3 pounds.
Axle to Axle: 30.75 inches.
Brace height: 6 inches.
Draw weights: 50 pounds.
Cam: Radial Force B
Draw lengths: 22”-28”
Limbs: Bi-Flex composite limb,
black
Cable Guard Straight mounted
carbon.
Sight window 8.25” single plane
window with Ruckus medalion.
Pocket: LX Pocket Mounting
System.
Riser Color:pink camo, or Mossy
Oak
Infinity camo
Grip: 2 piece rose wood.
Let-off: 65%
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Accomplice 32"

Ibex 30"

Features:
Solid limbs
EV2S Extreme Velocity Duo Cams
SS stabilizer and string stop inserts
Anchor string stop
Bowjax dampening system
Sick string system
Improved 2 pc laminated grips
Rear pivot limb pockets
Solid wall draw stops
Sealed cam bearings
Fit and finish that is second to none in the archery
industry

Features:
Solid limbs
EV2X Extreme Velocity Duo Cams
SS stabilizer and string stop inserts
Anchor string stop
Bowjax dampening system
Sick string system
2 pc laminated grips
Rear pivot limb pockets
Solid wall draw stops
Sealed cam bearings
Fit and finish that is second to none in the
archery industry

IBO Rating: 330+ fps
Axle-to-Axle: 32” or 34"
Brace Height: 7”
Draw Weight: 40lb to 70 lb limbs
(10 lb increments)

IBO Rating: 335+ fps
Axle-to-Axle: 30”
Brace Height: 7”
Draw Weight: 40lb to 70 lb limbs
(10 lb increments)

Letoff: 65%-80%
(adjustable)
Weight: 3.95lbs
Draw Length 32" ATA: 25”-30” / 34" ATA: 25 1/2"-30
1/2"
half inch increments
(DL specific cams)

Letoff: 65%-80%
(adjustable)
Weight: 3.6lbs
Draw Lengths: 24.5”-29.5”
half inch increments
(DL specific cams)
Standard Color options:
Black Riser / Black Limbs
Next Vista Camo

Standard Color options:
Black riser / Black limbs
Next Vista Camo

Additional options are in the price list
Additional options are in the price list

TRX 32"

Recluse 32"
Features:
Solid limbs
EV2S Extreme Velocity Duo Cams
TRCS (Torque Reduction Cable Slide)
SS stabilizer and string stop inserts
Anchor string stop
Bowjax dampening system
Sick string system
2 pc inlayed grips
Rear pivot limb pockets
Solid wall draw stops
Sealed cam bearings
Fit and finish that is second to none in the archery
industry

Features:
Solid limbs
EV2S Extreme Velocity Duo Cams
TRCS (Torque Reduction Cable Slide)
SS stabilizer and string stop inserts
Anchor string stop
Bowjax dampening system
Sick string system
2 pc inlayed grips
Rear pivot limb pockets
Solid wall draw stops
Sealed cam bearings
Fit and finish that is second to none in the
archery industry

IBO Rating: 330+ fps
Axle-to-Axle: 32"
Brace Height: 7"
Draw Weight: 40lb to 70 lb limbs
(10 lb increments)
Letoff: 65%-80%
(adjustable)
Weight: 4.2 lbs
Draw Lengths: 25"-30"
half inch increments
(DL specific cams)
Standard Color options:
Black Riser / Black Limbs
Next Vista Camo

IBO Rating: 330+ fps
Axle-to-Axle: 32"
Brace Height: 7"
Draw Weight: 40lb to 70 lb limbs
(10 lb increments)
Letoff: 65%-80%
(adjustable)
Weight: 4.2 lbs
Draw Lengths: 25"-30"
half inch increments
(DL specific cams)
Standard Color options:
Black Riser / Black Limbs
Next Vista Camo

Additional options are in the price list

Additional options are in the price list
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Testament

Affliction 32"
Features:
TRCS (Torque Reduction Cable Slide)
Solid limbs
EV2X Extreme Velocity Duo Cams
SS stabilizer and string stop inserts
Anchor string stop
Bowjax dampening system
Sick string system
CNC machined contour grips that exceed our
competitions standards. It is “THE GRIP”
Rear pivot limb pockets
Solid wall draw stops
Sealed cam bearings
Fit and finish that is second to none in the
archery industry

Features:
Solid limbs
EV2X Extreme Velocity Duo Cams
SS stabilizer and string stop inserts
Anchor string stop
Bowjax dampening system
Sick string system
2 pc laminated grips
Rear pivot limb pockets
Solid wall draw stops
Sealed cam bearings
Fit and finish that is second to none in the archery
industry
IBO: 340 FPS
Axle-To-Axle: 33.25"
Brace Height: 6.625"
Draw Weight: 40-70LBS (In 10LB increments)
Draw Length: 25"-30" (In half inch increments) DL
spesific cams

IBO Rating: 337+ fps
Axle-to-Axle: 35”
Brace Height: 6.5”
Draw Weight: 40lb to 70 lb limbs
(10 lb increments)

Standard Color options:
Black Riser / Black Limbs
Next Vista Camo

Letoff: 65%-80%
(adjustable)
Weight: 4.3lbs
Draw Lengths: 25”-30”
half inch increments
(DL specific cams)

Additional options are in the price list

Standard Color options:
Black riser / Carbon Fiber limbs
Additional options are in the price list

Judgement

Exceed 300
Features:
Solid limbs
EV2S Extreme Velocity Duo Cams
SS stabilizer and string stop inserts
Anchor string stop
Sick string system
CNC machined contour grips that exceed our
competitions standards. It is “THE GRIP”
Rear pivot limb pockets
Solid wall draw stops
Sealed cam bearings
Fit and finish that is second to none in the archery
industry

Features:
EV2x Extreme Velocity Duo cams
SS stabilizer and string stop inserts
Anchor string stop
Sick string system
CNC machined contour grips that exceed our
competitions standards. It is “THE GRIP”
Rear pivot limb pockets
Solid wall draw stops
Sealed cam bearings
Fit and finish that is second to none in the
archery industry
IBO: 340 FPS
Axle-To-Axle: 36"
Brace Height: 6.5"
Draw Weight: 40-70 LBS
(In 10LB Increments)
Draw Length: 25.5"-30.5"
(In Half Inch Increments)

IBO Rating: 330+ fps
Axle-to-Axle: 37”
Brace Height: 7”
Draw Weight: 40lb to 70 lb limbs
(10 lb increments)
Letoff: 65%-80%
(adjustable)
Weight: 4.2lbs
Draw Lengths: 26”-31”
half inch increments
(DL specific cams)
Standard Color options:
Black riser / Carbon Fiber limbs
Additional options are in the price list
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Excel 41"

Harpoon 32"

Features:
Exposed E-Glass laminated limbs
EV2S Extreme Velocity Duo cams
SS stabilizer and string stop inserts
Anchor string stop
Sick string system
CNC machined contour grips that exceed our
competitions standards. It is “THE GRIP”
Rear pivot limb pockets
Solid wall draw stops
Sealed cam bearings
Fit and finish that is second to none in the archery
industry

Features:
Solid limbs
EV2X Extreme Velocity Duo Cams
SS stabilizer and string stop inserts
Anchor string stop
Bowjax dampening system
Sick string system
2 pc laminated grips
Rear pivot limb pockets
Solid wall draw stops
Sealed cam bearings
Fit and finish that is second to none in the
archery industry

IBO Rating: 310+ fps
Axle-to-Axle: 41”
Brace Height: 8”
Draw Weight: 40lb to 70 lb limbs
(10 lb increments)

IBO Rating: 335+ fps
Axle-to-Axle: 30”
Brace Height: 7”
Draw Weight: 40lb to 70 lb limbs
(10 lb increments)

Letoff: 65%-80%
(adjustable)
Weight: 4.5lbs
Draw Lengths: 27”-33 ½”
half inch increments
(DL specific cams)

Letoff: 65%-80%
(adjustable)
Weight: 3.6lbs
Draw Lengths: 24.5”-29.5”
half inch increments
(DL specific cams)

Standard Color options:
Black riser / Black limbs
Your choice of standard colored hardware

Standard Color options:
Black Riser / Black Limbs
Next Vista Camo

Colored hardware options:
Black, Blue, Green, Orange, Pink, Purple,
Yellow/Gold, Red and Silver

Additional options:
BoneHead Skulls or BoneHead Web
Predator Brown Deception
Pink Next Vista

HGO

Once again Athens Archery has raised the bar with the release of the
brand new Hallowed Ground Outdoors signature series bow, the R.120.
The R.120, like all of the bows in the Athens line, screams quality.
With an Axle to Axle of 32" a brace height of 7" and an IBO of 330+
Athens has designed the smoothest shooting hunter friendly bow to date.
The R.120 sports several new features such as the new TRCS torque
reducing cable slide system. This revolutionary system features Teflon
coated slides and Delran rollers which not only reduces cable wear but
more importantly slides the cables back to center upon draw to reduce
cam torque.
As with every Athens Bow, special attention was given to every aspect of
the bow designs. One of the areas where this is apparent is in the new
CNC target grade grip system. The result...the most comfortable accurate
grip on a hunting bow to date.
Athens Archery and Hallowed Ground Outdoors set out to create the
highest quality, sweetest shooting, meanest looking, hunting bow on the
market. We couldn't be happier with the outcome.
The new R.120-Designed to Kill
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Rush XT

Wrath SHO

Extreme Technology at Strother
Archery means many things.
The all new Rush XT's definition
is...Xtreme performance!

Performance can be defined
by big speed and higher
energy. This definition is the
Wrath-SHO's foundation!

Put the power of the XT in your hands
and feel the Rush! This bow is smooth,
fast and delivers extreme performance
output. With its sleek architecture limb
pocket system, the Rush XT not only
feels great, but looks great as well.
For a true feeling of performance,
consider the Rush XT. You will be glad
you did.

New for 2013 is the "Wrath SHO"!
This bow caries a bowhunters axle
to axle at 30 3/16". Making the new
SHO very maneuver-able in all
types of hunting situations. With
speeds up to 335fps (IBO), the
wrath SHO not only reaches the
target in lightning speed, it also
packs a tremendous punch
delivering energy above its nearest
competitor. Lastly, most would
expect to see these performance
levels out of a bow with a tight
brace height! Not the Wrath SHO.
The brace height is very generous
at 7 3/8". Making it very
comfortable to shoot for all levels.
Extend Your Range with the all
new Wrath SHO! Your trophy
wall will be glad you did.

Specifications:
IBO: 345 fpd
Axle to Axle: 33 3/8"
Brace Height: 6 3/8"
Draw Weight: 50-80 Lbs.
Draw Length: 27-30"
Mass Weight: 4.25 Lbs.
Let Off: 80%

Specifications:
IBO: 335 fps
Axle to Axle: 30 3/16"
Brace Height: 7 3/8"
Draw Weight: 50-80 Lbs.
Draw Length: 27-30"
Mass Weight: 4 Lbs.
Let Off: 80%

Wrath

Moxie
So Do You Have Moxie?

Big Brace Height Means
Confidence and Accuracy!

New for 2012, the Moxie offers
exceptional balance and power, while
still meeting the demands of the extra
long-draw archer. Whether it's under
the stresses of the competetive arena
or in the extreme conditions of a big
game hunt, the Moxie is a perfect
blend of performance and comfort. It's
32 1/2" draw length sets a new
benchmark in the outdoor industry.
Coupled with a generous 7 3/8" brace
height, the Moxie delivers speed and
unparalleled accuracy shot after shot.
At 37 1/2" axle-to-axle, whether you're
a competetive shooter, or a die-hard
hunter, the Moxie offers performance
you can depend on.

The all new Wrath is compact and
maneuverable. At 32" axle to axle
the Wrath's super smooth draw
cycle gives an extreme hunter the
confidence they need to make the
shot when it counts. The Wraths
sleek design also gives an
extremely comfortable feel. This
agile performance based bow
shoots at speeds up to 330fps. All
of these great features and an
extremely forgiving 8" brace height
make the Wrath one deadly
weapon.
Specifications:
IBO: 330 fps
Axle to Axle: 32"
Brace Height: 8"
Draw Weight: 40-60 Lbs.
Draw Length: 27-31 1/2"
Mass Weight: 4 Lbs.
Let Off: 80%

Specifications:
IBO: 330 fps
Axle to Axle: 37 1/2"
Brace Height: 7 3/8"
Draw Weight: 40-60 Lbs.
Draw Length: 28-32 182"
Mass Weight: 4.3 Lbs,
Let Off: 80%
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SX Rush

Hope

Performance! Efficiency!

We Shoot for Hope!

The all-new SX-Rush is the perfect
combination of blazing speed, extreme
forgiveness, and an exceptionally easy
draw. Designed around our new and unique
Badger Cam, the technology behind the SXRush flawlessly balances aggressive
performance with maximum efficiency.
Unequaled in its category, the SX-Rush will
exceed the expectations of even the most
demanding hunter.

Good things really do come in small
packages. New for 2012, the Hope is as
graceful as it is deadly. Built specifically
for the needs of a woman archer, the 34"
axle to axle Hope is available in draw
weights ranging from 40 to 60 pounds.
Sporting an 80% let-off, and weighing in
at just 3.75 pounds, the Hope delivers
the same great Strother Brand
performance and dependability, whether
it's in the backyard or it's in the field.

Specifications:
IBO: 342 fps
Axle to Axle: 34"
Brace Height: 6 1/2"
Draw Weight: 40-60 Lbs.
Draw Length: 26-30 1/5"
Mass Weight: 4.5 Lbs.
Let Off: 80%

Specifications:
Speed 25 1./2" 60 Lbs.: 297 fps
IBO: 342 fps
Axle to Axle: 34"
Brace Height: 6 1/2"
Draw Weight: 40-60 Lbs.
Draw Length: 247-25.5"
Mass Weight: 3.75 Lbs.
Let Off: 80%

GO BALLISTIC!
PROUDLY MANUFACTURING CANADA’S FINEST BOW STRINGS SINCE 1992.
CUSTOM BOW STRINGS
All of our bowstrings are manufactured to exceed all O.E.M. Specifications. Ballistic bow strings makes every
string using only the finest materials to the exact specifications of each bow manufacturer. All our strings are
available in a variety of material and colour choices. Special colour combinations are available upon request.
PREMIUM BOW STRINGS
Our premium series of bow strings were introduced in 2002, after 4 years of development, and rigorous
testing. Our premium series of strings are unsurpassed in the world of archery for:
·QUALITY
·PERFORMANCE
·DURABILITY
·

!Our proprietary manufacturing process virtually eliminates peep rotation, break-in time, and serving

separation.
!

!YOUR SATISFACTION WITH ALL OUR BOW STRINGS IS UNCONDITIONALLY GUARANTEED.
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STALLION
Tech Specs
Speed 350+ fps
Draw Weight 165 lbs max
Power Stroke 12.5"
Axle to Axle 17"
Kinetic Energy 115 ft lbs

BLAZE
Tech Specs
Speed 330+ fps
Draw Weight 155 lbs max
Power Stroke 12"
Axle to Axle 17"
Kinetic Energy 102 ft lbs

BRONCO
Tech Specs

5
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Speed 315+ fps
Draw Weight 150 lbs max
Power Stroke 11.5"
Axle to Axle 18"
Kinetic Energy 93 ft lbs
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Concord

Model C110

The most advanced crossbow ever built
Auto-Cocking & Un-cocking Simplicity.
A Second Shot is now possible.
Just push the button!

Specifications
Draw Weight 175 lbs
Power Stroke 9.625"
Axle-to-Axle 18.875"
Overall Length 38"
Speed* 300 FPS
Barrel Machined Aluminum
Riser Machined Aluminum
String & Cable RED HOT Synthetic

• The First Ever Auto-Cocking Crossbow
• Push button Simplicity
• Effortless Operation
• Whisper Quiet
• Fast - 2 Second Cocking
• Modern Compact Design

Features
Dual String Suppressors
RED HOT String & Cable
Roller Cable Slide
G2 Trigger
Auto-engage, Ambidextrous Safety
Anti Dry-Fire Restraint

Outfitter Package Options
3X Multi-Reticle Scope (MR)
1X Illuminated Multi-Reticle Scope (1X)
3X Illuminated Multi-Reticle Scope (IR)
Pin Point (3X) Scope (PP)
Pin Point (1.25 - 4X) Scope (PPVP)
Perfect Storm Package with IR Scope (PS)
Perfect Storm Package with PP Scope (PSPP)

Gale Force

Model X115
Specifications

The storm is picking up speed with the Gale Force

Draw Weight 165 lbs
Power Stroke 13.25"
Mass Weight 8 lbs
Axle-to-Axle 20.75"
Overall Length 34" - 37.5"
Speed* 350 FPS
Barrel Machined Aluminum
Riser Machined Aluminum
String & Cable RED HOT Synthetic

Custom fit Tactical Features combined with Extreme Performance.
The Gale Force Powers arrows 350 FPS with Precision Accuracy.

Features
Advanced Split Limb Technology
G2 Bull-Pup Trigger
Auto-engage, Ambidextrous Safety
Auto-engage Anti Dry-fire Mechanism
Adjustable AR Styled Stock with
Checkered Pistol Grip
Adjustable Vented Forearm
Dual String Suppressors
RED HOT String & Cable
Picatinney Rail for Custom Accessories
EZ Draw for Reduced Cocking Effort

Outfitter Package Options
3X Multi-Reticle Scope (MR)
1X Illuminated Multi-Reticle Scope (1X)
3X Illuminated Multi-Reticle Scope (IR)
Pin Point (3X) Scope (PP)
Pin Point (1.25 - 4X) Scope (PPVP)
Perfect Storm Package with IR Scope (PS)
Perfect Storm Package with PP Scope (PSPP)
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Toronado F4

Model X120
Specifications

Now more Devastating than Ever.

Draw Weight 165 lbs
Power Stroke 12.25"
Mass Weight 8.2 lbs
Axle-to-Axle 20.75"
Overall Length 35.5"
Speed* 340 FPS
Barrel Machined Aluminum
Riser Machined Aluminum
String & Cable RED HOT Synthetic

The Tornado F4 is in a class all its own Redefining the Modern hunting Crossbow
in Style,
Performance and Features with Unrivaled
Tack
Driving Accuracy!

Features
Ultra Compact Tactical Design
Advanced Split Limb Technology
G2 Bull-Pup Trigger
Auto-engage, Ambidextrous Safety
Auto-engage Anti Dry-fire Mechanism
Vented Forearm with Safety Finger Flange
Dual String Suppressors
RED HOT String & Cable
Picatinney Rail for Custom Accessories
Thumb-hole Pistol Grip
EZ Draw for Reduced Cocking Effort

Outfitter Package Options
3X Multi-Reticle Scope (MR)
1X Illuminated Multi-Reticle Scope (1X)
3X Illuminated Multi-Reticle Scope (IR)
Pin Point (3X) Scope (PP)
Pin Point (1.25 - 4X) Scope (PPVP)
Perfect Storm Package with IR Scope (PS)
Perfect Storm Package with PP Scope (PSPP)

Hornet Extreme

Model X215
Specifications

Classic Monte Carlo Styling.

Draw Weight 165 lbs
Power Stroke 11.625"
Mass Weight 7.5 lbs
Axle-to-Axle 21.375"
Overall Length 37.5"
Speed* 315 FPS
Barrel Ballistic Polymer
Riser Machined Aluminum
String & Cable RED HOT Synthetic

Compact and Fast!
Delivers Stinging Performance and
Rivals Other Crossbows Costing
Hundreds More!

Features
Lightweight, Compact Design
G2 Trigger
Auto-engage, Ambidextrous Safety
Auto-engage Anti Dry-fire Mechanism
Dual String Suppressors
Thumb-hole Pistol Grip
Vented Forearm with Safety FingerFlange
Optimal Balance Point for improved
accuracy
RED HOT String & Cable
EZ Draw for Reduced Cocking Effort

Outfitter Package Options
3X Multi-Reticle Scope (MR)
1X Illuminated Multi-Reticle Scope (1X)
3X Illuminated Multi-Reticle Scope (IR)
Pin Point (3X) Scope (PP)
Pin Point (1.25 - 4X) Scope (PPVP)
Perfect Storm Package with IR Scope (PS)
Perfect Storm Package with PP Scope (PSPP)
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ThunderHawk

Model X220

The ThunderHawk Propels arrows
down range at a Blistering 320 FPS.

Specifications
Draw Weight 160 lbs
Power Stroke 10.75"
Mass Weight 6.5 lbs
Axle-to-Axle 21.25"
Overall Length 34.25"
Speed* 320 FPS
Barrel Ballistic Polymer
Riser Machined Aluminum
String & Cable RED HOT Synthetic

Swift and Deadly Accurate!
At only 6.5 LBS, the ThunderHawk is the
Most Compact, Lightweight Crossbow
Ever.

Features
Modern, Lightweight, Ultra Compact Design
Advanced Split Limb Technology
G2 Bull-Pup Trigger
Auto-engage, Ambidextrous Safety
Auto-engage Anti Dry-fire Mechanism
Vented Forearm with Safety Finger Flange
Optimal Balance Point for Improved accuracy
RED HOT String & Cable
EZ Draw for Reduced Cocking Effort

BlackHawk

Outfitter Package Options
3X Multi-Reticle Scope (MR)
1X Illuminated Multi-Reticle Scope (1X)
3X Illuminated Multi-Reticle Scope (IR)
Perfect Storm Package with IR Scope (PS)
(see page 53 for details)

Model X225

The BlackHawk Propels arrows
down range at a Blistering 320 FPS.

Specifications
Draw Weight 165 lbs
Power Stroke 11.625"
Mass Weight 7.5 lbs
Axle-to-Axle 21.375"
Overall Length 37.5"
Speed* 315 FPS
Barrel Ballistic Polymer
Riser Machined Aluminum
String & Cable RED HOT Synthetic

Swift and Deadly Accurate!
At only 6.5 LBS, the BlackHawk is the
Most Compact, Lightweight Crossbow
Ever.

Features
Modern, Lightweight, Ultra Compact Design
Advanced Split Limb Technology
G2 Bull-Pup TriggerAuto-engage, Ambidextrous
Safety
Auto-engage Anti Dry-fire Mechanism
Vented Forearm with Safety Finger Flange
Optimal Balance Point for Improved
accuracy
RED HOT String & Cable
EZ Draw for Reduced Cocking Effort

Outfitter Package Options
3X Multi-Reticle Scope (MR)
1X Illuminated Multi-Reticle Scope (1X)
3X Illuminated Mult-Reticle Scope (IR)
Perfect Storm Package with IR Scope (PS)
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Enforcer Model

X300

Strong on Performance and Value!

Specifications
Draw Weight 160 lbs
Power Stroke 11"
Mass Weight 7 lbs
Axle-to-Axle 24.25"
Overall Length 37"
Speed* 300 FPS
Barrel Ballistic Polymer
Riser Machined Aluminum
String & Cable RED HOT Synthetic

Extremely Compact and Accurate,
Shooting arrows at 300 FPS!

Features
Short, Lightweight, Compact Design
G2 Trigger
Auto-engage, Ambidextrous Safety
Auto-engage Anti Dry-fire Mechanism
Vented Forearm with Safety Finger Flange
Optimal Balance Point for Improved
accuracy
RED HOT String & Cable
EZ Draw for Reduced Cocking Effort

Outfitter Package Options
Single Red Dot Scope (RD)
3X Multi-Reticle Scope (MR)
1X Illuminated Multi-Reticle Scope (1X)
3X Illuminated Multi-Reticle Scope (IR)

Bushwacker

Model X305
Specifications

Never before has Modern Styling and
Safety features been offered at this price

Draw Weight 150 lbs
Power Stroke 11"
Mass Weight 7 lbs
Axle-to-Axle 23.25"
Overall Length 37"
Speed* 285 FPS
Barrel Ballistic Polymer
Riser Machined Aluminum
String & Cable RED HOT Synthetic

The BushWacker delivers Parker's
hard-hitting Performance and Superior
Accuracy.

Features
Short, Lightweight, Compact Design
G2 Trigger
Auto-engage, Ambidextrous Safety
Auto-engage Anti Dry-fire Mechanism
Vented Forearm with Safety Finger Flange
Optimal Balance Point for Improved
accuracy
RED HOT String & Cable
EZ Draw for Reduced Cocking Effort.

Outfitter Package Options
Single Red Dot Scope (RD)
3X Multi-Reticle Scope (MR)
1X Illuminated Multi-Reticle Scope (1X)
3X Illuminated Multi-Reticle Scope (IR)
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Challenger Model

X400

The First Ever Youth Model Hunting
Crossbow

Specifications
Draw Weight 125 - 150 (Adjustable)
Power Stroke 10.25"
Mass Weight 5.5 lbs
Axle-to-Axle 21.25"
Overall Length 31.75"
Speed* 275 - 300 FPS
Barrel Ballistic Polymer
Riser Machined Aluminum
String & Cable RED HOT Synthetic

Adjustable weight range from 125-150
Lbs with no special tools, no bow press,and
no additional parts required.
Length of Pull is 1.75" Shorter
Weighs-in at an Amazing 5.5 Lbs

Features
Modern, Lightweight, Ultra Compact Design
Advanced Split Limb Technology
G2 Bull-Pup Trigger
Auto-engage, Ambidextrous Safety
Auto-engage Anti Dry-fire Mechanism
Vented Forearm with Safety Finger Flange
Optimal Balance Point for Improved
accuracy
RED HOT String & Cable
EZ Draw for Reduced Cocking Effort

Outfitter Package Options
Single Red Dot Scope (RD)
3X Multi-Reticle Scope (MR)
1X Illuminated Multi-Reticle Scope (1X)
3X Illuminated Multi-Reticle Scope (IR)

Challenger Pink

Ladies Model

Model X401
Specifications
Draw Weight 125 - 150 (Adjustable)
Power Stroke 10.25"
Mass Weight 5.5 lbs
Axle-to-Axle 21.25"
Overall Length 31.75"
Speed* 275 - 300 FPS
Barrel Ballistic Polymer
Riser Machined Aluminum
String & Cable RED HOT Synthetic

The first ever Ladies Model Hunting
Crossbow.
Adjustable weight range from 125-150
Lbs with no special tools, no bow press,
and no additional parts required.
Length of Pull is 1.75" Shorter!
Weighs-in at an Amazing 5.5 Lbs!

Features
Modern Lightweight, Compact Design
G2 Bull-Pup Trigger
▪▪ Auto-engage, Ambidextrous Safety
▪▪ Auto-engage Anti Dry-fire Mechanism
3 Vented Forearm with Safety Finger
Flange
▪▪ Optimal Balance Point for Improved
accuracy
RED HOT String & Cable
EZ Draw for Reduced Cocking Effort

Outfitter Package Options
Single Red Dot Scope (RD)
3X Multi-Reticle Scope (MR)
1X Illuminated Multi-Reticle Scope (1X)
3X Illuminated Multi-Reticle Scope (IR)
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StingRay

Bow Fishing Model

Model X400

The Ultimate Crossbow Fishing Setup
– The StingRay includes Everything
you need to Hit the Water, including the
Crossbow, your choice of Open Sight or
1X Scope, Reel, Line, Bow Fishing Arrow
and Mounting Hardware.

Specifications
Draw Weight 100-125 (Adjustable)
Power Stroke 10.5"
Mass Weight 7.5 lbs
Axle-to-Axle 23"
Overall Length 34.25"
Barrel Ballistic Polymer
Riser Machined Aluminum
String & Cable RED HOT Synthetic

The StingRay features an adjustable Limb
Weight Range of 100 – 125 pounds with
No Special Tools, No Bow Press and No
Additional Parts Required.
Top-end Features, Superior Performance
and Parker Quality, all backed by Parker’s
Legendary Lifetime Warranty.

Features
Modern, Lightweight, Ultra Compact
Design
2 G2 Trigger
Auto-engage, Ambidextrous Safety
Auto-engage Anti Dry-fire Mechanism
Vented Forearm with Safety Finger Flange
Optimal Balance Point for Improved
accuracy
RED HOT String & Cable
EZ Draw for Reduced Cocking Effort
AMS Retriever Pro Bowfishing Reel (Right
Side Crank) with 200 feet of Hi-Vis Braided

Outfitter Package Options
Open Sight (OS)
1X Illuminated Multi-Reticle Scope (1X)

• 100% Metal construction of
internal components
• Auto-Engage Anti-dry fire
mechanism
• Ambidextrous (right or left
handed)
• Auto-Engage safety
• Nylon arrow retention spring with
memory
• Over string latch design

• Virtually No trigger travel
• Maintenance free
• Crisp “No Creep” trigger pull
• Integrated one piece scope base
• Does not require lubrication
• 100% Lifetime Warranty
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Fury II Recurve Crossbow Kit 175 Lb.
Wildly popular, the Inferno Fury II TM package is packed with all
the essentials for the seasoned crossbow veteran seeking a
lightweight alternative to larger outfits as well as the perfect
option for first time crossbow hunters seeking an affordable, fully
equipped package.
QUICK SPECS:
Physical Weight: 5.85 Pounds
Length: (w/o Foot Stirrup): 34.5"
Width: (Limb Tip to Limb Tip): 26.5"
String Length: 26.5"
Limb: Compression Fiberglass
Track/Barrel: Aluminum
Suggested Bolts:
16" Aluminum / 125 Grain Tip
(included) 20" Carbon / 100 Grain Tip
Inferno Fury II ™Recurve Package Features/Includes:
? 175 Lb Recurve Crossbow (4)
? 10.5" Power Stroke
? Premium Red 3-Dot Multi Range Sight
? Quick Detach Quiver With 4 Bolts (3)
Padded Shoulder Sling (2)
?
? Adjustable Weaver Style Scope Mount (1)
? Full Coverage Dipped Camo Pattern
? Ambidextrous Auto Safety (5)
? Large Boot Style Foot Stirrup
? Speeds up to 235 FPS
? Lightweight / Compact
? Ambidextrous Rear Stock
? Eye Protection Included
? Assembly Tools/Hex Keys Included

Blitz II Compound Crossbow
QUICK SPECS
Speed: 285 FPS
Physical Weight: 7.37lbs (Bow Only)
Length: (w/o Foot Stirrup) 33"
Width: (Limb to Limb ) 28.5"
String Length: 16.5"
Limbs: Compression Fiberglass
Track/Barrel: Extruded &
Machined Aluminum
Riser: Cast Aluminum
Suggested Bolts:
20" Carbon / 100 Grain Tip (included)
20" Aluminum (2219) / 125 Grain Tip
Inferno Blitz II TM Compound Package Features/Includes:
? 150 Lb Compound Crossbow
? 12.5" Power Stroke
? Premium 4x32 Multi Reticle Illuminated Scope
? Quick Detach Quiver With 4 Bolts (3)
? Free Rope Cocking Device
? Adjustable Weaver Style Scope Mount (5)
? Auto Safety
? Large Boot Style Foot Stirrup (1)
? Padded Sling
? Lightweight Vented Aluminum Barrel
? Integrated Cable / String System
? Powerful 150LB Draw Weight (4)
? Speeds up to 285 FPS
? Ambidextrous, Lightweight Synthetic
? Rear Stock (2)
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Hellfire II Precision Crossbow
QUICK SPECS
Speed: 300FPS
Physical Weight: 7.48lbs
Length: (w/o Foot Stirrup) 36.5"
Width: (Limb Tip to Limb Tip) 27.5"
String Length: 37.6"
Limbs: Compression Fiberglass
Track/Barrel: Extruded &
Machined Aluminum
Riser: CNC Machined Aluminum
Suggested Bolts:
20" Carbon / 100 Grain Tip (included)
20" Aluminum (2219) / 125 Grain Tip
Anti Dry Fire: YES
Inferno Hellfire II Quad Limb Compound Crossbow Package:
? Speeds Up to a Blistering 300+ FPS
? 185lb Draw Weight (8)
? 11.5" Power Stroke
? Machined Aluminum Riser (6)
? Precision Trigger Assembly
? Anti-Dry Fire Equipped
? Ambidextrous Auto Safety
? Eye Protection Included
? Comfort Grip (2)
? Weaver Style Scope Mount (9)
? 4x32 Multi Reticle Illuminated Scope (1)
? Rope Cocking Device
? Speeds up to 300 FPS
? Padded Sling (4)
? Quick Detach Quiver w/4

Blaze II Precision Crossbow
QUICK SPECS
Speed: 345 FPS
Physical Weight: 8 lbs
Length: 33" (w/o Foot Stirrup)
Width: 18.5" (Cocked)
Limbs: Innovational Compression
Molded Limbs
Track/Barrel: Extruded &
Machined Aluminum
Riser: CNC Machined Aluminum
Rear Stock: Lightweight Composite
Suggested Bolts:
20" Carbon / 100 Grain Tip (included)
20" Aluminum (2219) / 125 Grain Tip
Anti Dry Fire: Yes
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Inferno Blaze II ™Compound Package Features/Includes:
? 345 FPS
? 14.5" Power Stroke
? 150 lb Draw Weight
? 2.5lb Trigger Pull
? Manual Safety (2)
? Innovational Compression Molded Limbs
? Foot Stirrup (6)
? Weaver Style Scope Rail (1)
? Padded Sling (9)
? 4x32 Illuminated Scope (5)
? Quick Detach Quiver /
? 4 Carbon Bolts (3)
? Rope Cocking Device
? String Suppressor System To Reduce
? Noise and Vibration (8)
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Inferno Crossbow Accessories

3 red dot sight
?
?
?
?
?

Includes Weaver Style Mounts
Multiple vertical dots allow for 3 distinct ranges.
Features an adjustable brightness level Rheostat.
Independent elevation and windage adjustment
Knobs easily adjust the accuracy of your shot.

4x32 Multi Illuminated scope (Red/Green) 4x32 Multi Range Scope
?
?
?
?

Includes Weaver Style Mounts
Multiple Reticles allow for 4 Distinct Ranges
Features an adjustable brightness level Rheostat.
Independent elevation and windage adjustment.

?

For those hunters that prefer a nonilluminated sighting option.

Hickory Creek Crossbows

In-line Vertical Crossbow

In-Line Draw-Loc Kit for Compound Bows

Available in R/H and L/H

The In-Line Draw-Loc Complete Kit: Trigger, Holding
Tube, Foot Stirrup, Mounting Plate and Locking Knob,with
Whisker Biscuit
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Wildfire II Precision Crossbow
QUICK SPECS
Speed: 345+FPS
Physical Weight: 7.3lbs
Length: 39.5" (w/o Foot Stirrup)
Width: 36.2" (Cocked)
String Length: 35.5"
Limbs: Special Alloy
Track/Barrel: Extruded &
Machined Aluminum
Riser: CNC Machined Aluminum
Suggested Bolts:
20" Carbon / 100 Grain Tip (included)
20" Aluminum (2219) / 125 Grain Tip
Inferno Wildfire II ™Recurve Package Features/Includes:
? Speeds Up to a Blistering 345+FPS
? 225lb Draw Weight (5)
? Machined Aluminum Riser (4)
? Anti-Dry Fire Equipped
? 16.5" Power Stroke
? Precision Trigger Assembly
? Ambidextrous Auto Safety (1)
? Next G1 Soft Touch Microprint™ Camo (8)
? Width Limb Tip to Limb Tip 36.2" (At Rest)

Firestorm II Precision Compound Crossbow
QUICK SPECS
Speed: 375+ FPS
Physical Weight: 8.2lbs
Length: 40.5" (w/o Foot Stirrup)
Width: 25.6" (Cocked)
Limbs: Compression Fiberglass
Track/Barrel: Extruded &
Machined Aluminum
Riser: CNC Machined Aluminum
Rear Stock: Lightweight Composite
Suggested Bolts:
20" Carbon / 100 Grain Tip (included)
20" Aluminum (2219) / 125 Grain Tip
Anti Dry Fire: No
Inferno Firestorm II ™Recurve Package Features/Includes:
? 375+ FPS
? 14.2" Power Stroke
? 165lb Draw Weight
? Precision Ultra Smooth 2.4lb Trigger Pull
? Manual Safety (1)
? Innovational Compression Mold Limb (5)
? Foot Stirrup (6)
? Weaver Style Scope Rail (2)
? 4x32 Illuminated Scope (3)
? Quick Detach Quiver /4 Carbon Bolts (8)Rope Cocking Device
? Padded Shoulder Sling (9)
? Eye Protection Included
? Cozy Touching Stock
? Assembly Tools / Hex Keys Included
? Next Vista Camouflage
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F14S Crossbow
Precision machined extended trigger mechanism
Automatic safety
Ambidextrous trigger and safety
Anti-dry fire device
Custom matched compression molded fiberglass limbs
CNC machined aluminum riser and wheels
Extruded and machined aluminum flight deck
G1 Vista Next Soft Touch camo only on the F14S or Reaper Buck
camo
Modern Rugged F14S Molded Stock or Adjustable Tactical stock of
the F14T
Specs
375+ FPS
185 LB Limbs
20 IN Power-Stroke
G1 Next Vista Soft Touch Camo
Heavily Vented Track
Weighing only 8lbs loaded

F14T Tactical Crossbow
Features a heavily vented track, adjustable cheek
piece and butt plate with almost 2 inches of travel,
picatinny rail below the track for accessories and
optional Reaper Buck camo.
Specs
375+ FPS
185 LB Limbs
20 IN Power-Stroke
G1 Next Vista Soft Touch Camo
Heavily Vented Track
Weighing only 8lbs loaded

Revere Crossbow
Precision machined extended trigger mechanism
Automatic safety
Ambidextrous trigger and safety
Anti-dry fire device
Custom matched compression molded fiberglass limbs
CNC machined aluminum riser and wheels
Extruded and machined aluminum flight deck
Handcrafted Missouri walnut or laminate stock or a molded modern
or tactical stock
Specifications
375+ FPS
185 LB Limbs
20 IN Power Stroke
Heavily Vented Track
Weighing only 8.5lbs loaded
Reaper Buck Camo
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Kodiak Magnum
?

52" AMO length

?

Semi gloss finish

? Crowned, cut-past center arrow
shelf with Bear Hair Rest and classic
high leather side plate.
? Dynaflight 97 Flemish Twist string
(green and white)
? 1-piece riser construction is made
from exotic bubinga wood
?

limbs are overlaid with clear maple

? Right Hand: 35, 40, 45, 50, 55, 60
(lbs)
?

Super Kodiak

Takedown

?
?
?

?
?
?

52" AMO length
Semi gloss finish
Crowned, cut-past center arrow
shelf with Bear Hair Rest and classic
high leather side plate.
? Dynaflight 97 Flemish Twist string
(green and white)
? 1-piece riser construction is made
from exotic bubinga wood
? limbs are overlaid with clear maple
? Right Hand: 35, 40, 45, 50, 55, 60
(lbs)
? Left Hand: 35, 40, 45, 50, 55 (lbs)

Left Hand: 35, 40, 45, 50, 55 (lbs)
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A-Riser = 56" AMO - #1 Limbs
B-Riser = 60" AMO - #1 Limbs
Crowned, cut-on center arrow shelf
with Bear Hair Rest and leather side
plate
? Dynaflight 97 Flemish Twist string
(red and black)
? Inlaid compass
? #3 limbs available
? 3-piece riser construction is made
from black dymond wood
? limbs are fascor powered and
backed and faced with high strength
black fiberglass.
? Right Hand: 35, 40, 45, 50, 55, 60
(lbs)
? Left Hand: 35, 40, 45, 50, 55(lbs)
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Grizzly

Super Grizzly

Super Mag 48

?

?
?

?
?

58" AMO Length

? Crowned, cut-past
center arrow shelf with
Bear Hair Rest and leather
side plate
? Dacron Flemish Twist
String
? The 1-piece riser
construction of the Grizzly
is made from dymond
wood
? Right Hand: 35, 40, 45,
50, 55, 60 (lbs)
? Left Hand: 45, 50, 55
(lbs)

48" AMO Length
Center crowned arrow
shelf with Bear Hair Rest
and leather side plate
? Dynaflight 97 Flemish
Twist String
? made from black
dymond wood and has a
full fisted grip section.
? limbs are laminated
with clear maple and faced
with high strength black
glass
? Right Hand: 45, 50, 55,
60 (lbs)
? Left Hand: 45, 50 (lbs)

58" AMO length
Crowned, cut-past center
arrow shelf with Bear Hair
Rest and leather side plate
? Dynaflight 97 Flemish
Twist string (red and black)
? 2-piece riser construction
is made from black dymond
wood and features a red
accent stripe
? limbs are fascor powered
and backed and faced with
high strength black
fiberglass
? Right Hand: 35, 40, 45,
50, 55, 60 (lbs)
Left Hand: 35, 40, 45, 50,
55 (lbs)
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Ausable
?
?

64" AMO length
Dynaflight 97 Flemish
Twist string
? 2-piece riser is
constructed of exotic
bubinga wood and matching
accent stripe
? Limbs are constructed of
3 layers, the center core of
bamboo is overlaid with 2
layers of clear maple and
backed with high strength
black fiberglass
? Right Hand: 35, 40, 45,
50, 55, 60 (lbs)
? Left Hand: 35, 40, 45, 50,
55 (lbs)
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Cheyenne

Patriot

Montana

?
?

?
?

?
?

55" AMO Length
Crowned, cut-past center
arrow shelf with Bear Hair
Rest and leather side plate.
? Dynaflight 97 Flemish
Twist String
? The 2-piece riser
construction is made from
black and brown dymond
wood
? limbs are overlaid with
clear maple and backed and
faced with high strength
black fiberglass
? Right Hand: 45, 50, 55,
60 (lbs)
? Left Hand: 45, 50, 55
(lbs)

64" AMO length
Dynaflight 97 Flemish
Twist string
? handcrafted from brown
and black dymond wood
with a radius shelf for
perfect arrow flight
? limbs are crafted from
layers of hard rock maple
and fiberglass and backed
and faced with black
fiberglass
? Right Hand: 45, 50, 55
(lbs)
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64" AMO length
Dynaflight 97 Flemish
Twist string
? constructed of black
dymond wood and comes
with a leather grip
? leather "shoot off the
shelf" arrow rest allows for
clean arrow flight.
? limbs are overlaid with
clear maple and backed and
faced with high strength
black fiberglass
? Right Hand: 30, 35, 40,
45, 50, 55, 60 (lbs)
Left Hand: 45, 50, 55 (lbs)

Kodiak Cub
? 48" AMO length
? Dacron string
? The riser section is
handcrafted from
black laminated hard
rock maple
? limbs backed with
high strength black
fiberglass.
? Right Hand: 20,30
(lbs)
? Left Hand: 30 (lbs)
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Deerspace Recurve Bow
This Aluminum Alloy riser delivers a cleaner and more accurate arrow flight for the archery hunter and
competitor alike. This riser will support most major brands of arrow rests on the market today. With our
Instinct Limbs, you are sure to hit your mark. The DeerSpace riser comes in black, green, and brown and
is covered by a limited lifetime warranty.
Bow Weight 2.25 lbs
Bow Length 62"
Draw Weight 30#, 35#, 40#, 45#, 50#, 55# Available in Left or Right hand

Native Recurve Bow
This Aluminum Alloy riser delivers a cleaner and more accurate arrow flight for the archery hunter and
competitor alike. The riser features a Native American profile to signify the American spirit and heritage
of our past. Every inch of this outstanding bow is manufactured on American soil. The Native comes with
a one year warranty on your limbs and a limited lifetime riser warranty.
Bow Weight 2.25 lbs
Bow Length 60"
Draw Weight 35, 40, 45, 50, 55, 60 lbs

Spirit Recurve Bow
This Aluminum Alloy riser delivers a cleaner and more accurate arrow flight for the archery hunter and
competitor alike. This riser will support most major brands of arrow rests on the market today. With our
Instinct Limbs, you are sure to hit your mark. The Spirit riser comes in black, green, and brown and is
covered by a limited lifetime warranty.
Bow Weight 2.25 lbs
Bow Length 62"
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Adventure 2.0
Please Order by Description
This three piece take-down recurve
bow features a multi-laminated
Ash riser with hardwood Maple
and white fiberglass laminated
limbs. From backyard recreation to
schools, clubs, camp and J.O.A.D.
programs, the Adventure 2.0 is the
ideal bow for all types of shooting.
The Adventure 2.0™ is available in
three lengths; 48”, 54”, 62” and 68”
offering shooters a perfect fit at any
age.
• Laminated Ash riser construction
• Three piece take-down
design for easy storage
• Sight, plunger & stabilizer
bushings in all models
• Attractive satin finish
• Slim grip design
• Four length configurations:
48”, 54”, 62”, 68”
• Available in RH or LH
• Dacron string included
48” ADVENTURE 2.0TM
• Ideal for most youth archers from ages 5 to 8
• Recommended brace height: 5-1/2” to 6”
54” ADVENTURE 2.0TM
• Ideal for most archers from ages 7 to 12
• Recommended brace height: 6-1/2” to 7”
62” ADVENTURE 2.0TM
• Ideal for most archers from ages 11 to 15
• Recommended brace height: 7” to 7-1/2”

Smokey Mountain Hunter
Please order by Description

Explorer 2.0
Please order by Description
The Explorer™ three piece takedown
recurve bow is a versatile,
intermediate
level bow designed with quality,
beauty
and performance in mind. The
Explorer™
combines multi-laminate wood limbs
with
reinforced limb tips with a stylish,
sleek
laminated hardwood riser. Sight,
plunger
and stabilizer bushings are installed
on all
models.
• Laminated Walnut, Ash, Paduk,
and Hard Maple construction
• Three piece take-down
design for easy storage
• Sight, plunger & stabilizer
bushings in all models
• Attractive satin finish
• Slim grip design
• Two length configurations:
54”, 62”
• Available in RH or LH
• Dacron string included
54” EXPLORER 2.0TM
• Ideal for most archers from ages 7 to 12
• Recommended brace height: 6-3/4” to 7-1/4”

With a riser crafted of laminated hardwood
Maple and Dymondwood, the
Smoky Mountain Hunter™ features multilaminate limbs constructed of Hard
Maple and black fiberglass. This bow has a
three piece take-down design to
be travel-friendly. Offering a low mass
weight this, bow was designed to provide
smooth-shooting, superior performance and
will withstand the rigors of
everyday hunting. The Smoky Mountain
Hunter™ comes equipped with stabilizer,
sight and plunger bushings installed. A
Dacron string is included and is Fast Flight
string compatible.
• Laminated Hard Maple and Dymondwood
construction
• Three piece take-down design for easy
storage
• Sight, plunger & stabilizer bushings in all
models
• Attractive satin finish
• Slim grip design
• 62” length configuration
• Available in RH or LH
• Dacron string included
62” SMOKY MOUNTAIN HUNTERTM
• Three piece take-down for compact
storage
• Recommended brace height: 7-1/2” to 81/4”

62” EXPLORER 2.0TM
68” ADVENTURE 2.0TM
• Ideal for most archers from ages 11 to 15
• Ideal for most adult archers from ages 14 and older • Recommended brace height: 7-1/2” to 8-1/4”
• Recommended brace height: 8” to 8-1/2”

Mountaineer 2.0
Please Order by Description
This traditionally styled recurve offers
high quality construction with a simplistic
appeal. With Oak, Walnut, Hard Maple
and Paduk laminated construction, this
bruin is built to withstand the rigors for
being the perfect hunting companion.
Backed with quality and accuracy, the
Mountaineer 2.0™ is the perfect
traditional hunter’s choice. Sight, plunger
and stabilizer bushings are factory
installed.
• Laminated Oak, Walnut, Paduk
and Hard Maple construction
• Three piece take-down
design for easy storage
• Sight, plunger & stabilizer
bushings factory installed
• Attractive semi-gloss finish
• Slim grip design
• 62” length configurations
• Available in RH or LH
• Both Dacron string and Dacron
Flemish twist string included
62” MOUNTAINEER 2.0TM
• Three piece take-down for compact
storage
• Recommended brace height: 7-1/2” to
8-1/4”

Sierra Longbow
Order by Description

Ozark Hunter Longbow
Please Order by

An elegant, beautifully
crafted design
puts the Sierra™ in a
class of its own. The
Sierra™ is crafted from
Hard Maple and
Walnut woods and has a
custom finish.
This bow features clear
fiberglass limbs
with reinforced limb tips.
The Sierra™ was
traditionally designed to
combine high
performance with a
smooth draw and is
available in 40-60# and is
68” in length.
Dacron string included.
Fast Flight string
compatible.

Traditionally designed to
combine high
performance with a
smooth draw, the
Ozark Hunter™ features
a sleek handle/
limb design that reduces
hand shock
after the shot. This bow is
constructed
from Hard Maple and
Walnut woods.
The Ozark Hunter™
features black
fiberglass limbs with
reinforced limb tips
and is available in 3555#, 68” in length.
Dacron string included.
Fast Flight string
compatible.

68” SIERRATM
LONGBOW
• One piece longbow
• Recommended brace
height: 6-1/2” to 7-1/2”

68” OZARK HUNTERTM
LONGBOW
• One piece longbow
• Recommended brace
height: 6-1/2” to 7-1/2”
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Ozark Hunter Longbow
Please Order by
This bow is designed
with the bow
fisherman in mind.
Built-tough, all
bushings; sight,
stabilizer & plunger; are
built and installed to
withstand heavy-duty
usage. The riser is
crafted of laminated
hardwoodMaple and
Purple Heart; the
laminated limbs are
made from Hard Maple
and black fiberglass.
Offering a light-weight
design, smooth draw, a
three piece take-down
design and heavy-duty
construction, this bow
is ideal for bowfishing.
The Sand Shark™
is available in 35# only.
A Dacron string is
included. Fast Flight
string compatible.
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Youth Bow Sets
Warrior 3
Item # AYS100CR

Brave 3
Item # Camo AYS200CP - Pink AYS200PR - Black AYS200BR
Suggested Age Range: 8+*
26in. Axle to Axle
15-20in. Draw Length
15-20lb. Draw Weight
Durable Composite Limbs and Riser
6in. Brace Height
65% Let Off
Available in Right Hand Only.

Suggested Age Range: 11+*

Set Includes:
2 Safetyglass™ Arrows,
Armguard, 2-Piece Arrow
Quiver, Finger Tab,
Whisker Biscuit® Arrow
Rest, 1-Pin Sight,
Temporary Tattoo.
Available in Camo, Black,
or Pink.

?

25.5in. Axle to Axle

?

21-23in. Draw Length

?

24-29lb. Draw Weight

?

Durable Composite Limbs and
Riser

?

6in. Brace Height

Wizard Bow Set
Item # AYS6300 - Bow Only AYS6301
Bow Set or Bow Only
Suggested Age Range: 5 to 10*
? 44in. Overall Bow Length
? 17-24in. Draw Length
? 10-18lb. Draw Weight
? Durable Composite Limbs
? For Right or Left Hand

Set Includes:
2 Safetyglass™ Arrows,
Armguard, 2-Piece
Arrow Quiver, Finger
Tab, Whisker Biscuit®
Arrow Rest, 1-Pin
Sight, Temporary
Tattoo.

Bullseye Recurve
Item # 48" A2100 - 54" A2101 -62" A2102

Set Includes:
2 Safetyglass™ Arrows,
Armguard, Arrow
Quiver, Finger Tab,
Target

Suggested Age Range: 12+*
TakeDown Design
Quality Wood Riser
Multi-Laminate Limbs
For Right Hand Only

48in. Bullseye Bow
20lb. Draw Weight
54in. Bullseye Bow
25lb. Draw Weight
62in. Bullseye Bow
29lb. Draw Weight

Suggested Age Range: 5 to
10*
? 44in. Overall Bow Length
? 22-24in. Draw Length
? 15-18lb. Draw Weight
? Durable Composite Limbs
For Right or Left Hand
?

Set Includes:
2 Safetyglass™ Arrows,
Armguard, Arrow
Quiver, Finger Tab,
Sight Pin

?
?
?
?

Crusader Bow Set
Item #AYS6400 - Bow Only AYS6401
Suggested Age Range: 9+*
? 51in. Overall Bow Length
? 20-28in. Draw Length
? 10-20lb. Draw Weight
? Durable Composite Limbs
? For Right or Left Hand

Set Includes:
2 Safetyglass™ Arrows,
Armguard, Arrow
Quiver, Finger Tab,
Target

Firebird Bow
Item # AYB6601
Suggested Age Range: 12 & Up*
60in. Overall Bow Length
?
22-28in. Draw Length
?
30-35lb. Draw Weight
?
Durable Composite Limbs
?
For Right or Left Hand
?

Firestar
Item # AYB6701
Suggested Age Range: 12+*
? 31in. Overall Bow Length
22-24in. Draw Length
?
24lb. Peak Draw Weight
?
7-3/4in. Brace Height
?
Compression Molded
?
Fiberglass Limbs
Aluminum Alloy Riser
?
For Right Hand Only
?

Suggested Age Range: 5 to 10*
? 47in. Overall Bow Length
? 16-24in. Draw Length
? 8-12lb. Draw Weight
? Durable Composite Limbs
and Riser
? 7in. Brace Height
? Available in Right Hand Only

Suggested Age Range: 4 to 7*
33in. Overall Bow Length
16-24in. Draw Length
8-13lb. Draw Weight
Durable Composite Limbs
For Right or Left Hand

Set Includes:
2 Safetyglass™
Arrows,
Armguard, Arrow
Quiver, Finger
Tab, Arrow Rest,
Sight Pin

Toys

Scout Bow Set
Item # AYS6000 - Bow Only AYS6001
?
?
?
?
?

Lil’ Brave 2 Bow Set
Item # AYS5400RB2

Set Includes:
2 Safetyglass™ Arrows,
Armguard, Arrow Quiver,
Finger Tab, Arrow Rest,
Sight Pin

Toy Crossbow
Item # Ar0014
Toy Blowgun
Item # Ar0016
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Suction Darts
Item # AR0039
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Youth Bow Sets
Gazelle
15 Lb. Recurve Set

Ram Bow
10 Lb. Recurve Set
The Ram bow™ is a perfect first bow for younger
kids ready to join the sport. Great for learning
valuable shooting skills while having fun!
10lbs draw weight
Fiberglass recurve bow
Arm Guard
Right/Left Handed
1-Taget Face
Molded comfort grip
Shoots up to 65 FPS
2-Target arrows
Draw Length 21"
Quiver
Length overall 36"

The Gazelle™ offers an easy to shoot archery
experience for bigger kids looking to hone their
skills or young archers getting started.
15lbs draw weight
Fiberglass recurve bow
Arm Guard
Right/Left Handed
1-Taget Face
Molded comfort grip
Shoots up to 65 FPS
2-Target arrows
Draw Length 28"
Quiver
Length overall 51"

Grizzly
55 Lb. Youth Bow Set

Badger Toy Crossbow
Hornet Toy Blowgun
Designed with the spirited kid (of any age!) in mind,
looking for an exciting, new and different target
shooting challenge,

The GrizzlyTM is a beast of a bow, fully
adjustable, fully functional and a breeze to shoot
with. Whether traget shooting or hunting the
GrizzlyTM is at home.
55lbs draw weight
Arm Guard
29" draw length
Aluminum Riser
42" length
Fiberglass Limb
Speeds up to 205 FPS
2 X pin sight
Molded comfort grip
Right handed

Features/Includes:
6 Suction Tip Darts
Coated Easy Stick Target Face
One Way Mouth Piece
Multi-colored Target Face

Youth Arrows
YOUTH FIBERGLASS

Our economy shaft for kids who want to experience the joy of flinging arrows. They offer extreme
durability at a low price.

LIGHTNING

Lightning shafts have become a staple for Boy Scouts and 4-H clubs around the country. They are available
in three models and at 28” will fit most youth shooters and meet archery camp needs. More consistent and
much lighter than fiberglass, this is a great arrow to introduce kids to archery.

NOCKS & POINTS

FALCON 35
The shorter version of our 3555 Expedition Hunter, the Falcon 35 is designed to save parents a few bucks
on their kid’s first hunting arrows. The Falcon 35 is the premier entry-level shaft for your youth hunter or
target shooter who requires a little tighter tolerance than the Lightning or fiberglass shaftsWeight gr / in. 7.3
Spine .480" O.D. .293" I.D. .246"

BEAR YOUTH ARROWS

Bear Brave Arrows: 3 per card or half gross
Cedar Youth Arrow 27" - 72 Pack
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Target Arrows
ULTRALIGHT 30X

ULTRALIGHT X CUTTER PRO

When shooting a Vegas-style target, a perfect score is 300 with 30X. The perfect arrow to achieve such an
accomplishment is a Gold Tip 30X. With an outside diameter of 26/64, the 30X is the largest diameter
carbon arrow made. The 30X gives you all the perfection of a Gold Tip with the extra large diameter
needed to give you the X-cutting advantage what will put you over the top. The 30X Pro has a straightness
tolerance of +/-.001" and a weight tolerance of one grain per dozen.
Weight 10.4 gr/in Spine .150" O.D. .406"
I.D. .361”

When it comes down to one Gold Tip shooter against another, it often comes down to X-Count. The
new Ultralight X-Cutter combines our legendary durability with the Ultralight weight you asked for
from Gold Tip’s big diameter shafts. With a 25/64 outside diameter and an amazing 8.0 grains per
inch the new Ultralight X-Cutter is sure to help you pick up a few points. Available in two grades;
standard Ultralight at +/-.005” and Ultralight Pro at +/-.001” the Ultralight X-Cutter will be a
dominating arrow for ASA, IBO & NFAA competition.
Weight 7.8 gr / in. Spine .250" O.D. .380" I.D. .344"

ULTRALIGHT PRO

ULTRALIGHT PRO SERIES 22

Ultralight Pro arrows are designed and built to the demanding specifications of top field, FITA and 3D
archers. If you demand the best from your equipment, count on Ultralight Pro arrows to deliver
exceptional performance shot after shot. At +/-.001” Straightness and guaranteed to weigh within 1
grain per dozen, you will not find a more accurate or more consistent arrow. Each dozen Ultralight
Pro arrows come standard with GT Series nocks and inserts and are available in spine sizes 300,
400, 500 and 600.
Ultralight Pro 600 Weight 5.7 gr / in. Spine .600" O.D. .280" I.D. .246”
Ultralight Pro 505 Weight 6.3 gr / in. Spine .500" O.D. .285" I.D. .246”
Ultralight Pro 400 Weight 7.4 gr / in. Spine .400" O.D. .290" I.D. .246”

Large diameter shafts don’t have to be heavy. Nor do lightweight shafts have to be weak. The Ultralight
Series 22 is the perfect marriage of light weight, large diameter and Gold Tip toughness. When tested
against other large diameter carbon shafts, the Ultralight Series 22 has shown nearly double the impact
strength, and at an amazing 7.3 grains per inch. Ultralight Series 22 arrows are available in two grades,
the standard Ultralight at +/-005” and the Ultralight Pro at +/-.001”, and are FITA legal at a .338” outside
diameter.
Weight 7.3 gr / in. Spine .300" O.D. .338" I.D. .300"

ULTRALIGHT

ULTRALIGHT ENTRADA

For you hunters or target shooters looking to pick up a little extra speed, the new Ultralight Series is sure
to catch your eye. Built to the same exacting tolerances as Gold Tip’s XT Hunter Series arrows the
Ultralight Series is guaranteed not only to be fast but also extremely accurate and durable. Each dozen
Ultralight arrows yield a straightness tolerance of +/-003” and are hand weighed to guarantee consistency
in every dozen. All Ultralight arrows come standard with GT Series Nocks and Inserts and are available in
spine sizes 300, 400, 500 and 600.
Ultralight 600 Weight 5.7 gr / in. Spine .600" O.D. .280" I.D. .246"
Ultralight 500 Weight 6.3 gr / in. Spine .500" O.D. .285" I.D. .246"
Ultralight 400 Weight 7.4 gr / in. Spine .400" O.D. .290" I.D. .246"

The new Ultralight Entrada Series is designed for entry-level or price conscious target archers.
However, hunters often select the Entrada to achieve the speed and accuracy of the new Ultralight
line from Gold Tip. At a +/-.006” straightness and +/- 2 grains per dozen, these arrows are a great
value. Ultralight Entrada arrows come standard with GT Series nocks and inserts and are available in
spine sizes 300, 400, 500 and 600.
Entrada 600 Weight 5.7 gr / in. Spine .600" O.D. .280" I.D. .246"
Entrada 500 Weight 6.3 gr / in. Spine .500" O.D. .285" I.D. .246"
Entrada 400 Weight 7.4 gr / in. Spine .400" O.D. .290" I.D. .246"
Entrada 300 Weight 8.5 gr / in. Spine .300" O.D. .296" I.D. .246"

TRIPLE X

TRIPLE X PRO

At the maximum diameter allowed in tournament archery today of 0.421”, the Triple X Pro is quickly being
accepted as the best indoor target arrow on the planet. At only 9.3 grains per inch, it is also being
recognized as a truly remarkable 3-D arrow. Just ask Levi Morgan, who dominated the Pro 3-D circuit in
2009 with this shaft. It is truly the most durable, most accurate line cutter on the market today.
Weight 9.3 gr / in Spine .150" O.D. .421" I.D. .383"

If you’re on a budget and looking for the largest shaft available on the market, the Triple X is for you.
With tight tolerances and the same great construction as the Triple X Pro, you cannot go wrong with
this shaft. Try cutting this shaft to length from both ends and you may find it spins perfectly true and
shoots even better.
Weight 9.3 gr / in Spine .150" O.D. .421" I.D. .383"

Hunting Arrows
PRO HUNTER

XT HUNTER

As the ultimate hunting arrow in Gold Tip’s lineup, the Pro Hunter is simply the best arrow ever
constructed. With industry leading weight and straightness tolerances, the Pro Hunter is fast becoming
“THE” choice for the world’s most discerning bowhunters. Don’t overlook this shaft as a target arrow,
because in the stand or on the line, Pro Hunters will not be beat.
3555 Black
Weight gr / in. 7.4 Spine .500" O.D. .291" I.D. .246"
3555 Camo
Weight gr / in. 8.2 Spine .500" O.D. .291" I.D. .246"
5575 Black
Weight gr / in. 8.2 Spine .400" O.D. .295" I.D. .246"
5575 Camo
Weight gr / in. 8.6 Spine .400" O.D. .298" I.D. .246"
7595 Black
Weight gr / in. 8.9 Spine .340" O.D. .300" I.D. .246"
7595 Camo
Weight gr / in 10.9 Spine .300" O.D. .310" I.D. .246"
Hunter 300 Black Weight gr / in. 9.2 Spine .300" O.D. .302" I.D. .246"

The XT Hunter is the most popular shaft in the Gold Tip lineup, and for good reason. This shaft
provides all of the performance and accuracy that a serious bowhunter needs for a long season in the
deer woods.
3555 Black
Weight gr / in. 7.4 Spine .500" O.D. .291" I.D. .246"
3555 Camo
Weight gr / in. 8.2 Spine .500" O.D. .296" I.D. .246"
5575 Black
Weight gr / in. 8.2 Spine .400" O.D. .295" I.D. .246"
5575 Camo
Weight gr / in. 8.6 Spine .400" O.D. .298" I.D. .246"
7595 Black
Weight gr / in. 8.9 Spine .340" O.D. .300" I.D. .246"
7595 Camo
Weight gr / in. 10.2 Spine .340" O.D. .310" I.D. .246"
Hunter 300 Black Weight gr / in. 9.2 Spine .300" O.D. .302" I.D. .246"

EXPEDITION HUNTER

With the same great construction as the XT and Pro Hunters, the Expedition Hunter is a very popular shaft
for the budget conscious bowhunter that still expects the ultimate in durability.
3555 Black
Weight gr / in. 7.4 Spine .500" O.D. .291" I.D. .246"
3555 Camo
Weight gr / in. 8.2 Spine .500" O.D. .296" I.D. .246"
5575 Black
Weight gr / in. 8.2 Spine .400" O.D. .295" I.D. .246"
5575 Camo
Weight gr / in. 8.6 Spine .400" O.D. .298" I.D. .246"
7595 Black
Weight gr / in. 8.9 Spine .340" O.D. .300" I.D. .246"
7595 Camo
Weight gr / in.10.2 Spine .340" O.D. .310" I.D. .246"
Hunter 300 Black Weight gr / in. 9.2 Spine .300" O.D. .302" I.D. .246"

KENETIC PRO

All-new for 2011, the Kinetic Pro combines the industry’s highest quality materials, processes, and
specifications to form the ultimate small diameter shaft that delivers maximum penetration and
consistent performance no matter the conditions. With four spine sizes, including the .200” spine
Kinetic Big Game Pro, this arrow is truly at the top of the food chain.
300 Black Weight gr / in. 10.4 Spine .300" O.D. .275" I.D. .204"
400 Black Weight gr / in. 9.5 Spine .400" O.D. .270" I.D. .204"
500 Black Weight gr / in. 7.6 Spine .500" O.D. .258" I.D. .204"
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KINETIC XT

KINETIC HUNTER

The Kinetic XT features everything you’ve come to love about Gold Tip shafts; the durability, consistency,
and accuracy. The overall performance of Gold Tip has been rolled into this hard hitting, small diameter
hunting shaft. Featuring the popular .003” straightness specification and available in four spine sizes, the
Kinetic XT is the perfect choice when looking for the increased penetration and knockdown power that a
small diameter shaft provides.
300 Black
Weight gr / in. 10.4 Spine .300" O.D. .275" I.D. .204"
400 Black
Weight gr / in. 9.5 Spine .400" O.D. .270" I.D. .204"
500 Black
Weight gr / in. 7.6 Spine .500" O.D. .258" I.D. .204"
Big Game 200 Black Weight gr / in. 11.6 Spine .200" O.D. .288" I.D. .204"

As a compliment to the Kinetic Pro and Kinetic XT, the all-new Kinetic Hunter continues to deliver the
benefits of a small diameter shaft. With the same durability, performance, and premium components as it’s
cousins in the Kinetic line, the Kinetic Hunter delivers unmatched penetration with a more affordable price
tag.
300 Black
Weight gr / in. 10.4 Spine .300" O.D. .275" I.D. .204"
400 Black
Weight gr / in. 9.5 Spine .400" O.D. .270" I,D, .204"
500 Black
Weight gr / in. 7.6 Spine .500" O.D. .258" I,D, .204"
Big Game 200 Black Weight gr / in. 11.6 Spine .200" O.D. .288" I.D. .204"

VELOCITY PRO

VELOCITY XT

The name says it all. At 25-30 grains lighter than its cousin the Pro Hunter, the Velocity Pro delivers the
same tight specs, durability, and performance, but at a breakneck speed that will improve your in-the-field
accuracy. With its proprietary 100% carbon construction, this is the ultimate speed shaft.
300 Black Weight gr / in.8.5 Spline .300" O.D. .296" I.D. .246"
340 Black Weight gr / in.8.2 Spline .340" O.D. .295" I.D. .246"
400 Black Weight gr / in.7.4 Spline .400" O.D. .290" I.D. .246"
500 Black Weight gr / in.6.3 Spline .500" O.D. .284" I.D. .246"

If you like your XT Hunters you are going to LOVE the Velocity XT. Same great performance, but at 25- 30
grains lighter they will deliver your broadhead to the engine room just that much faster!
300 Black Weight gr / in. 8.5 Spline .300" O.D. .296" I.D. .246"
340 Black Weight gr / in. 8.2 Spline .340" O.D. .295" I.D. 246"
400 Black Weight gr / in. 7.4 Spline .400" O.D. .290" I.D. .246"
500 Black Weight gr / in. 6.3 Spline .500" O.D. .284" I.D. .246"

NOCKS, INSERTS & POINTS

VELOCITY HUNTER

Congruent with our entire lineup, the Velocity Hunter gives the advantage of the same great construction
and durability with a smaller price tag
300 Black Weight gr / in. 8.5 Spline .300" O.D. .296" I.D. .246"
340 Black Weight gr / in. 8.2 Spline .340" O.D. .295" I.D. .246"
400 Black Weight gr / in. 7.4 Spline .400" O.D. .290" I.D. .246"
500 Black Weight gr / in. 6.3 Spline .500" O.D. .284" I.D. .246"

Crossbow Bolts
LASER III PRO

LASER IV

We're proud to advance our crossbow arrow offering by introducing the Laser III bolt. Built to a weight
between our Laser II and Laser IV bolts, the Laser III creates another option for discerning crossbow
archers looking for optimal performance. The Laser III features all the same nocking and insert options
you've come to expect from Gold Tip bolts. Available in 20" & 22"
Black Weight gr / in. 8.5 Spline n/a" O.D. .339" I.D..300"

Crossbows are getting faster every year and with that comes the need for a super stiff and heavier weight
bolt. Gold Tip has answered the call with the Laser IV. This bolt offers all the verastility of the Laser II and
III but in a heavier weight to increase kinetic energy and withstand the rigors of today's new high
performance crossbows. Available in 20" & 22"
Black Weight gr / in.13.9 Spine n/a" O.D. .348" I.D. .272"

LASER II PRO

LASER II

You spared no expense to get the best crossbow on the market, why trust it with anything less than the
best bolt on the market? Gold Tip’s Laser II and Laser II Pro bolts offer the ultimate in crossbow bolt
performance. With flat and moon nock options, 20” or 22” lengths, and aluminum or brass inserts, the
Laser II is offered in a configuration that will produce the optimum in accuracy for your upcoming hunt.
Available in 20" & 22"
Black Weight gr / in. 7.3 Spine n/a" O.D. .337" I.D..300"

You spared no expense to get the best crossbow on the market, why trust it with anything less than the
best bolt on the market? Gold Tip’s Laser II and Laser II Pro bolts offer the ultimate in crossbow bolt
performance. With flat and moon nock options, 20” or 22” lengths, and aluminum or brass inserts, the
Laser II is offered in a configuration that will produce the optimum in accuracy for your upcoming hunt.
Availble in 20" & 22"
Black Weight gr / in. 7.3 Spine n/a" O.D. .337" I.D. .300"

Components
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LUMEN-ARROWS & BOLTS
See price list for complete details

LUMENOKS
See pricelist for complete details
The Lumenok GT is activated upon the shot to allow archers
to follow the path of their arrow. This model Lumenok contains
no moving parts, only a battery, a wire and a light source
arranged in an open circuit. The material in the arrow shaft
completes the circuit. No magnets required. Always know
where your arrow goes with the Lumenok. This Lumenok is
made using a GT Nock from Gold Tip.

Lumenoks (now available in pink !)
Easily track your crossbow bolts flight with ease and make them a lot easier to find after sunset or in lowlight conditions with these lighted nocks. Batteries are easily replaced, and the nock stays lit for hours. They
weigh 28 grains, just 18 grains more than an ordinary nocks
See price list for details

BOHNING ARROW WRAPS

EXCALIBUR FIREBOLT w/Lumenok Available in a 3 PK

Available for carbon or aluminum arrow
solid, patterned and metallic colours available

Blazer Quickfletch

Blazer Vanes
A two inch vane great for use with fixed blade or mechanical
broadheads. Helps eliminate interference problems and
increases speed. Weighs only 6 grains.
100 pk

Item # BO10832

***Store in a cool place until use.***
Finally! Get the REAL Blazer® in quick fletch! Easily installs on
shafts from 17/64" to 24/64" diameter. Simply submerge into
boiling water. Available in Orange Tiger, Yellow Tiger, White
Tiger, Neon Yellow, Neon Orange and Neon Green. 6 Per
Package. Weight per fletched tube is approximately 27 grains.
Blazer ® Vanes are 1.987" long, with a profile height of .568"
and weigh just 6 grains!
Quickfletch 6pk Item # BO101001

NAP Quick Spin Vanes

NAP Quikfletch Quikspin
If you can boil water, you can professionally crest and fletch
an arrow in less than 10 seconds. QuikFletch is the easiest
way to fletch your arrows either in the field or at home and
they are guaranteed not to slip!!!
They shrink to fit any size carbon or aluminum arrow shaft

Shrink your groups, period! QuikSpin, the revolutionary new vane that
optimizes spin, maximizes accuracy and produces tighter arrow groups
like you’ve never thought possible. QuikSpin rotates arrows up to
300% faster than conventional plastic vanes and over 100% faster than
feathers. Made from durable toughened plastic that bonds in seconds,
QuikSpin is designed for trouble-free and incredibly accurate shooting.
Patented "Kicker" increases arrow spin by 300% vs. conventional
vanes-even with broadheads! Patented Micro-Grooves on one side of
each vane channel air over vane for flatter trajectory compared to
conventional vanes.
Packs of 100

Zeon Fusion Vanes

Duravanes

Duravanes® are available in 3 sizes in as many as 12 colors.
Made with a blend of the strongest non-rubber materials available, DURAVANES® have been designed
and tested to outperform any other vane, (or feather) in all aspects.
Duravanes All Sizes & Colours

Item # NORDUR

For literally thousands of years bowhunters have struggled with
the dilemma of seeing their arrows in flight and consequently
knowing if they found their mark. In recent years heavy lighted
nocks have been the answer for some, but are not legal in all 50
states nor allowed for Pope and Young Club entries. In lieu of this
Norway Industries set out to do what they do best; break the rules
and develop products that change the game and force the industry
to re-think what it knows of possibilities and products. The result is
the new edge-glow ZEON Fusion Vane. See the difference ZEON
Fusion Vanes can make in your hunting success this year.
36 count clamshell Item # NORF

Fusion Vanes

Dura Wraps

Available in 36 piece packs, eight popular colors to choose from.
As the name states, the new Fusion® vane by Norway Industries is a
radical blend of shape and material technology, which yields
maximum aerodynamic steering capability and unprecedented
broadhead flight.
By combining technologies old and new, we have created the most
responsive vane archers have ever experienced with precise focus
on today’s critical demands of first-class: adhesion, broadhead flight,
consistency and durability.

Package contains everything you need to wrap a dozen
arrows.
1 dozen Assorted Colours Available
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Allen Shrink Fletch System
Dip in boiling water to install
Easy to install
3 per pack
Camo Vanes White Tube 3 pk
Camo Vanes White Tube 3 pk
Camo Vanes Black Tube 3 pk
Solid Colour Vanes White Tube 3 pk
Solid Colour Vanes Black Tube 3 pk

Item # 68596
Item # 68594
Item # 68592
Item # 68584
Item # 68582

Shooting Star Lighted Arrow Nock
Fits most carbon arrows with 9/32" oustide diamater
Poven reliable design
Halps prevent hunting arrow loss
Aids in game recovery
Battery lasts up to 8 hours of continuous use
Complete with contact right for arrows with los carbon content
Patented technology
Green 1 Per Pack
Red 1 Per Pack
Green 2 Per Pack

Item # 68499
Item # 68598
Item # 68470

Nocks For Carbon Arrows
Sized to fit most carbon arrows
12 per pack
Orange
Flourescent Green

Allen Nocks & Inserts
Fits Allen Carbon Express & Gold Tip carbon arrows and other
arrows of similar size
6 nocks
6 inserts

Item # 68402
Item # 68400

Black/Silver Item # 68426
Flourescent Green/Silver Item # 68425

Allen Bullet Points

Stay Tight Bullet Points

Allen precision field points and bullet points are made to amo standards for
thread size, weight, and dimensions. Precision machined steel point. Durable
finish .Consistent weight
Designed for easy removal from today's foam targets
Designed for easton, axis, and other narrow tube shafts

6 points per pack
Made to AMO standards for thread size, weight, and dimensions
Precision machined steel point
Durable finish
Consistent weight

Bullet Point-100pc Box, 17/64", 125gr Item # 44633
Bullet Point-100pc Box, 17/64", 100gr Item # 44632
Bullet Point-100pc Box, 17/64", 75gr Item # 44630
Bullet Point-100pc Box, 5/16", 125gr Item # 44623
Bullet Point-100pc Box, 5/16", 100gr Item # 44622
Bullet Point-100pc Box, 5/16", 75gr Item # 44620
Bullet Point-100pc Box, 9/32I” 125gr Item # 44613
Bullet Point-100pc Box, 9/32", 100gr Item # 44612
Bullet Point-100pc Box, 9/32", 75gr Item # 44610

Stay Tight Bullet Points 21/64" 100 gr Item # 1484
Stay Tight Bullet Points 9/32" 100 gr Item # 1483
Stay Tight Bullet Points 11/32" 100 gr Item # 1479
Stay Tight Bullet Points 5/16" 100 gr Item # 1478
Stay Tight Bullet Points 21/64" 125 gr Item # 1473
Stay Tight Bullet Points 11/32" 125 gr Item # 1472
Stay Tight Bullet Points 5/16" 125 gr Item # 1471

Bohning Blazer Nocks

Bohning Pin Nocks
The Pin-Nock is available in 2 throat diameters, .088 & .120, to
keep your shaft on your string during "let-down" while
maintaining an incredibly clean release. Made of durable, impact
resistant polycarbonate. Fits all "Pin" style nock inserts.
Increased durabilty and accuracy. Weighs approximately 3
grains.
12/pk

Item # BO10071

A small, press fit nock designed for "D"-loops and perfect for the
'string loop' shooter. The Blazer® Nock has a double lock feature
that is just tight enough to keep your shaft on your string while
maintaining an incredibly clean release. Fits Easton Super UniBushing system and standard carbon shafts. Made of durable,
impact resistant polycarbonate. Weighs approximately 10.3
grains.
100/pk

Item # BO1004

Bohning Signature Nocks
Fits Easton Super Uni-Bushing system and standard carbon
shafts. Insert the nock, align it and go! Incorporates an index and
alignment feature and a nock recess. Made of durable, impact
resistant polycarbonate. Weighs approximately 12.7 grains.
12/pk

Saunders Screw in Bludgeon
Special energy-transference head packs a wallop, eliminates
broken shafts and snaking under grass. Screw-in and slip-on
models. 4/pk
85gr Item # SAUN5738
100gr Item # SAUN5708
125gr Item # SAUN5736

Item # BO1006

Saunders Field Points
Precision machined and richly finished...just what you expect
from Saunders.
12/pk

Saunders Combo Points
Low Drag & Matt Wear. These Combo Points are endorsed by 3D and foam target manufacturers. Reduces matt wear and
aerodynamic drag.

Item # SAUNX4
12/pk
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Tex-Tite Bowstring Wax

Seal-Tite Silicone Bowstring Wax

A natural based wax that lubricates and lengthens
sting life. Tex-Tite will remain tacky and will not
become sticky under any weather condition.

Xccellerator Bowstring Wax
An all natural based string wax and
conditioner that greatly reduces string
friction and abrasion typically found with
cable slides, wheels and rollers.
Lubricates and rejuvenates you
bowstring. Resists penetration by water
to the critical sting fibers, and is scent
free.

Silicone based wax for high tension
bowstrings. Lubricates and lengthens string
life. Once applied Seal-Tite remains pliable
under all weather conditions.

Item # BO1306
Item # BO1360

Item # BO1365

Bohning Cresting Brushes
High quality camel hair. Available in
fine, 1/8", 1/4" and ½" widths.
1/8" Brush
1/4" Brush
1/2"Brush

Item # BO1401
Item # BO1402
Item # BO1403

Easily installed, advanced
lightweight, rubber string silencers
designed to reduce vibration and
noise.

Easy-to-attach nocks that will not damage
string servings. Soft inner lining protects
bowstring while ensuring a slip-resistant
nock point. Blue, Black or Red.

2 per pack, 5" length.
Assorted Colours Item # OM31330

Hunter (Black) 5/pk.
Hunter (Black) 100/pk.
XL (Red) 5/pk.
XL (Red) 100/pk.
Target (Blue) 5/pk.

String Love Field Size
String Love 1 Oz. Size
10 Pk Counter Display

Item # OM45370
Item # OM45371
Item # OM57443

Item # OM31353
Item # OM1812
Item # OM31354
Item # OM1813
Item # OM1811

OMP
Peep
Sights Wax
String
Love
Bowstring

OMP String
Love Bowstring
OMP String
Silencers Wax
OMP bowstring wax is specially formulated to penetrate deep
into the string fibers offering more wear and UV protection for all
types of bowstring materials.

OMP Nock Sets

OMP String Silencers

Ultra-light aluminum peep sight can be installed three different ways to
accommodate any length bow and string angle.
Available in Black Red & Blue, 1/8" 3/16" & 1/4"
String Love Tri-View Ultra_Light Item# OM453X
Providing perfect rotation and alignment every time. Pack includes 1/4"
peep, tubing and peep aligner clip.
OMP In-Line Hunter Peep 1/4''

Item # OM37644

Quad positioning ring designed to enhance your accuracy with precision
alignment at full draw. Pack includes 1/4" peep.
OMP Quadro Peep 1/4''

Item # OM37647

Other peep sights are available. Please phone for availability.

String Love Turbo Button

String Love Kisser Button

Durable, tough Flex material construction increases speed up to 5' per second.

Available in Black, Orange, Red & Pink
String Love Kisser Button Item # OM45422

Item # OM45417

Quickshot Finger Saver

OMP Teflon Speed Slide 3/8"
Drop-away capability allows rest cord attachment, Teflon construction for
maximum, smooth performance
Black

Item # OM45428

QuickShot finger savers ensure that you will never need a
finger tab or glove again. Great for youth, adult and traditional
style archers and beginners. Easily installed, includes quickinstall pin. One set, one colour per pack.
Tan

Flemish Twist String
Flemish Twist String Fast Flight Black & White

Item # OMFLEM

Flemish Twist String B50 Black & Green

Item # OMFLEMB50

Item # OM57443

Allen Bowstring Wax
Ideal for today's synthetic bowstrings
Lengthens string life
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37655
OMP Pin Point Kisser Button 9/16''
Assuring a Pin-Point anchor point every

OMP Full Draw Kisser Slotted ½'' or 5/8"

OMP Slotted Kisser Button 3/8'' or 9/16

Designed to become level at full draw,
slotted for easy installation. Constructed
from a durable, soft polymer material.1

Ensuring consistency and proper alignment.
Constructed from a comfortable, long-lasting

Sims Super String Leech

Kiss-X For 12-14 Strand

Kiss-XL

Soft Slotted Kisser. The Kiss-X soft 1/2" diameter has
smooth rounded edge for a comfortable way to mark
your anchor. The slotted offset shank and solid locking

Soft Large Slotted Kisser. The Kiss-XL 11/16"
diameter for the precision anchor point advantage
even through a face mask. Durable, soft and
smooth rounded-edge for comfort. Vented to keep it
light, slotted for easy installation without string
removal. Black positioning rings included. For 1618 Strand

Now available separately, these remarkable string
silencers reduce string vibrations and noise for a
quieter, smoother shot.
While designed primarily for crossbows, these units
also work perfectly on compounds, longbows and

Sims Everlast String Leech
Durability Is No Longer An Issue!
The Everlast Leech is designed to give you both
unparalleled performance and unsurpassed durability.
This product is designed to exceed your expectations
of performance and will last shot after shot.

Bohning Hunter Peep
Made of a durable, high-impact
plastic and gives yoou a standard
3/16" oriface for maximum sight

Finger Guard™
Whisper Whiskers™
String Silencer Durable, water proof rubber whiskers
dampen and quiet string without balling-up, collecting
leaves or burrs. Black Two Pair

For No Glove Shooting. Soft molded waterproof material
makes Finger Guard perfect for bowfishing. Cushioned
sleeves slip over bowstring and anchor with Nok Sets
(included) provides smooth release, consistent nocking
point and finger protection. For use on strings up to 16-
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Sims String Decelerator
Employs break-away technology to decelerate the
string at a lower, gradual rate rather than a sudden,
abrupt halt. The result is improved accuracy,
reduced wrist slap and a more level arrow flight. It
mounts to the front or rear stabilizer holes and
allows use of your current stabilizer. The device

Trophy Bowstring
452X Bowstring
Astro Flight

8125G Bowstring

Ultra Cam

D10 Bowstring

D75

DynaFLIGHT 97 Bowstring

Fast Flight Plus™

B55 Bowstring

B-50g

652 Spectra Bowstring
Servings Also Available

Xcel

B500 Bowstring
Angel Majesty Bowstring
Force 10 Crossbow Bowstring

GWS PRO HUNTER
PRO VIEW PEEP

CLEAR VIEW
PEEP™ - Wide
Angle Peep

Self-aligning string peep angled for
a better view, with a large hole for
hunting, uses rubber tube for
alignment

GWS Pro Hunter String Jacks

SPYDER SILENCER
Spyder Speed Silencers from T.R.U.
Ball not only silence a bow, they can
add a few feet-per-second to an
arrow’s velocity. The small aluminum
“accelerator balls” which hold the
spyders on the bow string add just the
right amount of weight (when
positioned properly) to provide a little
extra ‘snap’ when the arrow leaves
the bow.

SPEED BUTTONS
Increase bow speed by positioning 3 to
6 speed buttons approximately two
inches from wheel. Eliminates nock
pinching, ensures positive nocking.
Installs with enclosed pin. Pack of 5.

are great little dampers which cut noise
dramatically and are the next step up from using
whiskers string silencers. Install on your bow
string to reduce string oscillation and also aid in
quietening your bow.Easy to install and no bow
press required, simply part your bowstring into 4
equal numbers of strands and slide the String Jack
into position. No serving required as the design
holds them securely in the string. If desired, the
ends can be served.A few feet per second of
speed may result from installing String
Jacks..Sold as a pair. String Jacks - string
silencers with a difference!

STRING SILENCER

Enjoy an unobstructed view
with no hood to limit vision.
Constructed of non-glare highstrength polymer. This is the
perfect peep for hunters, 3-D
shooters, and field archers.
1/8" aperture, 1/2" diameter.

BRUSH OFFS
Keep weeds and
twigs out of string
grooves to help
prevent twisted limbs.
Exclusive hollow
ribbed design molded
of a soft, sound
absorbing material
keeps the weight to
26 grains.

UNIVERSAL CUSHION BUTTON
Patented Tru Fire® Universal
Cushion Button keeps the release off
the arrow nock for optimum arrow
flight. Can also be used as a second
Cushion Button, below the release, to
prevent the release from sliding down
the bow string. Or you can use the
Universal Cushion Button as a speed
button. Tests prove that using one to
four buttons just below your upper
wheel and just above your lower
wheel can help you gain two to ten
feet per second!
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Cam Kisser Buttons
Achieve the same anchor point every
time. Includes metal clips for secure
placement
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String Love Tri-View Ultra_Light Peep
Aluminum
Available in 1/8", 3/16", 1/4" in red, black or
blue

Pro View Peep
From Game Warning Systems comes the Pro View
Peep Sight that comes complete with rubber tubing
and cable clip to make sure it stays on target so
you can stay on target

Dusk Vision Peep Sight
Glowing dots naturally gathers light to surround peep
sight hole allowing hunter to visually locate and

Side by side string peep
Four Groove Plastic body string peep,
Available in sizes Medium, Large, and
Super.

Pro Hunter Self Aligning Peep
Includes peep, tubing and cable clip.

Peep Tubing
Replacement rubber tubing
for GWS aligning peeps.
50 ft roll.

Pro Hunter Peep
Four Groove Plastic body string peep,
Available in sizes Medium, Large, and Super.

TRU Ball
Speed Loop

Unlike other metal nocking loops the
Ultra-Nok will not "un-nock" your
arrow, or dislodge the arrow at let down. The Ultra-Nok
also eliminates bowstring wear as well as align your
peep sight. In addition, the Ultra-Nok has FOUR - not
two - anti-vibration screws to keep the ULTRA-NOK
securely on your string without sliding, guaranteeing
accuracy shot after shot.
The ULTRA-NOK is easy to install and adjusts for easy
tuning. It will not fray, stretch, wear-out, break or need
replacing. It is easy to locate, attach release aid to, and
will not slip up or down on the string.
Ultra-Nok XL
QAD UNXLFT

Nocking Points

Luma-Loop
At dusk and dawn, don't be left in the dark!
The Luma-Loop is a D-loop material that can
be charged with light. It glows in low light
situations when getting hooked up quickly can
mean the difference between getting a shot off

45366/ OMP Premium Release

Tru Fire Universal
Cushion Buttons
Universal Cushion button will not gouge your
bowhunting release head or jaws like metallic nock- Paradox Release Rope-Bulk
sets, which may cause grooving and roughness to
your head or jaws. This could cut your serving. Our With this bulk spool of string-loop material, you'll
Universal Cushion Button fully eliminates this
problem. By keeping the release off the arrow nock,
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Paradox Release Rope 5 Spool
Paradox Archery Release Rope now comes in a
Cylinder style dispenser. This string release loop
material is tough and comes with five colours. Each
colour comes in a 15 foot length.

Adhesives
& Lube
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Goat Tuff
Strongest Glue Ever
Bonds vanes in 5 seconds
Bonds feathers in 60 seconds
Works well with aluminum, carbon or
wood shaft
0.5oz bottle will fletch approx 15 dozen
arrows. Extremely strong bond
.5 oz. bottle

Item # GT1012

The next generation in fletching adhesives.
Works on all types of shafts. More aggressive,
faster set-up and provides an extremely tough,
durable bond. Remains flexible and is water
repellent. Platinum tubes have a shelf life of 2
years from the date of manufacture. Platinum
cans have a shelf life of 1 year from the date of
manufacture.
*More Information
Vane Clamp Time: 2-3 Minutes
Feather Clamp Time: 15-20 Minutes

3/4oz.

Insert Iron
The newest generation of Insert
Adhesive! Welds Inserts & Outserts to
all shaft types! Stronger Than the
Competition

Item # BO1301

Use even less glue for maximum
adhesion with the fastest cure
time. Introducing Blazer Bond, the
newest instant glue for fletching
vanes, feathers and nocks.
Excellent for all shaft types, clamp
time is a mere 15 seconds with full
cure in only two hours. Available in
½ ounce and 1 ounce bottles.
.5 oz. bottle
1 oz. bottle

Item # BO301015
Item # B3101016

Limoxl Arrow Prep

Instant Gel Fletching Cement
Quick-set fletching cement in an easy
to use gel. For aluminum, carbon,
fiberglass & wood shafts.
Item # BO1305.

1 oz. bottle

Blazer Bond Adhesive

Fletch-Tite Platinum

Item # BO1317

Limoxyl serves a dual purpose: To
remove wrap residue and prep the shaft
for fletching in one easy step! Spray
stripped shaft with Limoxyl to remove the
sticky arrow wrap residue. The shaft is
now ready for fletching or re-wrapping.
Increases adhesion with both Bohning
Platinum and quick set glues, such as
Bohning Quantum XT. Reminder-when
fletching with instant glues, we
recommend washing the shaft with soap
and hot water before fletching to get
maximum adhesion.
Item # BO1152

Cool- Flex

Feather Fetching Tape

Ferr-L-Tite

The newest addition to the Bohning
insert adhesive line. A super strong,
low melt temp. adhesive specifically
formulated for carbon arrows. Instant
full strength set-up in cold water! Easy
to apply and heat reversible. 12 gram
stick will do approximately 144 inserts.

Hot melt cement, heat reversible.
Tough elastic, waterproof bond that
adheres points and inserts to
aluminum or wood shafts. Stick or brick
form.

Easily applied, creates a
strong ad reliable bond on
contact. Will fletch over 3 1/2
dozen arrow. Feather Clamp
Time: On contact

Cure Time: 24 Hours

Item # BO1649

Item # BO1308

Item # BO1309

OMP STUCK! Archery Adhesive
Archery Adhesive was chemically
composed to apply with ease and
provide a superior, impact- resistant
bond. Cures in seconds, and works on
carbon, aluminum and wood shafts.
Instantly bonds nocks, vanes, feathers
and inserts. 1 ounce bottle. Item #
OM60800

OMP Frixion Fighter 2.0 Arrow Lube
Long lasting treatment formulated to
remove arrows with ease. Custom
applicator ensures uniform application
of formula. Works on all arrow shafts,
and all types of targets.
2oz. Item # OM45367

Traceless Premium Bow Lube
Traceless Premium Bow Lubricant
offers a 100% odorless formula.
Chemically formulated to penetrate
deep to protect and eliminate
corrosion. For use on cams, idlers
wheels, axle- bushings, cable guard
rods, firearms, treestands, fishing reels
and more.
1 oz.

Bohning Feather Dri Powder
Water repellent powder for feathers. Simply
shake feathers around in powder and go.
Colorless, odorless and will not affect feather
adhesion.
Item # BO1611

Allen Stick’r Nock & Insert Glue

Item # OM60785

Allen Stick’r Fletch Cement

For use on Carbon, Aluminum, Wood &
Fiberglass arrows
Perfect for nocks & inserts
Dries virtually clear
Shock & impact resistant adhesive
Shear strength of 3700 PSI

For use on Carbon, Aluminum, Wood &
Fiberglass arrows
Perfect for fletching vanes or feathers
Also works great for nocks & inserts
Dries virtually clear
Shear strength of 3700 PSI

Item # 679

Item # 678
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OMP Deluxe XB-1 Universal Crossbow Case
Designed to accommodate today's modern crossbows. XB-1
Crossbow Case features quiver, and accessory
compartments to provide maximum storage. Adjustable,
removable carry-sling, and handle ensure ease of
transportation. Raised-rear design allows for use with
scoped crossbows, while double-pad construction provides
superior protection in travel, and storage.

Item # OM57350

OMP Compact Limb Crossbow Case
Designed to accommodate modern, compact crossbows. Highrise rear design, allows for use with scoped crossbows.
Featuring an accessory compartment and top-mount quiver
shell, to provide ample storage.
Crafted from rugged 600-Denier Material and offering a softsided interior design, to ensure superior protection during
transportation. Semi-rigid design allows for ease of loading, and
ensures proper fit and form. Developed to cradle and transport
your crossbow with ease.

Item # OM60883

OMP Reverse Limb Crossbow Case
Developed to accommodate reverse-limb crossbows.
Featuring a scope-cavity to properly secure scoped
crossbows. Semi-rigid, top-mount quiver shell provides
storage, when the quiver is disconnected from crossbow.
Crafted from rugged 600-Denier Material and offering a softsided interior design, to ensure superior protection during
transportation. Semi-rigid design allows for ease of loading,
and ensures proper fit and form. Designed to cradle and
transport your crossbow with ease.

OMP Universal Crossbow Cocking Aid
Pulley design reduces the draw weight to aid in
cocking crossbows. Universal design allows it
to be used on both compound and recurve
crossbows.
Item # OM45376

Item # OM60884

OMP BlackHeart Crossbow String Wax

String Love Crossbow Rail Lube
Odorless lubricant formulated to increase
crossbow arrow velocities, while extending
the life of the crossbow string life.
1 oz.

Item # OM45373

Specifically formulated for today's modern, highperformance Crossbows; BlackHeart Wax
extends the life of the string and cables. The first
of its kind, BlackHeart String Wax was
chemically composed specifically for highvelocity Crossbow shooting. Black in color, wax
becomes clear when applied to bowstring.
BlackHeart Wax is sure to enhance the
performance of any Crossbow.
1 oz.
Item OM57403
10/pk Counter Display OM57404

OMP Combo Rail Lube & String Wax
String Love Crossbow Rail Lube & Blackheart
Crossbow String Wax combo pack.
Item # OM57335

OMP Universal Crossbow Sling
Designed to provide all-day comfort and control
in the field. Heavy Duty neoprene strap features
a rubberized non-slip backing, to ensure slip
resistant maneuverability. Fully adjustable
design for a custom fit, and comes with quickdetach swivels, for ease of installation. Great
for Crossbows and firearms. Black with the
October Mountain Logo on strap.
Item # OM60831

OMP Arrow Guard Adjustable Arrow Holder
Designed to transport and protect arrows with ease.
Adjustable from 25-47 inches and featuring a handy 12arrow holder to keep arrows separated and keeps fletching
from be coming damaged. Threaded closure lid provides a
snug-fit, while the fully-adjustable strapping makes
transporting a breeze. Keep your arrows straight and true by
protecting them in the OMP arrow guard. Fits into most
manufacture's bow cases.

Item # OM60791

RED HOT Wax and Barrel Lube Kit
Features
? Formulated for crossbows shooting over 300fps
? 100% scent free, will not freeze
? Polymeric formula reduces friction.
? Barrel lube has applicator tip
? Wax lubricates and protects string and cable
strands
Item #38-2150
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3 Dot Dual Color Optic
Model # 38-2145

3 x 32 Illuminated Multi Reticle
Scope

Model # 38-2142

Features

Features

• Engineered for crossbows shooting over 300 fps
• Dual color illumination, Red /Green
• Five brightness settings for each color
• Ultra compact, light and edge to edge clear view
• Custom reticle with “Peak of Trajectory”
• Bore sight landing marks on top of tube
• Water Proof, Shock proof, Fog proof
• Aim points to 70+ yards
• ADC – Arrow Drop Compensator program
Compatible on Website www.ParkerBows.com
• Lifetime Warranty

• 30 mm tube
• 7/8” weaver style clamp base
• Dual color 3 dot view
• Five brightness settings for each color
• 20, 30, 40 yard aim points
• Flip up lens cover included
• 1 year warranty

Specifications
•
•
•
•
•

Length:
Weight:
Tube:
M.O.A:
Field of view:

3.5”
5.7 oz
1 x 30
0.5”
62.3 ft @ 100 yards

Specifications
• Length:
• Weight:
• Tube:
• M.O.A:
• Field of view:
• Ocular bell:

Shown with optional Flip Covers

8.5”
9.8 oz
1” mono tube
.5”
50.2 ft @ 100 yards
Fast focus external

Other models of Red Hot Scopes Avaiable See price list for decomplete details
Red Hot High Velocity Bolts

Red Hot Hunter Crossbow Bolts

The RED HOT High Velocity Crossbow
Arrow features Built-in Weight Forward
technology to deliver superior down-range
accuracy with a broadhead. Engineered with
the tightest tolerances, the strong and
durable RED HOT arrow works seamlessly
with today's crossbows.

Features
• Engineered for modern crossbows
• Red Hot Moon nock style for safety and accuracy
• Press fit Moon-nock design
• Standard aluminum insert
• 20” length
Specifications
• Length:
• Diameter (OD):
•Tolerance:
• Mass Weight:
• Grains per inch:
• Insert:
• Nock:
• Vanes:

6/pk Item # 38-225
36/pk Item # 38-226

20”
24/64” (0.348”)
+/- .004”
300 grains (no point)
13.1 (shaft)
Aluminum, 24.5 gr
Red Hot Moon Nock
4” Dura vane

6/pk Item # 38-220
36/pk Item # 38-223

-

Match Grade Rings

Roller Rope Cocker

for 1" Tube Scopes
? Engineered for RED HOT scopes with 1"
tubes
? Bore scribe mark on top of ring
? Four lock down “double grip” screws
? Cushion tape lined to protect scope finish
? 7/8" weaver style base
? Hex Key included
? Medium height

?

Item, # 38-2144

Standard
Red Hot

?
?
?
?

Unique glide hooks for easy smooth cocking
effort
Will not scratch the barrel finish
Extra long rope to accommodate all Parker
Crossbows
T-handles for solid grip and pull
Improves accuracy dramatically

**ROLLER ROPE COCKER MAY WORK ON OTHER
BRAND CROSSBOWS WITH LENGTH ADJUSTMENT**

Item # 38-200
Item # 38-201

Side Winder Hand Crank
?
?
?
?
?
?
?

Hand crank cocking device
Unique glide hooks for easy smooth cocking effort
Will not scratch the barrel finish
Extra long rope to accommodate all Parker Crossbows
Machined and knurled handle for a solid grip
Reduces cocking effort for consistent string alignment
Improves accuracy dramatically

RED HOT Folding Forearm
?
?
?
?
?

Designed for Parker Cyclone and Tornado ONLY
Mounts to Picatinney rails
Provides alternative hand position
folds conveniently out of the way
No drilling required

Item # 38-230

**DESIGNED FOR PARKER CROSSBOWS ONLY
DO NOT USE ON OTHER BRANDS**
Item # 38-202
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RED HOT Hunter Crossbow Accessory Kit
?
?
?
?
?
?

RED HOT Hunter Crossbow Accessory Kit
?
?
?
?

Six pack of RED HOT HV Carbon Arrows
Three RED HOT Crosspro 100 FX
Broadheads
Six 100 grain matched weight field points
One RED HOT Wax and Barrel Lube Kit
One RED HOT Roller Rope Cocker
One RED HOT Sling with swivels

?

Six pack of Parker Hunter Crossbow Arrows
Six 125 grain matched weight field points
One RED HOT Wax and Barrel Lube Kit
One RED HOT Roller Rope Cocker
One RED HOT Sling with swivels

Item # 38-2272

Item # 38-2270

RED HOT Perfect Storm Crossbow Accessory Kit
The Perfect Storm Kit includes the following High
Performance Crossbow Accessories to complement any
crossbow:
?
6 RED HOT High Velocity arrows
?
1 RED HOT Roller Rope Cocker
?
3 RED HOT Crosspro FX 100 Broadheads
?
6 100 Grain Match Weight Field Points
?
1 RED HOT Crossbow Sling
?
1 RED HOT Wax and Lube kit
?
1 RED HOT Soft Crossbow Case
?
Parker Embroidered Cap

RED HOT Crossbow Case
?
?
?
?
?

A deluxe camo padded nylon case
an external quiver pouch
Extra high body to fit most crossbows
(excluding recurves)
330 degree zipper for easy use
Includes adjustable shoulder strap

Case: LxWxH - 40"x31" (bow) 7.5" (Scope)
Pouch: 23"x7"x4"

Item # 38-2271

Item # 38-343

RED HOT Cyclone Adjustable Cheek Piece
?
?
?
?

Designed for the Parker Cyclone ONLY
Provides 3/8" of vertical comb height
adjustment
No drilling required
Custom fit your Cyclone to you!

Item # 38-232

String Suppressor Kits
?

Dramatically reduce the sound and vibration of the
crossbow string.
Easily installs in minutes with basic tools.
Tunable for precision performance.
Only designed to fit Parker crossbow models indicated.

?
?

Cyclone and Tornado
Item # 38-233
BushWacker and Enforcer
Item # 38-234
Hornet Extreme
Item # 38-235
ThunderHawk, Challenger and BlackHawk Item # 38-2351

GO BALLISTIC!
PROUDLY MANUFACTURING CANADA’S FINEST BOW STRINGS SINCE 1992.
CUSTOM BOW STRINGS
All of our bowstrings are manufactured to exceed all O.E.M. Specifications. Ballistic bow strings makes
every string using only the finest materials to the exact specifications of each bow manufacturer. All our
strings are available in a variety of material and colour choices. Special colour combinations are available
upon request.
PREMIUM BOW STRINGS
Our premium series of bow strings were introduced in 2002, after 4 years of development, and rigorous
testing. Our premium series of strings are unsurpassed in the world of archery for:
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Fin-Finder Hydro-Glide Bowfishing Arrow Rest

OMP Light Stryke Laser Bowfishing Sight w/Green Laser
o just aim and stryke! Sight features a remote pressure switch,
activating the laser on demand. Constructed from CNC
machined aluminum, the Light Stryke is built to withstand the
rigors of bowfishing. Fully adjustable, the Light Stryke mounts
in conjunction with both recurve and compound bows alike.
Sight features mounting holes for Retriever, and converts from
right hand to left hand in seconds.

Manufactured from a durable, lightweight- synthetic material,
the Hydro-Glide rest comes installed with stainless-steel
hardware. The Hydro-Glide rest features "Ultimate Arrow
Guidance Technology." UAG is the technology enabling the
user to shoot faster, straighter, and more accurate than ever
before, all while making snap-shooting a breeze! Rest mounts
in conjunction to compound and recurve bows alike. Converts
from right to left hand in seconds.

Item # OM37643

Item # OM45407

Fin-Finder Bowfishing Reel w/90' Line

Fin-Finder
Sand
Shark 62inAvailable
Recurve in a 3 PK
EXCALIBUR
FIREBOLT
w/Lumenok
The Sand Shark is built tough, to withstand the rigors of
Bowfishing! The Sand Shark Recurve offers a convenient,
three piece take-down design, and features heavy-duty
components, such as: heavy-duty sight, plunger and stabilizer
bushings, and high-rise aluminum limb pockets. Each riser is
crafted of hand-selected Hard Maple/Purple Heart woods and
features a water- resistant finish, to ensure durability in the
toughest conditions. Offering a low mass-weight, the Sand
Shark provides superior performance, and a super-smooth
draw. The Sand Shark can be broken- down in seconds, and
is sure to be a fit for any Bowfishing adventure!

35# R/H or L/H

Simple to use and easy to install 5/16 x 24
standard threads attaches to front stabilizer
bushing of the bow riser. Includes one 90' spool
of 80lb. test retrieval line.
Item # OM45377

Item # OMP1746235

Fin-Finder Hydro-Shot Finger Savers

Fin-Finder Bowfishing Reel Seat Black Aluminum
Tournament grade, aluminum constructed Reel
Seat. Mounts to front stabilizer bushing of riser,
while firmly securing a Spincast style reel in
place. Reel not included.

Designed especially for bow fishing, Hydro-Shot
Finger Savers feature a built-in nock collar
designed to totally eliminate finger-pinch of the
string at all draw lengths. Finger savers may be
trimmed for two or three finger configuration.
Includes install pin.

Item # OM45437

Black 1pr/pk

Fin-Finder Bowfishing Gaff

Fin-Finder Raider Arrow w/Piranha Point

Pro model features lengthened, 48" design and
center-grip to provide aid in landing large
aquatic game. Heavy-duty #304 stainless steel
hook, and rigid aluminum construction, ensure
superior strength and durability. Dual cushion
grips and shock-chord allow for ease of use,
and provide optimal comfort. Great for use in a
Boat. A must-have for every Bowfisherman.
Size: 48"Aluminum Construction #304
Stainless steel hook, Shock-Chord, and
Floating Design.
48" Orange

Item # OM45418

Durable 32", 5/16 high quality shaft with nock
and Piranha Point installed. Drilled to accept
safety slide.
Orange

Item # OM57407

Item # OM57345

Bowfishing Kit

Hydro-Carbon Arrow 29" Penatrator Point Lumenok
Hydro-Carbon shaft with internal Lumenok,
Penatrator point and AMS Safety Slide. Arrow
is 5/16 in diameter and 29" in length.
Item # OM57410

This high-quality Bohning Bowfishing Kit contains all the
accessories a bowfisherman needs for a successful bowfishing
trip. This kit includes a retrievable Lightning Reel, glass fish
arrow with RuffNeck fish point and AMS Safety Slide™ System,
and 50’ spool of 80lb braided bowfishing line

Item # 1023

Various Arrows and Points Available
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Muzzy Extreme Bowfishing Kit

Muzzy Xtreme Duty Spincast Style Bowfishing Kit

Contains New Pro Retriever Reel, Carbon Mag
Arrow, Fish Hook Arrow Rest, and Impale-aScale DVD

Put More Fish In The Boat! With The Muzzy
Xtreme Duty Bowfishing Kit. This kit has
everything you need to set your bow up for
bowfishing. It Contains 1067-XD Reel, 1080
Fish Hook Rest, 1070 100ft of 200lb line, 1063
Heavy Duty Reel Seat, & 1020-C Classic
Arrow W/Carp Point.

Item # M7501PRO

Item # M7502-XD

GraveDancer

Saxon
?
?
?
?
?

?

?
?
?

More material engagement reduces point source failures
common in other composite sights!
Pins line up on the same line and plane so pins always
line up WITHOUT special adjustments!
Patented bright orange pin guard highlight for rapid peep
alignment.
Speed Gap Technology - zero pin gap leaving room to
spare on even the fastest bows!
EasyGlide Technology - force spreading pin and washer
design eliminates material deformation resulting from over
tightening the pins
Shocktek - Most of our decals including the bright orange
perimeter highlight is coated with vibration absorbing
polyurethane for awesome vibration dampening
performance!
Extra long, ultra protected fibers for super bright aiming
points!
Ambidextrous for RH/LH shooters
Reversible windage bracket for greater windage
adjustment.

?
?
?
?
?
?

?

Wrap
Non Wrap

# CP00811
# CP00812

?
?

Dead Nuts Mark I
?
?
?
?
?
?

?

?

?
?

Precision CNC machined components!
3rd axis adjustable bubble level.
Pins line up on the same line and plane so pins always
line up WITHOUT special adjustments!
Patented bright orange pin guard highlight for rapid peep
alignment.
Speed Gap Technology - zero pin gap leaving room to
spare on even the fastest bows!
EasyGlide Technology - force spreading pin and washer
design eliminates material deformation resulting from over
tightening the pins.
Shocktek - Most of our decals including the bright orange
perimeter highlight is coated with vibration absorbing
polyurethane for awesome vibration dampening
performance.
IronClad Fiber Optics - Our fiber optics are the toughest in
the industry and they streatch 30% more than typical fiber
optic material. This stuff is so tough you could bass fish
with it.
Extra long, ultra protected fibers for super bright aiming
points!
RH/LH convertible

?

?
?

?

Dead Nuts Mark III
?
?
?
?
?
?

?

?
?

Precision CNC machined components!
3rd axis adjustable bubble level.
Pins line up on the same line and plane so pins always
line up WITHOUT special adjustments!
Patented bright orange pin guard highlight for rapid peep
alignment.
Speed Gap Technology - zero pin gap leaving room to
spare on even the fastest bows!
EasyGlide Technology - force spreading pin and washer
design eliminates material deformation resulting from over
tightening the pins.
Shocktek - Most of our decals including the bright orange
perimeter highlight is coated with vibration absorbing
polyurethane for awesome vibration dampening
performance.
Extra long, ultra protected fibers for super bright aiming
points!
RH/LH convertible.

3 Pin
5 Pin

# CP00813
# CP00815

Dead Nuts Mark II
?

Non-Micro 3 Pin # CP00817
Non-Micro 5 Pin # CP00818
Non Micro 5 Pin # CP00824
(Free Light)

Precision CNC machined components!
Bubble level for increased accuracy!
Pins line up on the same line and plane so pins always line
up WITHOUT special adjustments!
Patented bright orange pin guard highlight for rapid peep
alignment.
·Speed Gap Technology - zero pin gap leaving room to
spare on even the fastest bows!
EasyGlide Technology - force spreading pin and washer
design eliminates material deformation resulting from over
tightening the pins!
Shocktek - Most of our decals including the bright orange
perimeter highlight is coated with vibration absorbing
polyurethane for awesome vibration dampening
performance!
Extra long, ultra protected fibers for super bright aiming
points!
Ambidextrous for RH/LH shooters

Precision CNC machined components! 3rd
axis adjustable bubble level.
Pins line up on the same line and plane so
pins always line up WITHOUT special
adjustments!
Patented bright orange pin guard highlight
for rapid peep alignment.
Shocktek - Most of our decals including the
bright orange perimeter highlight is coated
with vibration absorbing polyurethane for
awesome vibration dampening
performance.
IronClad Fiber Optics - Our fiber optics are
the toughest in the industry and they
streatch 30% more than typical fiber optic
material.

Non Micro Std Black # CP00825

Dead Nuts Mark IV
?
?
?

?
?

?
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Precision CNC machined components!
3rd axis adjustable bubble level.
Pins line up on the same line and plane so
pins always line up WITHOUT special
adjustments!
Patented bright orange pin guard highlight
for rapid peep alignment.
Shocktek - Most of our decals including the
bright orange perimeter highlight is coated
with vibration absorbing polyurethane for
awesome vibration dampening
performance.
Extra long, ultra protected fibers for super
bright aiming points!

Non micro 1 Pin Black CP00865
Non Micro 1 Pin Camo CP00866
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AfterBurner 3 light

Rut Wrecker
• Advanced composite construction
• Features over 60% more fiber, more clamping
surface and the addition of a precision level
• 5-.019" fiber optic pins
• Includes Light: No
• Weighs 4.3 oz.
3 Pin Black
5 Pin Black
5 Pin Camo

AfterBurner 3 light
Dead Nuts 3 & Bull’s Eye compatible
(light and bracket sold separately
Item #

CP00869

Item # CP01050
Item # CP01051
Item # CP01052

EXCALIBUR FIREBOLT w/Lumenok Available in a 3 PK
Striker
Direct mount aluminum bow sight featuring
three .029 fiber optic pins, vertical and
horizontal adjustments and a yellow ring on the
pin guard.
Item #

G.W.S.88881

Silver Talon
CNC aluminum single pin movable sight with a
1.5" sight aperture housing with 40" of .029
wrapped fiber optic. Micro windage adjustment
with yellow sight ring for quick target
acquisition.
Item #

G.W.S.63000

Sniper
Sniper

NGA Tri Star
CNC machined aluminum sight with (3) .019
pins with 10" of fiber optic on each pin all in
the same plane. Gang adjustment for windage
and height. Bracket has high low mount.
Choose RH or LH
Item #

G.W.S.71000.

GWS Sniper Sight w/ Fiber Optic Aperture. This
sight is for right or left handed bows. Unique
track design gives you precise vertical
movement of the scope. Glow in the dark
yardage tape with four different yardage
configurations is supplied. RH/LH. Comes with
1/4 X 28 clear acrylic scope with clear
crosshairs and centered Red fiber optic pin.
w/f.o. Aperature

item # G,W,S,55044
Item # G.W.S.55044

Strike Force

Pro Hunter Aluminum Micro Sight
Lightweight aluminum body sight has a full 5'
of fiber optic wrapped around a micro
adjustable scope. Sight has nylon bushings for
smooth and quiet operation. Comes with quiver
bracket, yardage tape, and all mounting
screws.

Direct mount aluminum bow sight that features
3 steel fiber optic .029 pins. Vertical and
horizontal adjustment and a fullround pin guard
with yellow sight ring for quick target
acquisition.
Item #

G.W.S.51000

Item #
G.W.S.70001
With Fiber Optic Item # G.W.S.96001

Nova Long Body

Nova
Machined aluminum sight with a direct
mounting system, 3 or 5 pins in a 2 1/4"
housing with a level and a calibrated windage
scale. Available on .019 or .029. Available with
or without a light.
Nova 3 Pin
Item # G.W.S.71003
Nova 5 Pin
Item # G.W.S.71005
Nova 3 Pin with Light Item # G,W,S,76193

All the same features as the Nova but with a
longer body
3 Pin
#G.W.S.80195 .019 pins
#G.W.S.80295 .029 pins
#G.W.S.81953 .019 pins with light
#G.W.S.82953 .029 pins with light
5 Pin
#G.W.S.81193 .019 pins
#G.W.S.81293.029 pins
#G.W.S.81933.019 pins with light
#G.W.S.82933 .029 pins with light
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Talon 1
• Fully machined aluminum for durability.
• Large diameter round scope housing for easy
peep alignment.
• Over 3 feet of fiber optic for high visibility of
sight pin.
• Oversized level.
Item # G.W.S.61000

Nova Green Monster
Game Warning Systems Grn Monster Pro
5Pin.029/.010
Precision machined out of T6061 aluminum
2.25" sight housing Windage scale Sight level 3
stage light 5 pins All pins are green and are in
this order: top pin - .029, next 3 pins - .019 and
the bottom pin is .010
Item #

G.W.S.64000

EXCALIBUR FIREBOLT w/Lumenok Available in a 3 PK
AR-19
Adjustable 100% aluminum body sight with 40"
of super tough .019" fiber optic protected in a
stainless steel pin tube. Tool-less micro
windage adjustment system, Teflon filled glide
bushings, yellow level. Available in red, green
or yellow pins.
Item #

G.W.S.63000

3D scope
Optimax™ lens, which sports German
engineering and a Zeiss multi-layer, antireflective coating for a scratch resistant, crystal
clear target image for superior low light
performance.
·Completely machined 6061-T6 aluminum for a
nearly indestructible design.
·Camera-style lens ring for easy lens removal.
·The industry standard X-ROD for an extra dose
of durability. Drilled and tapped mount for an
optional Purple Haze Light. · Includes a .019"
drilled Lightning Fire lens with your choice of
fiber color. Item # G.W.S.36001

Alpha V3 and V5 MICRO

Alpha V5
Features vertical in-line pin technology, front
clear fiber optic ring soaks up all available light
for the brightest pins, sight light housing
accepts the TR 3-position rheostat sight light
(NOT included), individual precision pin
adjustment screws, exclusive "tough as nails"
metal injection molded steel pins, heavy-duty
bracketry and mounting screws for "lock-down"
secure mount.

Features vertical in-line pin technology, front
clear fiber optic ring for the brightest pins ever,
micro-adjustable, sight light housing for adding
a sight light (included), precision pin adjustment
screws, metal injection molded steel pins, TIC
pins (helps you find the pin you need quickly)

V3 R/H # AS403R

Alpha V3 Micro L/H # AS503L

V3 L/H # AS403L

Alpha V5 Micro R/H # AS205R

V5 R/H # AS403R

Alpha V5 Micro L/H # AS505L

Alpha V3 Micro R/H # AS503R

V5 L/H # AS403L

Alpha 1

MICRO CYPHER
?
?

Single pin sight that has 14" of .019" fiber
optic material enclosed in clear ring style
guard on the front of the sight housing to
maximize the pin brightness. It has a direct
mounting bracket, third axis capabilities and
Reostat Sight light is included.
R/H
L/H

?
?
?
?
?
?

Item # AS201R
Item # AS201L

Sharp Shooter Bow Sight
The Trophy Ridge Sharp Shooter Sight is a
lightweight, dependable sight that includes a
reversible mounting bracket, quiver mounting
holes, contrast glo ring, and a drilled and tapped
pin guard that is sight light ready, designed for
use with Rh and Lh bows, 3-Pin/Blk. # AS102
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Ballistix CoPolymer System
Reversible Sight Mount Designed for use
with left or right hand bows and high or low
anchor points.
Tool-less Windage and Elevation
Adjustment
Rheostat Sight Light Included
Micro Adjustment
Zero Pin Gap Spacing
Ultra Bright .019 Fiber Optic Pins
Sight Level
Cypher Series Sights 7 pin micro black
Cypher Series Sights 5 pin micro camo
Cypher Series Sights 5 pin micro black
Cypher Series Sights 5 pin camo
Cypher Series Sights 5 pin black
Cypher Series Sights 3 pin camo
Cypher Series Sights 3 pin blk

# AS607
# AS635
# AS625
# AS615
# AS605
# AS613
# AS603

Sights
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Hit Man Micro 5 and 7

Hit-Man 3 and 5
Take the innovative front fiber optic ring from
the Alpha and Firewire series and add it to a
set-up that is simple and rugged, and you have
got the Hitman---simplcity at it's brightest,
100% aluminum, front/clear fiber optic ring
soaks up all available light, micro-adjustment
(on Micro Hit-Man 7 & Micro Hit-Man 5),
housing excepts the exclusive TR Rheostat
Sight Light, 12' of fiber optic for each pin, sight
level with 3rd axis adjustability, zero pin gap
spacing.

EXCALIBUR
Hitman 3 # Ar203 FIREBOLT w/Lumenok Available in a 3 PK

Take their innovative front fiber optic ring from
their popular Alpha and Fire Wire Series sights
add it to a setup that's both simple and
ultrarugged, and you've got simplicity at its
brightest. Front Fiber Optic Ring soaks up every
bit of available light. NoSnag Fiber Routing
System keeps your fiber optics safe from
damage that can occur in the field soaks up
all...
Hitman Micro 5 .010 # AS215
Htiman Micro 5 .019 # AS225
Hitman Micro 7 .010 # AS217

Hitman 5 # AR205

Punisher 3 and 5 Sights

Outlaw

One of the best value sights on the market
today. It features field-replaceable pins that
allow you to easily customize your pin setup,
aluminum bracketry with composite pinguard
and contrast glow ring, laser engraved
reference marks, designed to use with R/H or
L/H bows, sight light included

Reversible Sight Mount
Designed for use with left or right hand bows.
Sight Light Included
Aluminum Bracketry
Composite Pin Guard
Ultra Bright .019 Fiber Optic Pins
Contrast Glo Ring

Punisher 3 # AS103
Punisher 5 # AS105

Outlaw # AS104

Drive
Adjustable Indicator Pin
Allows for ultra-precise adjustments to
compensate for various conditions.
Nylon Bushings
Smooth, quiet movement with no metal-tometal contact.
Sight Light Included
Low-Light Glo Indicator Tape
Ultra Bright .029 Fiber Optic Pin
Integrated Sight Level
Drive # AS301

Pursuit
Adjustable Indicator Pin
Allows for ultra-precise adjustments to
compensate for various conditions.
Delrin® Bushings
Smooth, quiet movement with no metal-to-metal
contact.
Rheostat Sight Light Included
100% Aluminum Construction
Low-Light Glo Indicator Tape
Ultra Bright .019 Fiber Optic Pin
Sight Level With Third Axis Adjustability
R/H #AS401R
L/H # AS401L

React
Ballistix CoPolymer System
Reversible Sight Mount
Designed for use with left or right hand bows
and high or low anchor points.
Multiple mounting holes for more versatility
Rheostat light
.019 Fiber optic pins
Sight level
5 Pin Black R/H # AS805R
5 Pin Black L/H # AS805L
5 Pin Camo R/H # AS815
5 Pin Camo L/H # AS815L

Firewire V5
The Fire Wire V5 has the most unobstructed
view of any five-pin sight available. Its
indestructible housing is made of super-strong
composite material. The patented contrast Glo
Ring with Spectral Distribution Technology help
you align the peep to the sight ring. The clear
front fiber-optic ring soaks up light and channels
it to the pins. Sight level with third-axis
adjustability. Individual pin adjustment screw for
precise setting. No tightening or loosening, just
an easy turn for microadjustments. Metal
injection-molded steel pins. Reversible mounting
bracket for height adjustments. TIC pins and
reference marks. Nylon bushings. 18" of fiber
optics per pin. .019" pins. Right-hand only.
AS.305R
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Tru Ball Armortech

Armortech-HD Sight
?
?
?

Tru Ball Armortech - Tough as a tank, but fine-tuned like a
sportscar. Stainless steel armored pins are only exposed at
the tip of the pin and hold up to heavy hunting. Micro-adjust
individual pins by backing out a set screw one turn, turning a
knob to move the pin up or down, then re-tightening the set
screw. Gang-adjust elevation and windage with .0015 clicks.
2nd/3rd Axis Adjustable. Inside of scope is venturi (hourglass)shaped for a circular sight picture even when viewed slightly
off-center. 4, 5 and 7 Pin available .010, .019 and .029 fibers
available

EXCALIBUR FIREBOLT w/Lumenok Available in a 3 PK

Microwindage, microelevation and micropin adjustments
"Venturi" or hourglass shape inside scope
Accommodate right- or left-handed shooters
This five-pin sight has everything serious bowhunters want from
a technical sight and was awarded "Inside Archery" magazine's
"Best Buy Winner" in 2009. True Center Vision is possible
because of the hourglass or "Venturi" shape inside the scope
that provides a perfectly circular sight picture, even if you're
slightly off center. With the flip of the level, the scope can
accommodate right- or left-handed shooters. Adjust the sight
pins individually with a 1⁄16" hex wrench (included). Just loosen
the screw and turn the knob for smooth, microadjustments.
Armor Fiber Technology provides 100% protection to the fully
enclosed fiber. Tool-less windage and elevation thumb locks
and knobs. Three sets of mounting holes, so you select the
perfect position on your bow. A Mathews® Harmonic Dampener
soaks up vibrations at the shot, resulting in quieter and more
consistent performance. Second- and third-axis adjustable.
Mounting hole for light (light not included)
4,5 and 7 pin. .010, .019 and.029 pins available

Armortech HS HD and HS HD Pro Pin Sight

Tru-Ball Axcel Armortech HD Pro Sight w/Dovetail
Tru-Ball Axcel Armortech HD Pro Sight w/Dovetail
• Micro adjustable dovetail bracket and universal quiver mount
• Dovetail extension w/ Mathews Harmonic Damper • Micro
adjust each pin, one at a time or all at once • T.C.V. "True
Center Vision" supplies a circular sight picture even when
viewed slightly off center • Interchangable for RH/LH shooters
• Armor Fiber Technology - No exposed fibers! • Optional
frame/retainer combo allows use of CR 1.75" lens
4, 5 and 7 Pin available. .010, .019, .029 Pins available

The finest hunting sight on the market just got better! With the
addition of a micro adjustable dovetail bracket, sizing the scope
housing to your peep sight has never been easier. The HS(High
Speed) option is light years ahead. Due to our thin pins, target
obstruction is reduced. These hunting sights are available in .
010 and . 019 fiber sizes, with 5 or less pins will achieve bow
speeds up to 450 FPS. Hunting sights with6 or more pins
achieve bow speeds up to400 FPS. All Armortech HD Pro
Sights include a Mathews® Harmonic Damper. Included with
the sight is the universal quiver mount bracket, making
mounting your quiver a simple task!

ArmorTech Vision HD
The ArmorTech Vision HD brings new technology to a market
that asks, What more can be done?. The new Axcel
Armortech Vision HD offers a 2 inch housing for optimal view
of your target. The Armortech Vision HD also contains the
innovative T.C.V.(True Center Vision), a perfect circular
picture, even when viewed slightly off center. Continuing the
tough as a tank attitude found in the original Armortech, the
same engineering is back with a vengeance in the Vision. the
3-time Inside Archery Best Buy award winner still features
A.F.T.(Armor Fiber Technology) 100% fiber protection, 2nd
and 3rd axis adjustment, interchangeable right and left hand
capabilities, individual micro adjustment on each pin,
engraved partial ring at the depth of the sight pins, for greater
accuracy when viewed slightly off center. The Axcel
ArmorTech Vision HD includes a Mathews Harmonic
Dampener.
4,5 and 7 pin. .010, .019, .029 pins available

ArmorTech Vision HS HD
The ArmorTech Vision HS HD brings new technology to a
market that asks, What more can be done?. The new Axcel
Armortech Vision HS HD offers a 2 inch housing for optimal
view of your target. The Armortech Vision HS HD also contains
the innovative T.C.V.(True Center Vision), a perfect circular
picture, even when viewed slightly off center. Continuing the
tough as a tank attitude found in the original Armortech, the
same engineering is back with a vengeance in the Vision. the
3-time Inside Archery Best Buy award winner still features
A.F.T.(Armor Fiber Technology) 100% fiber protection, 2nd and
3rd axis adjustment, interchangeable right and left hand
capabilities, individual micro adjustment on each pin, engraved
partial ring at the depth of the sight pins, for greater accuracy
when viewed slightly off center. The Axcel ArmorTech Vision HS
HD includes the Axcel High Speed option and a Mathews
Harmonic Dampener.

ArmorTech Vision HS Pro
The ArmorTech Vision HS Pro brings new technology to a
market that asks, What more can be done?. The new Axcel
Armortech HS Vision Pro offers a 2 inch housing for optimal
view of your target. The Armortech Vision HS Pro also
contains the innovative T.C.V.(True Center Vision), a perfect
circular picture, even when viewed slightly off center.
Continuing the tough as a tank attitude found in the original
Armortech, the same engineering is back with a vengeance in
the Vision. the 3-time Inside Archery Best Buy award winner
still features A.F.T.(Armor Fiber Technology) 100% fiber
protection, 2nd and 3rd axis adjustment, interchangeable right
and left hand capabilities, individual micro adjustment on each
pin, engraved partial ring at the depth of the sight pins, for
greater accuracy when viewed slightly off center. The

ArmorTech Vision HS HD Pro
The new Axcel Armortech Vision Pro HS HD offers a 2 inch
housing for optimal view of your target. The Armortech Vision
HS HD Pro also contains the innovative T.C.V.(True Center
Vision), a perfect circular picture, even when viewed slightly off
center. Continuing the tough as a tank attitude found in the
original Armortech, the same engineering is back with a
vengeance in the Vision. the 3-time Inside Archery Best Buy
award winner still features A.F.T.(Armor Fiber Technology)
100% fiber protection, 2nd and 3rd axis adjustment,
interchangeable right and left hand capabilities, individual micro
adjustment on each pin, engraved partial ring at the depth of
the sight pins, for greater accuracy when viewed slightly off
center. The Armortech Vision HS HD Pro has the addition of a
micro-adjustable dovetail bracket, sizing the scope housing to
your peep sight has never been easier. Also, includes the Axcel
High Speed option and a Mathews Harmonic Dampener.

AXCEL 2000 Target Sight
The Axcel Target Sight offer the best accuracy(.00156" per
click), with more travel per revolution(.0625" per revolution),
auto adjust, quick change removable scope block features
easy individual 2nd & 3rd Axis adjustments, "rapid travel" quick
elevation adjustments with smooth hydraulic feel, one of the
lightest aluminum target sights(.62 lbs.) on the market.
Features: Built in vibration damper, 3" of elevation adjustment,
3D & field.
Available with or without damper in 6", 9" of 12"

Armortech Axcel Sight Light
3 positions- Rheostat white led light for all color
fibers. Fits all Armortech Models.

Please see price list for part #’and a complete product listing
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AXCEL 3000 Target Sight

AXCEL 4500 Target Sight

The Axcel Target Sight offers the best accuracy(.00156" per
click), with more travel per revolution(.0625" per revolution),
auto adjust, quick change removable scope block features
easy individual 2nd & 3rd Axis adjustments, "rapid travel" quick
elevation adjustments with smooth hydraulic feel, one of the
lightest aluminum target sights(.62 lbs.) on the market.
Features: Built in vibration damper, 3" of elevation adjustment,
3D & field.
Available with or without damper 6", 9" or 12" extension

World Class Target Sights From T.r.u. Ball
Easier To Adjust With Rapid Travel Elevation Adjustments And
Rapid Automatic Gib Tensioning System
Removable Sight Block Features 2nd & 3rd Axis Leveling
Includes Mathews Harmonic Dampeners To Lessen Vibration
Increased Accuracy With .00156" Micro Elevation & Windage
Per Click And More Travel (0.0625") Per Revolution
Features Heavy-duty Steel Acme Screw
10.1 Oz Mass Weight With 9" Dampened Extension
Specify Right Or Left Hand
Available With Or Without Damper In 6", 9" Or 12" Extension

EXCALIBUR FIREBOLT w/Lumenok Available in a 3 PK
Sniper Pro and Pro XL

CBE Sniper Sight
Compact and lightweight, offers exceptional
precision combined with toughness and
durability, features machined 6061 aluminum
with black anodized finish, weighs only 4.8 oz.,
has three mounting holes for wide range of
vertical adjustment. The CBE Sniper Hunter
sight has 4 .019 Fiber Optic Pins and comes in
Right Hand.

Offers exceptional precision with unsurpassed
toughness & durability, multi-position mounting
hole design, micro-adjustable
windage/elevation, laser-marked positioning
lines, rheostat light, 4- pin/.019

Tek Hunter Adjustable and XL Adjustable Sight
Versatile, movable hunting sight that is
lightweight and compact, rapid-drive elevation
system, fully adjustable elevation positioning,
micro-adjustable elevation/windage with
locking knobs, rheostat light, multi-position
extension bar, quiver mounting block, optional
3rd axis attachment available, comes standard
with XL aperture, sight & scope leveling, 5pin/.010

Tek Hybrid Sight
Combination target/hunting sight, can be used
as an adjustable single-pin or a fixed-pin,
multiple adjustments for windage and elevation,
multi- position mounting hole design, exclusive
rapid- drive elevation system, micro-adjustable
windage/elevation, sight & scope leveling, 4pin/.019/Black.

Tek Target Adjustable Sight
Lightweight/compact movable sight bracket,
exclusive rapid-drive elevation system,
ergonomic four-arm adjustment knob, fully
adjustable elevation positioning, micro-adjust
elevation/windage with locking knobs,
compatibility with all CBE apertures, sight &
scope leveling.

Quad Lite 3D and Target Sights
One up-pin sight features precision 1 7/8" travel
adjustment, stainless steel guard-pitch lead
screw for fast/smooth adjustment, infinitely
adjustable elevation with locking system, scope
leveling unit with dual locking screws, microadjust windage unit with 0.004 clicks, accurate
visual positioning with 0.010 incremental
adjustment, black anodized finish with clear
anodized components, offers a 3" travel
adjustment for target shooting, optional 3rd axis

The Elite Target and 3D Sights
Sights feature:
Vertical travel adjustment of 3"
3D vertical travel 1 7/8"
Micro-click elevation and windage
adjustment
Custom 6" extension bar with multiple
locking positions
Elevation and windage locking knobs
Scope leveling and 3rd axis adjustment
Laser-engraved sight scale
Black anodized finish

Machined aluminum housing
with black anodized finish,
large 1 5/8" view with cut-out
windows for excellent pin
visibility, pin can be used
from the bottom, side, or top,
threaded retainer ring for
easy lens removal, does
NOT include the lens.
Please see price list for part #’and a complete product listing
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Crystal-clear, flat
lens with limited
distortion, 99.5%
light transmission,
five layers of antireflective coating.
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Ultra-Rest LD

The QAD Ultra Rest HD

QAD Hunter Drop Away Rest
Eliminates bounce back, guaranteeing total fletching
clearence.When stalking,drawing, or slow let
The Best Value inFIREBOLT
drop away technology!
TOTALLYAvailable
EXCALIBUR
w/Lumenok
a 3 PK
down,the in
Ultra-Rest
Ld fully captures your arrow.The
CAPTURES THE ARROW When stalking, drawing,
only arrow rest on the market with VDT(Velocity Drop
or during slow let down, your arrow will always
Away Technology)allowing the rest to fall only when
remain in total containment. Drop away rest with a
the bow is fired.Timing cord clamp attaches to the
thumb operated launcher that places an arrow into
down buss cable,making the Ultra-Rest LD
shooting position and holds arrow securely in place
compatible with virtually any bow set up.Has

Features HDT (Harmonic Dampener Technology),
LDT(Lock Down Technology), with increased spring
tension, VDT(Velocity Drop-Away Technology),
total arrow containment(auto-adjust),
thumbwheel(with cord lock and extended lever),
easy adjust timing cord, noise reducing laser cut
felt, cam/brake, rubber dampeners, break away
safety feature, vertical/horizontal and overdraw
adjustments, precision CNC aluminum/stainless

Ultra Rest HDX
Revolution Arrow Rest
QAD’s newest headliner has all the great
features of the Pro HD (including Velocity
Drop-Away Technology which ensures the rest
falls away only when the bow is fired) plus a
sleek, curved capture bar and AVT™
(Advanced Vibration Technology) for a quieter
shot. Easy to adjust timing cord allows you to
fine tune your shot. Built from precision CNC

Bear Shoot Around and All Weather Rests
Stick on arrow rests designed for improved
arrow flight

Sims Limbsaver Fall-A-Way
Arrow Rest
Engineered to operate smoothly with a
balanced twin-bearing system to quietly draw
and release the arrow, built in adjustable stop
for the launching arm, two attachment points
for the cord mount to ensure you will have the
adjustments you need for the buss cable or
slide.

The Revolution was designed for quick, easy setup. You'll be
on the range shooting your new Revolution rest just minutes
out of the box. From its internal components that fine tune
the timing to your bow's performance to the string clamp
(included) that allows you to attach the Revolution without
using a bow press and splitting your cables. The Revolution
provides the greatest level of clearance regardless of
fletching size. Available in Left or Right hand.

Revolution Micro Arrow Rest
Full containment, full clearance, quick and easy set-up,
provides the greatest level of clearance regardless of
fletching size with no bounce back and no noise, rotates
90 degrees counter clockwise, remains in containment
position after you let down, windage adjustable.
Available in Left or Right hand.

Trophy Ridge Tack Driver

Trophy Ridge Drop Zone
This rest is a self contained fall away that is non riserdependent. This means there is no rotating arms that
impact the shelf of the bow riser adding extra noise to
the bow. The extremely easy setup is making the Drop
Zone the preferred fall away Rest in many pro shops.

Consistent, solid and dependable. And we added
three simple things to make it even better. First,
we'll include three thicknesses of blue steel blade
launchers (.008, .010, .012). You attach the one
you prefer without having to make a separate
purchase. Second, the pitch of the launcher arm
can be adjusted as you prefer. And finally, we fully
radiused the bottom of the launcher arm to protect

Alpine Whisperflite Fall away
Arrow rest
Features built in arrow holder, independent
windage and vertical adjustment, cable or
cable slide pull option and internal bronze
bushing.
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Rip Cord Arrow Rest
Exclusive Arrow Containment System™ has a special arm that
holds your arrow on the rest no matter what. HD Quiet Draw
launcher arm cocks into the up position before you draw and
stays there until you release the arrow. Fall-away design
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Based on the legendary triple bearing action of the
The QuikTune 1000 sets the standard for shoot thru
QuikTune 1000 comes the QuikTune 2100 Drop-Away
style arrowrests. Award winning triple bearing design
Arrowrest. The
2100
provides total fletching clearance
guarantees no failures
in the field. w/Lumenok
Super compliant Available
EXCALIBUR
FIREBOLT
in a
3 PK
and is performance packed with adjustable drop speed,
spring action works on even the most aggressive cam
centershot and elevation. Rugged and easy to use for
hunting and ultra-accurate for competitive target
shooting. One-person set-up is fast and easy.

New and improved and better than ever! Our new
capture brushes allow you to shoot with no vane
contact and at any angle - even upside down. No
vane contact means no loss of speed, no drag, and no
possible damage to your fletching. This also means
increased accuracy. There is no need to use de-icing
products in cold, wet weather. Wind will not disturb

Shoot a Mathews with a roller guard? The QuikTune
Drop-Away 2000 RG was created exclusively for these
bow models with a cable roller-guard system. The easy
set-up, shelf-mounted arrow holder, and shoot thru arrow
launcher all make for a truly state of the art drop-away

SmartRest is our most revolutionary drop-away
arrowrest yet. "Smart" downward cushion and microadjustable drop speed assure unparalleled accuracy
and total fletching clearance. Rugged and easy to use
for hunting and ultra-accurate for competitive target
shooting. One-person set-up is fast and easy, thanks to
innovative NAP technology and design. Microadjustable centershot and elevation makes tuning a

The QuikTune 4000 is the standard in dropaway
technology. Micro adjustable center and vertical
adjustments make tuning a snap. Adjustable launcher
speed guarantees fletching clearance even on high
powered bows. Comes complete with a built in arrow
holder that holds your arrow securely until you're ready
to shoot.

The QuikTune Freedom is the only capture dropaway
rest that does not need strings or cables to operate.
Simply load your arrow from the top and you're ready
to go. Innovative mechanism keeps the rest in the up
position during a let down and always fires during a
shot. The most accurate capture dropaway rest
available. Works with all carbon arrows and

New for 2010 is the full containment Apache Capture
drop away arrow rest. Super quick operation along with
360 degree sound dampening mean whisper quiet
operation, no matter what. The Apache does not require
any wrenches or other tools to make adjustments, just set
it and forget it. Laser graduations make fine tuning in the
field a snap. Rugged all metal construction is built for
any weather conditions, rain or shine. This is truly the
ultimate capture drop away rest!

The QuikTune Sizzor has an ELS Easy Load System
which allows you to just close the launcher arms, insert
your arrow from the side and GO! The bow can be let
down without triggering the rest and it has easy
independent vertical and horizontal adjustment. Upon
arrow release the QuikTune Sizzor opens wide to allow
your arrow to pass through with zero fletching contact

Get unbeatable QuikTune quality and performance
with our QuikTune Drop-Away arrowrests featuring
easy 5-minute set-up with only 1 wrench. The
QuikTune 2000 uses the legendary triple bearing
action found in the QuikTune 1000. Flawless

This award winning rest is still considered the most
accurate rest ever made for hunting or target.
Unbelievable durability and accuracy assures that this
rest will perform flawlessly for decades.

The QuikTune 1000 sets the standard for shoot thru style
arrowrests. Award winning triple bearing design
guarantees no failures in the field. Super compliant
spring action works on even the most aggressive cam
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The perfect full capture drop away arrow rest.
Continuing with the ease-of-use and reliable
The new Armorrest answers any issues that
performance that has become synonymous with
other rests have. It is a full capture drop away
previously released Apache drop-away rest – the New 4that holds your arrow no matter the angle,
ounce apache Carbon takes that proven performance to
even upside down. You get fletching clearance
new level. Featuring a new “carbon” arrow containment
every time, with any vane or even FOBs. No
housing – the Apache Carbon offers the same fullbounce back, quietFIREBOLT
– a full rubber Armorshield
EXCALIBUR
w/Lumenokcontainment
Available
instealth
a 3 PK
and
properties as the original
on the body of the rest for quiet and rugged
Apache and Apache Micro models – with a dramatic
operation. Titanium arms for less weight and
reduction in weight. The Apache Carbon also features a
added strength. All of this and it only weighs 5
new side-loading slot – making it faster and easier to
oz. This is by far the best fall away arrow rest
load the arrow onto the rest.
out there. Shoot at any angle with pinpoint

Sure Shot Pro
Micro windage and elevation adjustment with
nylon bushings to ease adjustments and
prevent binding over time from dust and dirt
Aluminum-encased biscuit – 300% stronger
than previous models
Laser-engraved reference marks

Power Shot

Kill Shot

Features the NEW Ballistix CoPolymer System for added
vibration reduction
The strength of aluminum but 25% lighter Windage and
elevation adjustment
Reference marks
Custom rubber boots silence arrow loading Designed for

Windage and elevation adjustment
Composite-encased biscuit – 150% stronger than
previous models
Reference marks
Custom rubber boots silence arrow loading
Designed for use with left and right hand bows

Bowfishing Arrow Rest

Quick Shot
Windage adjustment
Composite-encased biscuit – 150% stronger
than previous models
Reference marks
Custom rubber boots silence arrow loading
Designed for use with left and right hand

GWS Strike Force V-Drop Rest
Aluminum drop away arrow rest with silent
launcher system. Rest features rotary vertical
adjustment and horizontal slide adjustment.
Right hand only.

With NO tools required the APACHE™ drop-away
line of rests offer easy setup & tuning. Both the
NEW micro-adjustable APACHE MICRO and the
original Apache feature lazer-indexed horizontal
and vertical marks for fi ne-tuning—helping you
achieve tack-driving accuracy. The combination of
all-metal construction and a full-coverage
dampening material applied to the full-containment
housing—provides bombproof reliability and stealth
in the fi eld. The V-shaped launcher is selfcentering
and comes with sound-deadening felt pre-installed

Original Quick Shot

X-CELERATOR Drop Away Arrow Rest
This rest is universal and fits all models of bows both
left and right handed. It offers easy 5 min set up and is
simple to adjust. This rest is unlike any other rest on
the market because the X-CELERATOR is actually a
drive away rest. Instead of using gravity, stings, or
springs the X-CELERATOR uses a rigid attachment to
the downward cable to bring the rest up at full draw
and drive it out of the way of the arrow.
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Windage adjustment
Aluminum-encased biscuit – 300% stronger than
previous models
Laser-engraved reference marks
Custom rubber boots silence arrow loading
Designed for use with left and right hand bows

Muzzy Zero Effect Drop Away
Our Zero Effect rest created a resurgence of dropaway arrow rest technology and has proven to be
one of the best and most accurate rest on the
market today.
At the beginning of the draw the Zero Effect
Arrowrest is down and away from the arrow. As the
arrow is drawn, the unique hook shape of the rest
rises and "grabs" the arrow from any position on
the shelf sliding it onto the "V" notch for release.
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Sabertooth

Mongoose

The Sabertooth features an exclusive forwardtrigger design that gives string loop shooters
the precision accuracy of a double caliper
release. This innovative release also
maximizes draw length, which creates
amazing arrow speeds - even with short bows.
Available in black and camo.

The Mongoose offers the accuracy of a rope
release with the dependability of a caliper.

Shark

Caliper
The original Scott Caliper release features a
pair of moving jaws
in a compact head
and full
EXCALIBUR
FIREBOLT
w/Lumenok
trigger sensitivity adjustment.
The Caliper NCS release offers the same
features as the Caliper with Scott’s exclusive,
patent-pending micro-adjustable NCS (nylon
connection system) for a precise fit, regardless
of hand size.
Caliper S1001
Caliper NCS
S1001NCS

Little Goose

Shark releases feature a totally new design.
They are more compact, and feature a wider
roller sear surface contact that creates the
smoothest possible trigger pull. They also offer
a 4-position length adjustment, forward trigger,
and a compact dual-jaw design that is ideal for
string loop shooters and short axle-to-axle bows

Available in a 3 PK

Little Bitty Goose NCS

The Little Goose release is a compact version
of the Mongoose with the same accuracy and
dependability. This newly redesigned release
features a 4-hole adjustment, and forward
trigger with an all-new jaw radius designed for
today’s bows.

A micro version of the Little Goose,
the Little Bitty Goose features
Scott’s exclusive, patent-pending
micro-adjustable NCS (nylon
connection system) for a precise fit,
regardless of hand size.

Wildcat

Silverhorn NCS

The Wildcat features a hand-polished stainless
steel jaw that delivers incredibly tight
tolerances. The reduced mass provides an
excellent ergonomic contact surface to create
the ultimate in release action.

Silverhorn releases feature a design that
minimizes draw length for string loops - without
sacrificing strength and durability. These
innovative releases utilize a knurled trigger for
exact finger placement, and a smaller head for
precision accuracy. All internal components are
machined from the highest grade steel,
including a hand-polished stainless steel hook

Wolf
New, patent-pending hybrid strap features
release locking band New hybrid strap has
dual adjustment and fold-away design New
angled-trigger design maximizes draw and
comfort Slim-line, blackened, no-rust stainless
steel jaw Patent-pending whisper-quiet trigger
stop and spiral connector length adjustment
Patented NCS length adjustment Proprietary
tooling produces a uniform, smooth jaw radius
Proprietary buffing and tumbling finishes the
stainless steel jaw

Longhorn
This innovative four finger release is crafted
from hand-polished stainless steel for superior
comfort and durability. It features Scott’s
exclusive new micro-adjustable bracket for
precision release fit. Includes interchangeable
thumb pegs, newly enhanced for 2007, and a
draw optimizing hook with auto-locking band.
Brackets and thumb pegs available in red, blue,

Deluxe Series
Our Deluxe Series is available in our three most popular models. Each release includes three interchangeable triggers (slim-line trigger post, medium-sized knurled
trigger post, and spring trigger post) to precisely match any shooting style. These releases are fully adjustable and accommodate all Scott straps.

Wolverine
New, patent-pending hybrid strap features
release locking band New hybrid strap has
dual adjustment and fold-away design New
angled-trigger design maximizes draw and
comfort Slim-line, blackened, no-rust stainless
steel jaw

Cougar
Easy on the eye, tough on competition Dualjaw design One-piece curved trigger Roller
sear provides a smooth and consistent shot
Adjustable trigger sensitivity Patented length
adjustment aids smaller hands
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Fox

Rhino XT
?

Delivers both performance and style Designed
for smaller hands and compact, short-draw
bows New strap bracket design for better
anchor and feel Forward knurled trigger
maximizes draw length

Single-sear archery release with open-hook
design
Extreme forward, knurled trigger to
maximize draw length
Streamlined head design for comfort and
precision
Spring-loaded, stainless steel hook for quick
and easy loading
Interchangeable spring system for a full
range of
trigger-sensitivity

?
?
?
?

Black Hole II, III, IV & Mini
Stingray
Enclosed index-finger hole
? Hand-held,
index-finger-activated
EXCALIBUR
FIREBOLT
w/Lumenok
Available
in a 3 PK
? The most ergonomic, tapered handle
archery release
?
?

?

?

design ever offered in a back tension
archery release
Full-radius finger positioning
Minimal separation between index
and middle fingers for incredible feel
and control
Stainless steel micro-adjust bracket system

Designed for hunting and target
shooting
? Machined aluminum handle with
ergonomic finger positioning
? Hand-polished, stainless steel jaws
? One-piece trigger design

SAMURAI
?

?
?

Hero
Designed for kid's smaller
hands and compact, shortdraw bows
? Nylon Strap Connector
adjusts to small hands,
reduces torque
? Knurled-trigger for superior
grip, versatility

EXXUS
?
?

The Samurai features SCOTT's patented,
infinitely adjustable Nylon Strap Connector
system which offers torque-free
performance.
Nylon Strap Connector offers infinite
length adjustment, reduces torque
One-piece curved-trigger fits the contours
of your finger

?
?
?
?

Available: in Black

Three-fingered hand-held design
Highly-engineered hook design for
maximum accuracy
Fully adjustable trigger tension and travel
Fully adjustable trigger arm with fully
rotational trigger barrel
Interchangeable spring system for full range
adjustment
Machined 440C stainless steel internal
components with anti-wear/anti-friction
Titanium coating

Wrist Strap Releases
OUTLAW

Bandit

Stinger

Hard Work Pays! The Outlaw is
economically-priced to stretch
your hard-earned money a little
farther! The all new Outlaw
features a rope connection
between head and strap for
less torque and greater
accuracy. Available with a black
or camo anodized head, with
camo Velcro® strap or black

The Bandit features a rope
connection covered in weather
resistant flexible tubing,
designed to make your release
ready in hunting situations
where speed is key. Available
with a black anodized head
only. Available with a camo
Velcro® strap, black buckle
strap or the Speed Buckle
Connection.

Pull Trigger to open, let up to
close! Rigid rod keeps the head
close and ready. The number 1
selling T.R.U. Ball® release!
Available with Super Series
Camo or black anodized head,
with a camo Velcro® strap or
Black buckle strap.

The Predator is completely

SHORT-N-SWEET

silent, a sought after quality
demanded by the professionals
& for all hunters alike!
All the quality our customers
have come to expect, in a fully
micro-adjustable wrist strap
release. Similar to the Bandit
and Assassin housing, The
Predator features the same ½"
sized ergonomic head and
jaws, attached to a swivel, to
completely remove torque from
the string or D-Loop as the
bowstring is drawn.

S1 - Feather-light, noncollapsing trigger that is closer
to the bowstring
for more draw length and more
SPEED!
S2 - Swept-back feather-light,
non-collapsing trigger that is
swept back for shooters who do
not need extra draw length, but
prefer more comfort.

BONE COLLECTOR
ASSASSIN
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T.R.U., Inc. has chosen this
stainless steel version of our Best
Buy-winning Assassin, to wear the
banner logo of the famed Bone
Collector's, making this new Bone
Collector Assassin the top-of-theline dual caliper release available
today! The release blends 6061
aircraft aluminum body with tough
stainless steel trigger and jaws, to
provide you the crispest release
with long-lasting reliability! Available
in a black anodized head with your
choice of a black Velcro® strap, a
black leather buckle strap, or with
the Speed Buckle connection!
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Tournament Wrist Strap Releases

A legend in the making, the Center X series of wrist strap releases completes the T.R.U. Ball® lineup with one of the most technologically
advanced line of archery releases to ever hit the industry! All the finest adjustments found in our handheld tournament Absolute Three-Sixty,
Boss X, and ST360X releases can now be found in the new Center X series of fully micro-adjustable wrist strap releases. With individual
micro adjustment screws for the sensitivity and travel, setting the release precisely where you want is a problem no more.
The Center X-S1 and Center X-S2 feature the ever popular web connectionto the wrist strap, whereas the Center X-G1 and Center X-G2
feature the tubular style "globo-swivel" connection to the wrist strap. The S1 & G1 models include a forward trigger to provide increased arrow
speed by increasing bow draw length. The S2 & G2 models include a swept back comfort-plus trigger. The Center X series of releases
feature an open hook style connection to the D-Loop for fast and accurate attachment. The new flip sear internal trigger mechanism allows for
some of the lightest trigger settings under any bow weight. Simply cock the lever on the side to activate the hook, draw the bow and pull the
trigger. available in a black anodized head, with a camo Velcro® strap, a black buckle strap, or with the speed buckle connection.
See price list for all models available

Handle Releases
PRO DIAMOND
When you're stalking your next trophy, the last
thing you should have to think about is your
release. The T.R.U. Ball® Hunting Series of
releases give you peace of mind. These
releases are silent and hang on your D-loop to
allow your hands to be free while waiting for
your trophy buck or using your grunt tube. Add
a strap or a lanyard to the handle for extra
draw ability.

MAX PRO
MAXIMUM DRAW LENGTH
A smaller head and smaller jaws for more draw length
and more bow speed.
MAXIMUM SLIENCE
Completely quiet when loading
MAXIMUM LOADING SPEED
Activate trigger to open jaws, let up on trigger to close
them.

Tournament Handle Releases
BOSS X

ST 360

Absolute 360

The Boss "X" release includes
a tapered handle and a notravel, ultra-crisp hardened
stainless steel firing
mechanism. It provides the
most consistent trigger
pressure shot after shot. Use
shorter d-loops with the new
small size caliper head, which
includes an improved 360
degree swivel to remove
torque. The Boss "X" features a
smaller/quieter cocking lever,
and includes separate trigger
travel and sensitivity
adjustments. Multi-adjustable
thumb trigger positioning.

The all ST360X tournament
release is badder than ever!
Our engineers have gone over
this release with a fine tooth
comb to make an even more
reliable, consistent, and
accurate release shot after
shot. Featuring a new tapered
handle and the superior firing
mechanism of the innovative
Absolute release. It includes
separate trigger travel and
sensitivity adjustments and
multi-adjustable thumb trigger
positioning.

The premier target release,
featuring patent pending headcentric technology (H.C.T.)
combined with a 360 degree
rotating lock-down head. Keeps
your shot dead on! Available in
3 finger, 4 finger thumb only,
and 4 finger thumb/pinky (only
one active at a time) trigger
models. The 4 finger models
feature a tapered handle. The
Abolute 360 features a
smaller/quieter cocking lever
and crisper hardened stainless
steel firing mechanism

Back Tension Releases
BT Gold

Sweets Spot II

HT Series

Design brings balance point
over index finger for relax
tension style. Shoot using back
tension for ultimate accuracy.
Three different thumb rest
positions for a personalized
handle. Also available in an XL
3-finger handle for larger
hands!

Patented features give you the
same amount of travel each
time you shoot the release.
Push the thumb lever forward
to draw your bow safely and
release the thumb lever when
you are ready to begin back
tension and shoot. The finest
back tension training device to
ever hit the archery market!

A Micro-Adjustable back
tension release to allow you to
set the heat and fine tune your
release to your preference. The
HT is available as a 2,3, or 4
finger model in your choice of
medium or large designs. All
handles are also tapered near
the ring and pinky fingers for
ergonomic feel.

Inside Out
The T.R.U. Ball® Inside Out back tension target release raises the bar on technology, accuracy, and design. This premier back tension
style target releases features patent pending zero-torque single head adjustment to remove the twist on any D-loop at full draw. An infinite
2-screw speed adjustment has engraved marks on the handle for quick, easy, and accurate settings. The Inside Out also features an easy
2-screw flip sear that changes the release from a “click” to “no-click”, with a self closing spring bail, simply push the gate closed to load on
your bow string. The inside out is available in small 25/32”, medium 7/8”, large 1” and x-large 1 1/8” handle hole sizes. The inside out
release can be purchased with any of the following finger grooves: two finger, three finger, four finger, and four finger straight. Purchase
“optional” handle pieces separately to change the release configuration to a 2, 3, 4, or 4 finger model without finger grooves. Truly,
“revolutionary back tension releases!”
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Hurricane Extreme

Hurricane

Padded black nylon Power Strap, much easier
to put on then any V-style strap Fits both left
and right hand.

Features our 32 position length adjustment
system
Power Strap made from today's most
comfortable and durable fabric, Velcro closure
system
Our Power Strap is much easier to put on than
V-style Velcro straps
Fits both left & right hand

Hurricane Extreme Buckle Web
Camo nylon Evolution Buckle strap Web
connector allows infinite length adjustment

EXCALIBUR FIREBOLT w/Lumenok Available in a 3 PK
X-Caliper Extreme

Bulldog

All Patented X-Caliper heads shown offer
features only found with Tru-Fire technology.
These are the finest non-Tru-Rotating calipers
on the market. Starting with our heat-treated
and Teflon coated trigger and jaws for years of
dependability

When you set the trigger sensitivity on the
edge, look out, it’s quick! Our single jaw is steel
and is also Teflon coated for a very smooth
feeling bowhunting release. Because the jaw is
steel, you can now use this release on an
aluminum loop without any problems.

Hurricane Glove

Hardcore Buckle Foldback MAX

Made from Camouflage Saddle Cloth, the most
comfortable glove style on the market
Requires no break-in

?

Patriot & Patriot Junior

Edge Releases

Economical and comfortable nylon power strap
w/fast and simple Velcro closure system, less
than 5 seconds and its on, fits both right and
left hand

The Edge line of releases is designed with a
smaller than dime sized head. Even though it
has been scaled back to suit your tastes, the
Edge retains the functionality and benefits you
expect from Tru-Fire. The Edge release line
utilizes a linear motion bearing which delivers
an extremely smooth trigger feel. Pull the
trigger back to open the jaws, and let up on the
trigger to close the jaws.

Edge 4 Finger

3D Hunter

Edge 4 Finger is designed with a streamlined
handheld for both hunters as well as
tournament archers. This new four finger
release uses the award winning Edge head on
a super sleek solid CNC aluminum handle.
Once you put this release in your hands you
will be impressed with not only the feel of the
handle but the super smooth 360 degrees
rotation of the head.
Color options are either camo or black.

The 3D Hunter release has a solid CNC
machined handle, plus a head that rotates
independently from the handle. We also
included a set screw located in the handle so
you can lock the head down in any position 0°
to 360°.

Hardcore 4 Finger new for 2013
Utilizing Hardcore technology, we have taken
the hand held market to the next level with
adjustability and features. The Hardcore 4
Finger models have a 3 position trigger
pressure adjustability located on the handle.
Simply by moving the set screw from one hole
to another changes trigger pressure ranging
from, 6oz, 24oz to 50oz. Another new feature
is our string loop retainer mounted right to the
handle. Now you can leave your open hook
hand held mounted to your string loop without
worrying that it will fall off. When the hunting
season is over simply remove the retainer from
the release. A lanyard is included
Available in a carbon finish or camo.

UCT Universal Crimping Tool

?
?
?
?

Trigger pressure adj from 3 to over 16
ounces
Super plush camo buckle strap
Over 1” length adjustment
Fully adjustable trigger travel
Swept back trigger

The UCT is made of the finest high-carbon
spring steel with black plating. All the features
of the UCT are guaranteed with a lifetime
warranty. The UCT is the finest crimping tool
available for those who demand the best in
archery supplies.
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Mono Tab
Single
Super-Slick for a Super-Smooth
Release. Its durable and not
affected by moisture. Small,

OMP QuickShot Finger Saver

Youth Tab
Inexpensive tab. Ideal for camps and schools

Leather Shooting Glove - Brown
X Small - XLarge

PAK-TAB by Saunders

EXCALIBUR
FIREBOLT w/Lumenok Available in a 3 PK
Youth Arm Guard

Leather Arm Guard

Leather Shooting Glove

(Interchangeable Backing System)
Change the Pak-Tab for shooting conditions.
Use the slick out tab with the new gripper
cushion for wet weather or bowfishing or
hunting. This new pad not only repels
moisture but also will not absorb sweat, oil or
odors -- plus it works as a great arrow puller.
The Pak-Tab comes in a custom assemble

OMP - Ideal to protect the entire arm and to
prevent clothes coming in contact with the
string while shooting. Adjustable straps.
OMP - Leather bracer with
adjustable straps.

Bohning 3 Strap
Arm Guard

Traditional Armguard
This is our highest quality full leather/seude traditional
style armguard. Uses 10 hooks with a leather cord to
attach to your arm. This is the way armguards had been
made and worn for hundreds of years. 7.5" long will fit
most adult archers.
Impact-R

Made of durable cordura
Black
Adjustable, quick disconnect
snaps.
Protects the forearm. One size
fits most.

Small Game

Heads -

Diamond Defender Armguard
Wide enough to keep the heaviest jacket tucked in
during cold weather hunts, yet the open design
keeps things cool in hot weather. Quick-hook,
adjustable elastic attachment with hooks large

Assorted colours and weights
available

Leather Western Style Hats

Leather Longbow Case

Longbow Stringer
This bowstringer is designed to work on longbows but will also
adapt to recurve bows. Dual leather end caps reduces the effort
in lifting the bow during stringing. High quality nylon cord
reduces stretching which also makes lifting easier. Bowstringers
are the easiest and safest way to string a bow and are suggested

Bow Stringer

Leather Broadhead Quiver

Universal Bow Stringer and the cord

Archers Leather Hip
Suede Back Quiver RH/LH

Suede Side/Back Quiver
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Alllen Premium No Pinch Tab

Allen Arrow Puller

The calf hair string surface is sandwiched
between a layer of felt blanket fabric and a
layer of suede leather. a plastic finger spacer
keeps fingers from pinching together.

Soft rubber molded handle grips any shaft,
eliminating blisters
Snap cup can attach the arrow puller to a belt
loop or d-ring

Item # A15003

Item # A151

EXCALIBUR FIREBOLT w/Lumenok Available in a 3 PK
Allen Cam Guard Bow Sling

Allen Quick-Fit Bow Sling

Protects wheels and cams
Install or remove in seconds
A must for tree stand hunters & western
hunters
Item#: A25003

Fits bows up to 30" in length
Fully adjustable to custom fit any bow
Manufactured with waterproof fabric
Padded ends protect cams
Removable, padded shoulder strap
Stores compact using built-in elastic band
D-ring to quickly connect Tree stand Bow Rope
Extra buckle for added security
Padded handle
Keeps your hands free
Item#:A25010

Allen Two Strap Armguard

Allen Three Strap Armguard

Flexible stainless steel spiral stays
Conforms to a shooter's arm
Instant adjusting
Quick detachable center release buckles
Wide elastic straps

Flexible stainless steel spiral stays
Conforms to a shooter's arm
Instant adjusting
Quick detachable center release buckles
Wide elastic straps

Item#:A41325

Item#: A41335

Molded Two Strap Armguard
Two strap armguard
Adjustable buckle closures
Item#: A4200

Traditional Archery Glove
Made from supple buckskin
Hook and loop strap
adjustment
Item#: A60531
Color: Tan
Size: Various

Allen Intruder II Bow Sight
Machined aluminum
bracket, post and
sight rack
Molded smoke sight
pin guard
3 metal body fiber
optic pins
Item #: A15092

Allen Equalizer II Bow Sight

Allen Firebrand Bow Sight
Four-pin extended fiber sight for increased
brightness
Pin light for low light conditions
All aluminum pin rack and bracket
Macro adjustable pin rack
Level included

3 metal fiber optic pins
Sight pin rack is adjustable for windage and
elevation
Clear sight pin guard
Brass inserts for all mounting screws
Item#: A15098

Item#: A15096
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Soft Loc Quiver
Quickly became known as the quietest, mid-priced quiver available. When mounted on a bow, this quiver actually reduces felt vibrations
EXCALIBUR
FIREBOLT w/Lumenok Available in a 3 PK
therefore acting as a great, and very practical vibration dampener. In 3, 5 and 7 Arrow models.

Switch back and
forth from the
bow to your
hip in
seconds.
Bear Claw Quiver
A universal quiver system designed with the treestand hunter in mind. With the Bear Claw you have a lightweight,
inexpensive quiver that easily detaches and will accept any common arrow size.

Mini Target
Quiver

Myriad Target Quiver System

Perfect target quiver for
your budding archer! 14"
long with three arrow
tubes. A miniature version
of the Adult Target Quiver.
Available in black, blue or
red, left and right hand.

Stylish, reversible, multi-pocket target quiver system.
Features tubeless, divided arrow storage, accessory
D-loops, and magnetic pocket closures. Made of
durable cordura.

Specify right, left and colour.

BO1565

Leather Tube
Quiver
Durable leather tube quiver
great for clubs and beginning
archers. Featuring a stylish,
easy to use, heavy duty
belt clip.

Breakaway Target Quiver

Lynx 4 & 6

The Breakaway features a removable TUBELESS,
LIGHT & QUIET arrow holder for easy storage.
Made out of 1000D polyester fabric with YKK
branded zippers, the Breakawayquiver features 2
large pockets, an audio pocket cord port for your
iPod® or MP3 player and a locking carabineer to
securely hold binoculars, a score card or towel. The
Breakaway quiver is sold with a matching accessory

This is it. The quiver that set the
standard. The Lynx 4-arrow and 6arrow quivers incorporate a
revolutionary hood design to hug your
bow. The uniquely contoured, lightweight
molded stem gives durability without
added weight. Holds both fixed blade and
mechanical broadheads.

Panther 4 & 6
All the attributes of the Lynx quiver,
with a "twist". The Panther 4-arrow and
Panther 6-arrow quivers incorporate
an indestructible, flexible stem which
turns the entire quiver into a
sound/vibration dampener.

Bohning Chameleon Quiver
Youth Quiver
Ideal for beginners and archery schools. It can be
used both from right handed archers and left handed
archers and is suitable for arrows up to 24" long.
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This revolutionary quiver has interchangeable camo
patterns to match your surroundings, you bow or
favourite camo pattern! Easy on, easy off, silent and
secure soft snap mounting. Incorporates an arrow
locking feature to keep arrows in place through the
thickest brush! A built in hook allows easy hanging while
in your tree stand. Each Bohning Chameleon comes with
2 plates, 1 camo and 1 carbon fiber. Developed with a
slim design keeps quiver tight to the bow. Hold 5 arrows,
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6 Shooter Quiver

4 Banger Quiver
from Trophy Ridge®

Durable and versatile with an emphasis on
quiet, The vibration-dampening rubber liner
keeps the hood from becoming an echo
chamber. Excess vibration from stored arrows
is prevented by the dual arrow grippers. These
quivers won't make a sound

Fixed or mechanical broadheads
Vibration-dampening hood liner
Dual arrow grippers
Removable foam insert
Quick-detach lever-lock feature

Arrow Cage 1 and 2 Piece Quivers
Lightweight aluminum frame Sound-deadening
rubber hood Fits fixed or mechanical
broadheads Braided rope for hanging your
bow Quick, half-turn detach system

Torsion Quiver
Featuring our Balistix Copolymer System
Quick detach bracket
Hang rope (hang your bow or just the quiver
when detached)
Customizable mounting bracket allows you to
mount the quiver higher or lower and closer or
further from your bow
Dual arrow grippers

Beacon Quiver

Threat Quiver

Featuring our new Ballistix CoPolymer System
3 powerful green LED lights housed on top of
the hood
1 powerful green LED light housed inside the
hood

Quick detach lever system
Braided hang rope (hang your bow or just the
quiver when detached)
Holds fixed or mechanical broadheads
Fully adjustable mount allows these quivers to
rotate and adapt to your needs
Dual arrow grippers

Quick detach lever system
Braided hang rope (hang your bow or just the
quiver when detached)
Holds fixed or mechanical broadheads
Fully adjustable mount allows these quivers to
rotate and adapt to your needs
Dual arrow grippers
Includes 3 different mounting brackets to fit all
bows

Stabilizers
Trophy Ridge Static Stabilizer

Alpine MR2 Stabilizer

Available in 6" and 9" lengths
Static stabilizers ultra light weight design
comes with 2 customizable weights for added
weight and balance

Adjustable “Six Shooter Weight System”
• 3” Carbon fiber rod with 2 dampening
modules
• Mass weight is 7 to 9 oz.
•Head is decorated with carbon fiber film.
• Length is 6 inches

Features our Ballistix Copolymer System
Unique design allows air to easily pass
through, giving you a steadier shot during
windy conditions
Available in black, Realtree APG and
Black/Pink

Trophy Ridge
ShockStop™ Stabilizer

Trophy Ridge
ShockStop™ Stabilizer Deluxe

Black or Camo
Cutting edge stabilizer gives you the balance
you need to remain steady, and eliminates the
remaining vibration from your bow. Color:
Realtree APG™. All Shock Stop Stabilizers
come with a braded wrist strap. Deluxe Model
includes a built in knuckle.

Cutting edge stabilizer gives you the balance
you need to remain steady, and eliminates the
remaining vibration from your bow. Color:
Realtree APG™. All Shock Stop Stabilizers
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NAP Apache 5" & 8: Stabilizer

XTREME Phantom XP

The APACHE STABILIZER features proprietary
dampening materials to snuff out vibration and
silence your bow at the shot. For added
versatility, the stabilizer system comes as a 5”
base stabilizer —while the Apache 8”comes
with a removeable 3” long, 2 oz carbon fi ber

The Phantom XP is designed to give you the
most recoil and vibration control for the buck.
This little hummer really performs. With the XP,
you have the option of adjusting the balance
point. Simply move the steel head weight
(green) pictured in the CAD illustration (bottom
picture), in or out of the stabilizer to fine tune to
your balance preference. Available in Carbon
Fiber finish.

accessory bar to help balance out your bow.
The new APACHE STABILIZER is available in
black and Realtree APG camo.

XTREME Phantom
XR
EXCALIBUR
FIREBOLT
w/Lumenok Available in a 3 PK

XTREME Phantom Xr10

The Phantom XR is a great all around
stabilizer. With an overall length of 4.5” and a
weight of 6.5 ounces, you will have a stabilizer
offering lots of recoil and vibration control in a
compact package. Available in Carbon Fiber
finish.

The Phantom XR10 has it all. This is for the
Xtreme shooter that has to have the best. Many
of the features of the XR10 are most often
found on high end target systems.
We start with a custom wrapped carbon fiber
main tube. Then we mount a billet machined
aluminum outrigger, that is infinitely adjustable.
Our 2 ounce target head and threaded flex
coupler sit on the outboard end of the outrigger
and face to the front or rear. The head and
coupler may be mixed with our other stabilizer
accessories. We have merged the best of
target and hunting into this versatile hybrid
system.

XTREME Phantom Xr7
The Phantom XR7 has a custom wrapped
carbon main tube with two adjustable
dampening modules for added vibration and
noise control. The flexible rubber body absorbs
vibration like a sponge and the carbon film
dipped head weight adds the right balance for
the ultimate shooting experience. Available in
Carbon Fiber finish.

Windjammer Stabilizer
Engineered with a coefficient wind-deflecting feature
to stabilize your shooting platform in the stiffest
breeze. A front-forward tuning device rotates
clockwise or counterclockwise for a full 360° for
optimum tuning balance. Weight can be used as a
counterbalance or mounted directly on the stabilizer.
7" Black or Camo with or without Balance System.

LimbSaver® Modular Stabilizer
System™ is unlike any other stabilizer seen in the
archery industry today. Versatile state of the art
design allows you to customize the stabilizer to your
needs. You may only have one module for a small
hunting style stabilizer or you may add as many
modules as you want for a longer target style
stabilizer. Uses the popular Sims technology for noise
and vibration dampening. Comes with one stem and
three modules

Sims Modular Stabilizer Elite Hunter

Sims S-Coil Stabilizer

The addition of the 'Modular Stems' enables you
to balance your bow for an optimal follow through
and good "feel", incorporate the 'Modular Nodes',
or use the pieces in conjunction with your other
nodes to build the unique stabilizer just for you.
10.5" in length.

How can you be assured of getting the most for your
money? Simple: stick with SVL. The Sims S-Coil
Stabilizer provides lightweight, vibration and noise
cancelling properties by taking the shock out of the shot
resulting in improved accuracy. Available in black or
camo, 4.5", 3.5" and 2.75" extensions

Sims Stabalizer Enhancer

Sims X-Coil Stabilizer

The LimbSaver® Stabilizer Enhancer reduces
resonant vibration in your stabilizer. Attaches to
the threaded hole at the end of a hunting
stabilizer to significantly reduce shock and
vibration and works as a stabilizer end cap.
Attaches to a 5/16" X 24 or 1/4' X 24 or onto a
1/4" stud (hardware included for both).

Unique design offers independent movement to multiple
sections of the stabilizer to allow each independent
quadrant to independently isolate and dampen vibration
at an increased rate, 30% more effective than the
original S-Coil, dampens hand shock, reduces bow
torque. Available in 3.5", 4.5" Black or Camo
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Alpine Mach 5 Cable Slide

SIMS Teflon Cable Slide

Combining Teflon and rubber into a high- tech
composite housing. The slide features a Telfon
slide surface, press fit into a rubber, vibration
dampening sleeve, and capped off with a
space age looking slide body that is fitted with
a termination point for a fall away rest cord if
desired. High definition camo film finish. 3/8 "
diameter.

Teflon Cable Slider is a white, 100% teflon
slide, reduces noise and friction. Fits 3/8" cable
guards.

Recoil Pad Slip-On
Reduces up to 70% of Felt Recoil
Incorporates Anti-Muzzle Jump
Technology
Built for All Weather Conditions
LimbSaver 3-Step Technology
Easy Installation
Designed to Slip onto most Firearms

LimbSaver® Premium Grade Slip-On Speed Mount-Rmgtn 870
Wingmaster (Non-Express)
Recoil Pad
Wood
New Innovative Design Features Patented 3-Step
Technology
Increased Footprint Area For Stable Mounting &
Comfort
Incorporates Anti-Muzzle Jump Technology
Designed To Slip Onto Most Firearms
Built For All Weather Conditions

Speed Mount Recoil PadRmgtn 700
ADL/BDL,870, 1100, 1187 Syn.

ULTRAMAX LIMBSAVER SPLIT & SOLID
A New Dimension For Bow Dampening
Technology!
The new UltraMax provides a new dimension for
compound bow dampening. The new design utilizes
six independent sections to dampen out the
energy/vibration wave faster and more efficient
than previous LimbSaver bow limb dampeners. The
UltraMax features our newly - formulated Next
Generation NAVCOM material, which improves
performance and greatly extends the overall
lifespan of the dampener.

SIMS Recurve Ultra
designed to reduce limb shock and
vibration by a minimum of 80%
and reduce noise by up to 20 db.
The geometric design and the
Navcom material combine with the
improved thinner width to fit
recurves and youth model bows.

Reduces Noise & Vibration • Extremely Efficient &
Effective
Low-Profile & Lightweight • Easy Installation
Industrial-Strength Super Bond Adhesive • Next
Generation NAVCOM® Technology
Built for All Weather Conditions

LimbSaver UltraQuad Solid
This new Limbsaver is the paramount accessory for
dampening vibration, shock and excess noise. The
new LimbSaver Ultra Quad absorbs vibration, then
dampens in 4 independently moving sections to shut
down harmful vibration faster than ever. With bow
technology increasing to new levels of performance
and speed, make sure you keep up with the latest
technology in dampening accessories by installing

AlphaShox Split
The Limbsaver Alpha Shox fit snugly between
Hoyt's split limbs demolishing excess vibration
and noise resulting in smoother, quieter, more
accurate shots. Sleek, low profile design allows
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Kodiak Lite Bow Sling
LimbSaver Kodiak0Lite Bow Sling
offers first-in-the-industry innovations:
inaugurated NAVCOM comfort
technology, non-slip NAVCOM
material ensures the compound bow
stays put, and the ergonomically
designed NAVCOM hand grip
provides absolute control.

Sims Crossbow Limbsaver KIT - SOLID &
SPLIT LIMB
This kit includes a pair of crossbow string leeches, bolt retaining
dampener and the new Ultra Solid LimbSaver series in black that
was designed to reduce limb shock and vibration by a minimum
of 80 % and reduce noise by up to 20 db. The geometric design
and the Navcom material combine for a 360 degree movement.
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CrossfireTM

HellRazorTM

Nitron

Crossfire is the super tough, metal
injection broadhead that's razor
sharp and has field-point accuracy.
Patented dimples keep air from
“sticking” to ferrule for optimum
flight control. Six-sided, nickel-plated point delivers
devastating penetration.
Easy-to-replace one-piece Blade Cartridge.
3/pack

All steel! One piece! Shaving sharp with no loose blades ever! HellRazor
broadheads are the ultimate cut-oncontact one-piece broadheads
designed to maximize accuracy and
penetration out of
today's fast, high-performance bows.
3/pack
Dia.

Super sharp and field-point
accurate, Nitron is the all-steel minibroadhead that delivers strength and
devastating penetration.Super-strong
construction - one-piece steel
ferrule and point. Fully assembled and ready to shoot
with 3 razor-sharp replaceable blades.

TM

1 1/8”
3/pack

Nightmare
RazorbackTM
EXCALIBUR FIREBOLT w/Lumenok Available in a 3 PK

RazorcapsTM

A hunter's dream becomes the
hunted's worst nightmare with this
broadhead. Massive blood trails are
achieved through the exclusive
combination of offset blades and
NAP's patented Trivex® point. Fully
assembled and ready to shoot. 100 grains only. 11⁄4" cutting diameter.

Razorbak's patented rotating
technology allows the arrow to keep
rotating after impact, increasing the
penetration of the main and bleeder
blades.

Shaving sharp! With no loose
blades, Razorcaps are the onepiece, cut-on-contact broadheads
that maximize accuracy and
penetration - while minimizing
hassle. In addition, the unique weight adaptable
ferrule system makes selecting thebest grain weight
for arrow spine, balance and game a breeze.

Thunderhead®

Scorpion XP®

Shockwave®

The worlds best selling broadhead.
The sharpest blades. The best
quality. A perfect fit between
blades, ferrule and point. We're
constantly improving Thunderhead
components so you can trust Thunderheads on
price, quality and performance - every time!

The ScorpionXP broadhead flies
straight and true, then opens up to cut
and penetrate like no mechanical
broadhead has ever done before. It's
secret is the twice-wicked attack - the cut-oncontact tip leads the way followed by 3 incredible
sharp and tough stainless steel blades that open up
to produce an ultra-lethal 1 1/4" cutting swath.

Want the best mechanical broadhead that
uses an o-ring to hold the blades
closed during flight? Shockwaves
give you all the quality, sharpness
and durability of an N.A.P.
mechanical broadhead at an
economical price. Shockwaves fly like a field point GUARANTEED!

Spitfire Edge

Spitfire Maxx

Spitfire®

It's a Spitfire on steroids! Has the
proven Spitfire features, strength,
killing power and accuracy plus more!
Exclusive NAP straight/serrated
blades are devastating on hide & flesh, and saw
through bone like a hot knife through butter. Offset
blades produce gapping exit holes and massive blood
trails. Proven design and precision manufacturing
deliver "out-of-the-box" field-point accuracy

Meet Maxx...Spitfire's big brother.
With a full 1 3/4 inch cutting
diameter, a cut-on-contact point,
and the legendary Spitfire features
that serious bowhunters have preferred for over 10
years. Field point accuracy, offset blades and no orings or rubber bands, rock solid reliability and
renown NAP quality.

Spitfire is undoubtedly the most
trusted name in mechanical
broadheads! Spitfires fly straight
with pinpoint accuracy and
perform better than any other
mechanical thanks to the sharpest Diamize® blades,
and they stand up under the toughest conditions. The
practice blades mean you can save your super-sharp
blades for the big day.

Bloodrunner 2 Blade

Bloodrunner 3 Blade

Braxe

Field point accurate, fixed blade
strong - that's BLOODRUNNER.
The ultimate in combination fixed
blade & mechanical technologies.
Low profile in flight, massive cuts on impact. 2-1/16"
open diameter 2-blade is super-strong, has the
sharpest blades in the industry and deliver absolute
dependability. Open. Closed. They cut no matter
what. Guaranteed!

The new BloodRunner is a unique
broadhead that delivers field point
accuracy and a 1-1/2 inch cutting
diameter for massive blood trails and
quick recoveries. Three scary sharp .035” thick
super strong blades will even deliver a 1 inch cut in
the closed position, which means this broadhead will
never fail - guaranteed. Strength, accuracy, and
absolute dependability; everything you’re looking for
in a broadhead.

Spitfire Gobble Getter

Thunderhead Edge

Spitfire is undoubtedly the most
trusted name in mechanical
broadheads! Spitfires fly straight with
pinpoint accuracy and perform better
than any other mechanical thanks to the sharpest
Diamize® blades, and they stand up under the
toughest conditions. The practice blades mean you
can save your super-sharp blades for the big day.

Hhas all of the features that have
made Thunderhead the standard in
fixed blade broadheads and more!
Exclusive straight/serrated blade
technology is devastating on hide & flesh and saws
through bone like a hot knife through butter. Offset
blades produce gaping exit holes and massive blood
trails. Proven design and precision manufacturing
deliver tack-driving accuracy. Fully assembled ready
to shoot.
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Braxe is the ultimate in strength and
performance; featuring 3 double-edge
razor-sharp offset blades and a bonecrushing Trivex point. 3 additional
cutting points deliver a devastating wound channel
from entry to exit. We call it "core drilling" technology.
You can call it one massive wound channel.
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MX-3

MX-4

Muzzy 3-Blade

The Muzzy MX 3 Broadhead is
latest edition to the MX series of
broadheads from Muzzy. This
broadhead features a shorter ferrule
over the standard Muzzy broadhead
which makes it easier to tune out of todays high
speed compound bow setups. The MX3 features the
Muzzy Trocar tip and is sold 3 broadheads per
package.

This offering in the legendary Muzzy
line of broadheads is a lethal
four-blade, short-profile, 100grain, fixed-blade design that
adds the penetrating power of
blades that are .005" thicker than those on other
Muzzy broadheads (.025" vs. .020"). The patented
process used to make the MX-4 ensures true flight
and potent penetration where others may fail, and

Muzzy Broadheads have earned a
legendary reputation for superior
strength and extreme accuracy.
They combine high-grade aircraftaluminum ferrules with scalpel-sharp
blades for complete integrity in even the heaviest
game. And the unique hollow-ground Trocar tip has
become the standard for dependable bone-splitting
performance. Heavy-duty .020" blades.

Phantom
Muzzy 4-Blade
Phantom broadheads
EXCALIBUR FIREBOLT w/Lumenok Available
in a 3 PKhave superKnown for their reputation of cleankill performance through the years,
Muzzy Broadheads continue to be
a top choice for serious archers
around the world. Built tough from highgrade aircraft aluminum bodies and scalpel-sharp
blades, these broadheads have what it takes to
penetrate when challenged with any target. Features

strong,sharpenable blades that
have been used with
greatsuccess by serious
bowhunters all over the world.
Phantom Broadheads are designed to offer the
hunter the optimal choice of grain weights while at
the same time not sacrificing the type of penetration
you will get from this leading edge broadhead

Phantom MX 2 Blade
Phantom MX 4 Blade
New for 2010! The Phantom MX 85
Grain 2 blade broadhead that
features a 1-1/8" cutting diameter
and like our Phantom MX 100
Grain offers a shorter profile with less blade surface
for superior flight and maximum accuracy, even at
high speeds. The Phantom MX 85 Grain also

Phantom SS

Muzzy SG-X

Stainless Steel Phantom 4 Blade 220
Grain. Features an all Stainless Steel
Ferrule, 1 1/8" Cut .040" Main Blade
.028" Bleeder Blade 3 pack Phantom
Broadheads are known for their bone
splitting penetration, razor sharp blades, field point
accuracy and massive blood trails!

It's designed for small targets, but it
packs a big punch. The SG-X is a
durable and deadly head for smallgame hunters. It features Muzzy's
famous replaceable Trocar tip,
spring-loaded arms and a stainless steel body for
maximum performance. Per 3.

Muzzy Grasshoppers
Can be fitted behind a fieldpoint for
small Game or behind a broadhead
for Turkey, and prevent your arrow
from burying in grass or dirt.
(Broadheads and Fieldpoints not included).
M110

M4220

Rage 2 Blade - 125 Grain
For those who like a little more
"punch" on the end of their arrow!
Same legendary RAGE 2-Blade
entry hole, wound channel

Rage Titanium - 100 Grain
Titanium's superior strength-to-weight
ratio means a smaller, tougher ferrule,
which allows for a larger instant cut
tip and better penetration.

Slick Trick 1”
Standard

Rage 2 Blade - 100 Grain

Rage 3 Blade - 100 Grain

High speed footage shows the
RAGE 2 Blade, with its
remarkable 2.0"+ cutting
diameter, leaves a huge, gaping
entry hole. This huge entry hole
has become legendary and is the hallmark of the 2

The RAGE 3 Blade, because of the
extra blade, has more cutting surface
and, in spite of this additional cutting
surface, actually penetrates slightly

Slick Trick 1 1/8” Magnum

Grizztrick

RazorTrick Broadheads

Available in 100 and 125gn

Introducing the latest addition to the
SlickTrick range. SlickTrick
GrizzTrick 1.25" 4 blade broadhead
100 grain has the "SlickTrick"
patented Alcatraz Bladelock design,
truly aerodynamic to fly more accurately

Field Point Accurate head in a Cut-OnContact style, ·Cut on impact, ·4 Blade
·.040" Stainless Steel Main and
Bleeder Blades
·1 1/8" x 7/8" COC, ·One Piece 100%
Steel Rhinoferrule, ·Lutz Solingen Sharp
·Deadbolt Bladelock

1-1/8" XBOW TRICK
A dedicated head for crossbows, with
the same .035" LUTZ Solingen,
Germany blades, unbeatable
ALCATRAZ BLACELOCK, and
SUPERSTEEL ferrule of its other top
performing heads. The 1--gr Magnum TRICK has
long been a favorite with crossbows for its flight,
strength, penetration and "slug holes", and the
XBOW TRICK uses the same Magnum blades in a
100% steel 175 grain head.

The 85gr Standard has it's
own .030 1" blades and
ferrules.The .035 1"
Standard blades fit both the 100gr
and 125gr ferrules

Magnus Bullhead Quiver
Adapter

Bullhead
No cut-impeding straws on
these blades... these heads
are all business all the time.
Great flight characteristics
and strong .048 stainless steel
means accuracy and durability all
season long. Re-sharpen or replace
them when you're ready... in fact
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Each package contains 3 adapters.
Comes in 100 grain and 125 grain.
The Magnus Bullhead Quiver
Adapter is perfect for
holding your Bullhead turkey head
Broadheads

Broadheads
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Magnus Broadhead

Snuffer SS

Stinger

The Magnus traditional
line of broadheads has
been a mainstay among
bowhunters for years.
Quality construction,
excellent flight from any bow on the market, and
total confidence in the field add up to the best bet for
a solid broadhead
All Magnus traditional broadheads now feature the
Magnus Diamond Tip for improved penetration and
durability.

Made of 100% stainless steel,
each Snuffer SS broadhead is
spin-tested before packaging to
insure flawless flight from the
fastest bows on the market.

All Magnus Stingers perform
flawlessly from the fastest
bows on the planet... with
field-tip accuracy. The
quality of our construction
is unmatched, but if you
break one, we will replace it according to our
Lifetime Guarantee.
You can sharpen the main blades yourself, or
replace them... either way, the Stinger effectively fills
every need for a solid hunting broadhead.

100gn.

This 3-blade broadhead comes razor-sharp right
out of the package and will deliver devastating
results on any game animal in the field.
100gn.
125gn.

MAG20100
MAG20125

100gn. 2 blade
MAGMASS100-2
125gn. 2 blade
MAGMASS125-2
85gn. 4 blade
MAGMASS85-4
100gn. 4 blade
MAGMASS100-4
125gn. 4 blade
MAGMASS125-4
150 gr Now Available !

MAGMA100SO

EXCALIBUR
FIREBOLT w/Lumenok Available in a 3 PK
125gn. MAGMA125SO

Magnus Stinger
and Stinger Buzzcut

100 and 125 Grain available
Magnus. The only broadhead with a lifetime guarantee !!
Allen Beartooth Fixed
Blade Broadhead

Allen Haymaker Broadhead
1 3/16" Cutting Diameter
Razor sharp chisel tip
.031" stainless steel blade thickness

Manufactured using mim injection
molded metal technology
Precision sharpened
Individually spin tested
3 per pack
SKU#: A14615

SKU#: A14683

Allen Power Point Chizel
Broadhead

Size
85 Grain
100 Grain

7/1000 thick stainless steel blades
Razor sharp
Hardened tip cutting diameter 1
3/16"
SKU#: A14610

Snaro bird points

Aircraft aluminum ferrule
Heavy duty blades
Chesel point design
3 per pack
Compact design
Product SKU
A14645
A14635

Allen Three Blade
Lightning Broadhead

Color
Black
Black

Designed with a large surface
area to increase your odds of
success by tangling up on a
bird's wings to bring them to
the ground. Flat nose blunt
delivers a killing shock.
Screw-In model fits all carbon
and aluminum shafts. The 3"
weighs 250 grains & the 6"
weighs 300 grains.

Limbsaver Fletching Pods
Never have damaged fletching again.

LimbSaver Broadhead Pod

Paradox Finger Sling

Bohning Cinch Sling

Eliminate the dangers of carrying
exposed broadheads by covering
them inside these durable,
lightweight cases. Simple, snap-on
installation fits over three-blade fixed
broadheads with a maximum cutting diameter of
1.375". Fits arrow shafts from .25" to .35" in
diameter. Per 6

The Adjustable finger sling is
made of para-cord material
with adjustable finger loops to
fit any size finger.

The Cinch Sling does just that...it
"cinches" securely into place. No
more slipping cords. Once it is sized,
cinch it up and it will stay in place.
The Cinch Sling also holds it shape!
Easily adjustable with a base plate that allows you to
torque your stablilizer without rotating the sling out of
position.

Allen Bow Wrist Sling

Allen Braided Bow Sling

Sling It Archery Shoulder
Slings

Full grain leather yoke
Stiff cord stays in fixed position
Hex nut adapter
Heat treated ends prevent unraveling
SKU#: 6628

Full grain leather yoke
Braided polyester cording
SKU#: 662
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Sling It shoulder sling attaches to your
limbs, or riser. It is easy to adjust and
very comfortable.
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EXCALIBUR FIREBOLT w/Lumenok Available in a 3 PK
DLX SINGLE RIFLE CASE
This case is designed for rifles with a 50mm
high-mount scope. Features include protective
interlocking foam, full length hinge, and key
locks.
External:53.25"x12"x4.12"
Internal:·51.75"x7.75"x3.52"
Weight: 5lbs

Plano SE Pro 44 Archery Case
This is a fully loaded quiver storage (bracket
not included) and angle locking foam arrow
retainers are found inside
Dementions:44.6 x 20.4 x 8.7

DLX Double Scoped Rifle Case
This classic has set the standard in gun cases
for over 30 years. Large enough to safely hold
two scoped rifles or shotguns and has a
durable full-length hinge. Key lockable for
safe storage or travel. Internal: 51.75 x 13 x
3.875

Plano FL Arrow Case

Protector PillarLock Compact Bow
Case Camouflage

Plano Compact Bow Case

For storing the maximum number of arrows
this case will meet your needs! A built in
broadhead remover and sturdy latches make
this case an easy choice. The angle locking
foam arrow retainers store up to 36 arrows.
The Bow Guard FL Series arrow case's
features are rounded out by bailed style
latched, a recessed molded-in handle,
accessory storage and padlock tabs for added
security and airline travel. Product
dimensions: 36" long x 12" wide x 3.75" high

Protector Series® Bow-Max Arrow Case.
Patented PillarLock System protects arrows. Holds up to
18 arrows. Sur-Lok arrow holders securely store both
aluminum and carbon arrows. Comfortable molded-in
handle. Two holes available for pad locks. Black.
36x10.75x4 Weight: 6lbs

Holds parallel limb bows. Compact design;
Arrow storage under lid. Thick wall
construction with patented PillarLock
System. Lockable/airline approved.
Comfortable molded handle; High density
foam. 43.25x19x6.75 inches.

PROTECTOR BOW CASE w/GRAB 'N
GO™ SOFT BOW CASE •2 cases in 1
•Protection of the 1110 hard case with the convenience of
the 93790 Grab 'N Go™ soft case •Protective foam
padded interior •Rugged 600D exterior w/nylon carry
handle •Black •Dimensions: 44.6''x20.4''8.7''
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This compact bow case fits most parallel limb
bows. It features the patented PillarLock
System that adds extra protection to your
valuable archery equipment. It features arrow
storage in the lid and is lockable and airline
approved

Plano Tactical Case 36"
Designed for the most extreme conditions, is designed to hold an
AR-15 style rifle up to 36” long. The Gun Guard AW series is the
ultimate shield against the elements, featuring a continuous DriLoc seal that ensures the case is watertight, airtight and dust proof.
Its rugged construction is engineered to keep your firearm safe.
Product exterior dimensions: 40" long x 16" wide x 5.5" high /
Product interior dimensions: 37" long x 13" wide x 5 " high.
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Plano Bow MaxFIREBOLT
Crossbow Case
Plano Manta
Case
EXCALIBUR
w/Lumenok Available
in a Crossbow
3 PK

Plano Broadhead box

This Patented PillarLock crossbow case fits most of
today's largest crossbows with scopes attached. The highdensity foam and poly tie down straps secure, cushion and
protect bow Bolt storage in lid, most Quiver can stay
attached to the bows.

This is a hard case that features lid bolt storage, `Pillar
Lock` system, extra limb support foam and heavy duty
latches, adjustable tail-stock casing allows case to expand
or contract over 11", fits virtually ALL sizes and
configurations of crossbows. Dimensions: Exterior44.75x 38.75 x 13.125, Interior-31.5x41x 37.5x12.

Protector Single Rifle case

Protector Double Gun Case

Large single rifle case. Standard heavy duty, hard plastic
case is filled with removable egg-crate type foam. Single
rifle case from the Protector series. Large enough to hold
completely scoped rifles with high mount scopes or
shotgun (50 inches or less) Recessed handle for easier
storage. Lockable and airline approved. Measures
52.75x3.25x9.5

This hard case feature a molded-in-handle and thick wall This high impact moulded case’s sleek and slim footprint,
measures in at 12.375”L x 7.25”W x 1.625”H. It comes
construction. The inserts are high density foam to offer
excellent protection and the latches keep the case securely with a broadhead retainer and tool for safe, easy storage
and handling of the razor-edged blades. FULLY
closed. This case is lockable and airline approved.
customizable layout by repositioning the included dividers
to vary the compartment count from as few as five to as
many as 11. Available in Black or Camo.

Realtree Bow Guard Soft Case

Soft - shell Plano 300 Series

This soft-sided case features thick, protective padding,
durable zipper, a large exterior pocket and Realtree AP
camo. Weight: 1.9lbs

This case is no softy when it comes to reliable protection.
More than enough padding to protect your shotgun. A
perfect amount of storage in the large side pocket. A very
durable outer casing. Absolutely worth every cent of the
surprisingly low price, with all this too: Durable 600denier fabric sheds weather and impact damage; Highdensity foam absorbs shock; 1"-wide gusseted side pocket
for extras; Big full-length zipper with dual pulls; Shotgun
(54 x 8 1/2 x 2")

Grab ‘N Go™ for 1110 Bow Case
Whether travelling across continents or just across the state, a bow must be
protected. When combined with our hard cases Plano’s new Grab ‘N Go™ soft
bow cases offer protection along every leg of the journey. This Grab ‘N Go™
works great as stand alone cases but is also engineered to fit snugly into its hard
case.
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This Archers Accessory Box is designed to hold both
fixed-blade and expandable broadheads. The lift-out tray
is great for nocks, fletchings and fieldpoints. Measures
6.75x5x5

Plano Archery Accessory Box

Plano Gun Guard 800 Series Shotgun Case
This floating shotgun case is designed to fit shotguns up to
52" in length. The durable 600D shell and high-density
closed cell foam padding shield firearms against hunting's
bumps and bangs. When closed the case will float your
shotgun, making it the ideal choice for the duck blind. It
also features a heavy duty Velcro closure and wrap-around
nylon web handles. Product dimensions: 54" long x 8"
wide x 2" thick
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Bone Collector Rub Line
Slime

After Shot

This potent formula draws bucks in from
all over the property and brings them
right past your location. Rub Line Slime
easily sticks to trees and slowly drips
down the bark for a long lasting slimy
attractant. The gooey mixture with deer
scents has the power to draw out the
most wary of dominant bucks. Fool the big one you
have been chasing all season long into following the
Rub Line Slime right to your stand.

Blood Finding Spray that reveals
blood in a flourescent blue glow

Snort N Apples
Acorn RageTM
EXCALIBUR
FIREBOLT w/Lumenok Available
in a 3 PK

Sugar Beet CRUSH
Real Sugar Beets crushed and
blended with fresh heat processed
beans into an ultra concentrated
one of a kind attractant. Deer go
wild over real Sugar Beets and
even more so after Wildgame
Innovations crushes 'em and bags
'em. It is now easier to get Sugar
Beets where you need them in this convenient carry

Acorn Rage Blast

Combination of doe in heat and apple
aroma will draw deer in for several
hundred yards. Made with NO food
content in the ingredients it is
considered legal in all 50 states.
Comes in a 12 oz. container.

This is IT! Now use REAL ACORNS all
year long. This concentrated formula is
ready to use right out of the bag with no
mixing required. Acorn Rage is not a
flavoring, not an extract, not a scent or
aroma, but an actual real acorn taste that
drives deer into a RAGE of hunger all
season long!

ACORN RAGE BLAST, is an exciting blend
of Real Acorn oils and extracts that deliver
deer wherever you spray it! Acorn Rage Blast
works before, during, and after the acorns
start falling and even works where acorns
aren't present

Buck Bran

Backwoods Blend - No Till

Sugarbeet Crush Salt Block

Backwoods Blend™ is an intense Fall
food plot for planting where tractors or
heavy equipment cannot be brought in.
Toss, Go, Watch it Grow!

100% smashed sugar beets blended
with fresh, heat-processed beans
keeps them coming back for more.
Available: 4 lbs

greens N-Raged

Greens N-Raged just got

Greens N-Raged is ready for consumption and loaded
with the best previously harvested food plot greens that
hunters love to attract whitetail with. t's like having a
food plot of the best whitetail preferred greens available
without having to go through the trouble of planting.

JUICED! Now you can have the power
of a Food Plot in a pourable liquid gel.
We have extracted the flavors of our
popular and effective Greens N Raged
powder and converted it into a powerful
concentrated gel. With little or no
learning curve you will have deer
attacking the site in no time.

Deer co-Cain Black Magic

Rack-Up

Deer CoCain Block

A premium formulation of Deer coCain with more mineral and flavor
attractants that require no mixing and
begins instantly attracting deer. Once
placed on the bare ground, “Black
Magic” starts immediately releasing
magical vapors to lure deer into the
beneficial mineral site. “Black Magic”
is enriched with Calcium, Phosphorus and Sodium to
continually contribute to the health of your deer herd.

Rack-Up is a blend of Calcium,
Phosphorous, Magnesium, Sodium and
other minerals blended in with the
beneficial mineral attractants of Deer
Co-Cain, to supply deer with nutrients,
in a form they love to eat. Rack-Up is
the blend of minerals that we have
developed to create new supplemental
mineral sites and to keep established Deer Co-Cain sites
active, while increasing their nutrient value.

Deer CoCaie will drive your deer crazy,
as they lick, paw, knaw and mark the
site... digging a hole in the ground to
get the minerals out.

BUCK BRAN™ is a high protein and
high fat attractant that provides
maximum nutrition while attracting high
numbers of deer to your area. Ready to
use right out the bag, Buck Bran will
quickly hold and attract more deer!

Acorn Rage Drop N
Block
Deer are naturally attracted to
the sound of dropping acorns
and what better way to attract
deer than to have a hanging
Acorn Block that releases and
drops Real Acorns!

Buck Jam Hard Cooked
Sucker
All of the sweet fruit flavor &
minerals that you get in Buck Jam
Ripe Apple has been put into a
hard-cooked sucker. Use the
attached hanger to place this in easy reach and deer are
instantly attracted to the site, patterning themselves to
keep coming back to get their daily treat.

Buck Grub
Buck Grub is an attractant that deer
simply can’t resist! The toasted
almond aroma of Buck Grub not only
pulls deer to a desired area, but it holds
them there. Coupled with a normal
diet of browse, forage, mast and seeds,
Buck Grub promotes herd health and
accelerates antler development in
bucks of all ages. With Buck Grub,
deer don’t just live, they thrive.

Made from 100% apples. Nothing
works quicker, getting your deer
out in the open like Rut’n Apples.
It is like hunting the Rut, all
season! Just spread these 100%
real apple pellets on the ground
and deer will spend hours finding
the Rut’n Apple pellets. They are
easy to use, just sprinkle them out in an area and deer will
come right in. One 4lb bag is equal to a full bushel of
apples.

Rack Rock Crush™

Stump Likker 3 lb
Block
Combined molasses/minerals
blend. Delicious scent attracts
deer from far away. Helps
pattern deer movement

Rut’n Apples
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Provide on a free choice basis to deer and other big game species to supplement
their natural diet. Feed Rack Rock Crush™ where native forage and water are
available. Remove debris and excess vegetation from the ground in a 4 foot radius
preferably next to known game trails. Pour out the entire contents of package and
spread evenly across the cleared area. Replenish as necessary for long lasting
73is ready to use! There is no need to mix or to add water.
results. This product
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®

Doe-in-Rut

Doe-P®

Trophy Buck Lure is

Easy to use Squirt Top
Distinctive smell makes deer curious
Simulates the smell of a new doe in an area
Attracts both buck and doe
Especially effective during bow and post-rut season
100% doe urine
Works great with Tink’s Scent Bombs

100% natural rutting buck urine
collected from dominant bucks and
reinforced with tarsal gland and
interdigital gland secretions. The
rutting odor of a buck induces a
territorial challenge to another buck
and provokes him to seek out the
foreign buck. Excellent product to
use when rattling or grunting. Tink's Trophy Buck Lure
works as a curiosity lure in early season when bucks often
travel in bachelor groups. A great combination when used
with real tarsal gland

Tink's #69 Doe-In-Rut Buck Lure is 100%
natural doe estrous urine collected from
live whitetail does during their estrous
cycle. Tink's quality controlled formula
keeps Tink's #69 Doe-In-Rut Buck Lure at
the peak level of performance. Tink's #69
Doe-In-Rut Buck Lure, the standard on
which all deer lures are measured, produces great results
1oz.
W6209
during the pre-rut and rut.
1oz.
W6366
EXCALIBUR
Gel
W6302 FIREBOLT w/Lumenok Available in a 3
Solid
W6314

PK

Doe-In-Rut Buck Lure is 100%
natural doe estrous urine collected from
live whitetail does during their estrous
cycle. Tink's quality controlled formula
keeps Tink's #69 Doe-In-Rut Buck Lure at
the peak level of performance. Tink's #69
Doe-In-Rut Buck Lure, the standard on
which all deer lures are measured,
produces great results during the pre-rut
and rut. Tink's #69 Doe-In-Rut Buck Lure America's #1
Buck Lure!

Scent Bombs

Stretch Wicks™

Tink’s Power Scrape® is a

Scrape Bomb Scraper Dripper 2 Pack
Scrape Bomb works with the changes in
temperature and barometric pressure causing it to
drip only during the daylight hours.
·
Lasts 4-5 days efficiently dripping the right
amount
·
Set multiple mock scrapes economically!
·
Drips during the day. Not at night.
·
2 Pack

Tink’s Power Scrape® is a
powerful synthetic buck lure designed
for the entire season. Power Scrape®
can be used on natural or mock
scrapes to condition deer to frequently
return to your stand location. This
revolutionary formula is designed to
capitalize on a buck’s curiosity in the
early season and their drive for
territorial dominance during the breeding season

The most efficient and
convenient way to disperse
scent today. Simply remove cap
and pull up wick. Now with
Reflective Strip.

powerful synthetic buck lure
designed for the entire season.
Power Scrape® can be used on
natural or mock scrapes to
condition deer to frequently return
to your stand location. This
revolutionary formula is designed
to capitalize on a buck’s curiosity in
the early season and their drive for
territorial dominance during the
breeding season

Ozonics

Ozonics transforms oxygen molecules into ozone molecules and, with a silent fan, projects them downwind
out over your scent zone where these unstable molecules bond with your scent molecules, rendering them
unrecognizable to deer and other scent-savvy game.
Ozonics is easy to use, safe and performance-guaranteed!
Using Ozonics is simple. Attach it, always faced downwind, and push a button. There are two models. The
HR-200 works in both a treestand and a blind. The HR-150 is a ground blind-only product. And, Ozonics is
safe. Ozonics meets or exceeds U.S. federal safety standards for ozone exposure. Best of all, Ozonics is
guaranteed!

Tinks Cover Scents
Red Fox P

Bandit Coon

Earth

Acorn
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Pine

Cedar

Scents &
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Synthetic Scents
Tink’s #69-X is a unique

Power Buck Synthetic Dominant
Buck Urine Buck Bomb™. The

formulation developed to break down
slowly and release its scent just like
naturally voided deer urine. Tink’s #69X is best to use this product during the
rut.

The Tink’s #69-X
Synthetic Doe Estrous
Hot Bomb is a heated lure

rutting odor of a buck induces a territorial
challenge to another buck and provokes
him to seek out the foreign buck. Excellent
product to use when rattling or grunting.
Works as a curiosity lure in early season
when bucks often travel in bachelor groups

dispenser containing a preloaded scent pad which is
warmed by an air-activated
heat pouch. The scent pad is
permeated with Tink’s #69-X
Synthetic Doe Estrous Formula which simulates a
doe in her estrous period. Tink’s Hot Bomb lasts up
to 4 hours. This package contains 2 individually
wrapped Hot Bombs, one for the morning hunt and
one for the afternoon hunt.

Power Buck Synthetic Dominant
Buck Urine Buck Bomb™

Power Buck Synthetic
Buck Urine

Magnetics Buck Attractant

Tink’s Power Buck is a time tested
controlled formulation to stimulate
aggression in other bucks in the
area. This aggression is a result
of competition for the breeding
rights in the area. Tink’s Power
Buck can be used all season long.

Tink’s, the manufacturer of America’s #1
Buck Lure, has teamed up with the makers
of The Buck Bomb™ to produce Power
Buck Synthetic Dominant Buck Urine Buck
Bomb™. The rutting odour of a buck
induces a territorial challenge to another
buck and provokes him to seek out the
foreign buck. Excellent product to use when rattling
or grunting. Works as a curiosity lure in early season
when bucks often travel in bachelor groups

Tink’s Power Moose Buck
Bomb™. It is designed to be used

Tink’s, the manufacturer of America’s #1
Buck Lure, has teamed up with the makers
of The Buck Bomb™ to produce the

during the breeding season. It is most
effective during the pre-rut and rut
seasons when bulls are looking for hot
cows which are ready to breed.

Tink’s Power Moose Buck
Bomb™. It is designed to be used during
the breeding season. It is most effective
during the pre-rut and rut seasons when
bulls are looking for hot cows which are
ready to breed.

Still Steamin Synthetic Scents
Pre Rut Buck

All Season Smokin’
Sticks for Deer
Item# W6105 (89192-9)
• Attracts deer all season long
and covers human scent
• Smokes for approximately 2
hours
• Scent will stick to everything
it comes
in contact with
• Contains 6 per pack
• For best results use with
Tink's Smoke Stack

Doe Estrus

Dominant Buck

Smokin’ Sticks
“Rut” for Deer
Item# W6106 (89193-6)
• Attracts bucks during the
rut and covers human
scent
• Smokes for approximately
2 hours
• Scent will stick to
everything it comes
in contact with
•Works great in freezing
conditions
• Contains 6 per pack

We’ve designed Magnetics to trigger a
buck’s 3 key senses: dominance,
reproductive, and curiosity. It’s a
synthetic blend that’s been
scientifically formulated to play on
seasonal weaknesses and exploit a
buck’s senses. Natural blends will not
have this effect. The powerful and
unique formula will attract bucks throughout the
entire hunting season.

Tink’s Hot Bomb™
Power Moose Disposable
Heated Lure Dispenser
Comes pre-loaded with Tink’s
Power Moose Lure Formulated to
smell like fresh cow urine at the
peak of their breeding cycle Great
to use in and around a real or
mock wallow or rut pit Heated lure
puts more scent molecules into the air Effective in
cold & freezing weather Air activated natural heat
Lasts approximately 4 hours

Still Steamin Synthetic Scents
Pre Rut Doe

Smokin’ Sticks
for Bear

W6103
Smokin’ Sticks
for Moose
W6102
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Intruder Dominant Buck

Doe Estrus

Smokin Sticks
All Season
Attracts deer all season
long and covers human
scent
Smokes for
approximately 2 hours
•Scent will stick to
everything it comes in
contact with
Contains 6 per pack
For best results use with
Tink's Smoke Stack

Attractants
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C'Mere Deer Ready-to-Use
Liquid Attractant (1 Gallon
Jug)

C'Mere Deer X-TREME
Ready-to-Use Powder
Attractant (1 Gallon Jug)

Item # CMD00001

Item #CMD00003

C'Mere Deer Attractant Liquid
Concentrate (32 oz.
Concentrate)

C'Mere Deer Readyto-Use Powder
Attractant (2 Gallon
Bucket)

Item # CMD00004

C'Mere Deer Buck Juice Deer
Attractant (32 oz. Sprayer)
Item # CMD00010

C'Mere Deer Airborne Blaster
(16 oz Liquid)
Item # CMD00012

Item # CMD00009

C'Mere Deer Buck Gravy
Deer Attractant (40 oz.
Bottle)
Item # CMD00013

C'Mere Deer 3-Day
Harvest Deer
Attractant System (2
Gallon Bucket)

3-Pack C'Mere Deer
Corn Coat

C'Mere Deer Shake N Take
Deer Attractant (7 lbs.)

3-4 oz packs (9/Display)
Item # CMD0100

Item # CMD00027

C'Mere Deer 3-Day Harvest
Deer Attractant System (3.7
Gallon Bucket)
item # CMS00025

Please contact us for more information.

item # CMS00026

Patio Lantern
Repel mosquitoes while adding a
decorative touch to your deck with the
new ThermaCELL Patio Lantern. It
creates a 15 x 15 foot “Bug-FreeZone”, allowing you to enjoy the
outdoors in peace.
Repels up to 98% of mosquitoes. Also
repels black flies and no-see-ums.
Dual use product: repellent and light can be used
together or separately. DEET Free!

Other sizes and quantities are
available.

Refills

Holster
Convenient way to transport
ThermaCELL units. Provides
storage for extra cartridge and
mats. Secures unit to tree stand,
branch, boat, backpack or belt,
with convenient strap and buckle.
Allows easy change of cartridge
or mat without removing
appliance from Holster.

All ThermaCELL models use the
same refills. Each cartridge lasts up
to 12 hours, and each mat lasts up
to 4 hours. Refills can be stored for
long periods of time.
12 hour TC R-1
4 Pak
TC R-4

Olive
TC MR-H
Realtree TC MR-HT

TC MR-9

ThermaCELL® Dispenser

Heated Insoles – The New Foot Warmers
Foot warmers make any cold weather activity more comfortable
and enjoyable. ThermaCELL Heated Insoles foot warmers are…
·
Wireless
·
Remote-controlled
·
Rechargeable
·
Lightweight
·
Durable
·
Affordable: $.05 per hour
Whether you’re at work or play, cold feet are not fun.
ThermaCELL Heated Insoles foot warmers keep your feet
comfortably warm. They maintain a steady temperature inside
your shoes or boots, keeping your feet around normal body
temperature. That’s different from disposable chemical footwarming pads that get hot to the touch and can make your feet
sweat

Stay mosquito free with ThermaCELL Olive
Appliance. Lightweight, cordless and portable,
ThermaCELL mosquito repellent is perfect for
outdoor activities like camping, fishing, and
hunting, which may be disrupted by the buzz
of mosquitoes. Repels up to 98% of
mosquitoes. Also repels black flies, no-see
ums and sand flies. Provides a 15 x 15 ft
”Bug-Free-Zone”
Olive
TC MR-G
Hardwoods
TC MR-T
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Canopy Universal
Treestand

Fast Stick™ Climbing Aid
(3 Pack) Re711

The universal canopy will keep
the elements out and help you
stay comfortable during the
next hunt. It works on all
treestands, including two-man
ladder stands. The camo roof
easily detaches, and has a
strong ratchet attachment to the tree.

The Fast Sticks™ climbing aid from
Rivers Edge offers a lightweight and
compact design to ensure you have
a fast and agile climbing option on
your next hunt.

Baby Big Foot™ HangOn Stand Re504

Bg Foot™ Hang-On
Stand Re500

Lite Foot™ Hang-On
Stand Re503

The most compact Big Foot
from Rivers Edge, the Baby
Big Foot allows you to
experience hunting
convenience. A lightweight,
folding design makes this
hang-on stand an incredibly
portable hunting tool

The Big Foot hang-on
treestand brings together
portability and functionality. A
large platform and lightweight
folding design make it an ideal
hunting stand when you need
to stay on-the-go.

The Lite Foot Hang-On
Treestand from Rivers Edge
delivers the best in maximum
lightweight portability. With a
large aluminum platform,
padded seat, and built-in
footrest, the Lite Foot is sure to
provide added comfort for those long hunts.

Big Foot™ XL Lounger
Hang-On Stand Re511

10' PERIMETER™ Pod
Re713

For a relaxing hunt, nothing
beats the luxury and portability
of the Big Foot XL Lounger. An
extra-large platform, padded
lounger seat and footrest
make it great for all-day
hunting while still remaining
lightweight and functional.

See it all with the 10’ Perimeter
one-man ladder pod. With
incredible comfort and the
ability to shoot in any direction,
you’ll have every opportunity
to make the perfect shot.

Outpost™ Tower with
Camo Blind Enclosure
Re703

OPENING DAY COMFORT
LADDER
Incredible comfort with ultralarge, stable platform, ergonomic
lounger seat design, and wraparound shooting rail.
Curtain included.
Seat flips up for extra standing
room when needed.
Dual-hinged self-locking doors make for easy entry
and exit.

17' JUMBO JACK LADDER
STAND

15' 2-MAN LADDER STAND

15' ONSET XT LADDER
STAND

22" TIMBERSHOT
EXTREME LADDER STAND

?

Flip-up seat and extra-long standing
platform Angled side rail designed
for bow limb clearance
Removable padded seat with
padded backrest
Camo gear shelves
Swing-away / removable camopadded shooting rail
Telescoping stabilizer bar adjusts to tree for extra
support

Featuring Pivot-LockTM Ladder
System with staggered joints for added
stability.
?

Innovative and portable 2-man
ladder stand
Ultra-comfortable man and a half
ladder stand
Comfortable, extra-wide flip up
mash seat
Large, flared shooting rail
Independent backrest
Padded Armrests

Features Pivot-LockTM Ladder
System for a more stable and compact
ladder with simple set-up.

? Removatble padded seat and
backrest for all-day comfort.

?

?

Padded shooting rail.

?

?

Telescoping stabilizer bar adjusts to tree.

?

51" ladder sections simplify mobility.

17' OASIS LADDER
STAND
Extra-large, comfortable 1-man
ladder stand
Ultra-comfortable one-man ladder
stand
Comfortable flip up mesh seat
Large, flared shooting rail
Independent backrest
Padded armrests

Mesh seat for added comfort.

Collapses down smaller than any
other ladder stand on the market for
incredible portablility.

?

Independent backrest, removable shooting rail, and
padded armrests.

15' ONSET LADDER STAND
Features Pivot-LockTM Ladder System for a
more stable and compact ladder with simple
set-up
?

?

Mesh seat for added comfort.

?

Collapses down smaller than any other
ladder stand on the market for incredible
portablility.
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Climbing Aid Fast
Stick 3 pack
RE711
The Fast Sticks™ climbing aid
from Rivers Edge offers a
lightweight and compact
design to ensure you have a
fast and agile climbing option
on your next hunt.

The Outpost Ladder Tower with
camo blind enclosure gives you the
best view possible while still
keeping you concealed in a 10’
tower. A stable and comfortable
hunting quarters for your next
outing!

17' SPINSHO LADDER STAND
Thick padded seat and backrest
rotates 360 degrees
Extra-large platform-- sit and swivel
or stand and shoot
Camo-padded shooting rail and
camo curtain with zippered door
Telescoping stabilizer bar adjusts to
tree
Triple-ratchet strap tree mounting with safety tie-off
ropes

13' PACK-N-STACK 1MAN LADDER STAND
Compact design is built to be
lightweight for portability
Assembles quickly so you can
stay on top of your game
38" ladder sections stack into
convenient profile
Backpack straps included
Sling-style seat for comfort
Adjustable length stabilizer bar
Ratchet strap tree mounting with safety tie-off ropes

Treestands
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The BROTHERHOOD
Hang-On

The BROTHERHOOD
Deluxe Hang-On

The BROTHERHOOD
Climber

• Steel Construction
• Rated for 300 lbs.
• Weighs Approx. 22.5 lbs.

• Steel Construction
• Rated for 300 lbs.
• Weighs Approx. 29.5 lbs.

Aluminum Construction
Rated for 300 lbs.
Weighs Approx. 21 lbs.

The GRIZZLY
Challenger

The GRIZZLY Climber

The 15' WARRIOR
LADDER STAND

Model #9201
Heavy-Duty Fully Welded
Steel Construction
Sure-Grip Platform
Gray Non-Reflective Matte
Finish
Rated for 300 lbs.

Heavy-Duty Fully Welded
Steel Construction
Quick-Clip Cable Connects
Safety Lock Cinch Straps for
added stability
Gray Sanded Non-reflective
Matte Finish
Rated for 300 lbs.

The 16' Gunner
LADDER STAND

The TWO-MAN
LADDER STAND

The BROTHERHOOD®
LADDER STAND

• Steel Construction with Matte
Finish
• Sure-Grip Platform and
Adjustable Shooting Rail
• Rated for 300 lbs.
• Weighs Approx. 51 lbs.

Steel Construction with Matte
Finish
Sure-Grip Platform and
Adjustable Shooting Rail
Rated for 500 lbs.
Weighs Approx. 74 lbs.

Steel Construction with Matte
Finish
Sure-Grip Platform and
Adjustable Shooting Rail
Rated for 300 lbs.
Weighs Approx. 72 lbs.

The BROTHERHOOD®
TWO-MAN LADDER
STAND

The 22' skyscraper
LADDER STAND

non-typical STEEL
rapid rails

Steel Construction
Unique Armrest for Bow and
Gun Hunting
Shooting Rests Can Easily Be
Removed
Footrest Included
Rated for 300 lbs.
Weighs Approx. 115 lbs.

3 Interlocking Sections
• Quick-Connect Speed Strap
• Fits Small and IrregularShaped Trees
• Easily Packs with Hang-Ons
• V-Step for Increased Footing
• Steel Construction
• Non-Reflective Powder Coated

GRIZZLY 20'
CLIMBING STICK

Step-Up Tree
Steps

• Model #9110
• Interlocking Steel Sections
• Quick-Release Buckles
• Angled Steps for Safe
Climbing
• Rated For: 300 lbs.
• Weighs approx. 24 lbs.

Model #101-20KC
(20 Pack)
Self-Tapping
Threaded Point
/Easy Installation
Step Area: 4"
Thread Length: 2"

TREE STRAP

Full Body Harness

Heavy-Duty D-Ring
Weather resistant webbing
Capable of resisting up to
6,000 lbs. force
Interlocking rubber coated
parachute buckles
Rated for: 300 lbs.

Pockets for Stowing Calls,
Release and Other Equipment
Adjustable Leg & Chest Straps
Rated for 300 lbs.

FULL BODY SAFETY
HARNESS

TREE STAND
ACCESSORY STRAP

TRIPOD ANCHOR

Black
One Size Fits All
Quick-Connect for Easy Hook
Up
Rated for: 300 lbs.

Four metal hanging posts
Easy hookup strap system
Fits up to 15" diameter trees

Steel Construction with Matte
Finish
Sure-Grip Platform and
Adjustable Shooting Rail
Rated for 500 lbs.
Weighs Approx. 113 lbs.

Aluminum Rapid Rails
Lightweight, Simple, Safe
Quick-Connect Speed Strap
Fits Small and IrregularShaped Trees
Easily Packs with Hang-Ons
V-Step for Increased Footing
Aircraft-Grade Aluminum
Non-Reflective Powder Coated
Rated for 300 lbs.

GRIZZLY Tree
Steps
Heat Treated for
Max. Strength
LARGEST STEP
AVAILABLE AT 6"
Strength Tested to
1250 lbs.
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Steel Construction with Matte
Finish
Sure-Grip Platform with Sling
Seat Design
Rated for 300 lbs.
Weighs Approx. 44 lbs.

Secures Ladders, Tripods and
Quad Pods in high-wind
conditions
Includes strap assembly

Treestand
Accessories
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30' ROPE - BOW &
GUN HOLDER COMBO

30' ROPE
w/CARABINEER

Includes 30' Rope
w/Carabineer
Two-Part Hook and
Carabineer system for hoisting
your bow/gun/backpack
together
Soft Nylon Material resists
twisting

Includes 30' Rope
w/Carabineer
Two-Part Carabineer system
for hoisting your
bow/gun/backpack together
Soft Material resists twisting

Tree Stand Cable Lock

RATCHET KIT

DUAL Ratchet Kit

Prevents Tree Stand Theft
6½ ft. Length Accommodates
Most Trees
Corrosion Resistant Lock

84" Long x 1" Wide Poly
Webbing
Coated "S" Hooks
Prevents Noise/Damage to
equipment
Heavy-Duty Ratchet

72" Long x 1" Wide Poly
Webbing
Coated "S" Hooks
Prevents Noise/Damage to
equipment
Heavy-Duty Ratchets

Pruning Saw Only

Pruning Kit

Steel Blade Lock Open for
Safety
Never Needs Sharpening
Sure-Grip Handle Stores
Blade

Includes Pruning Saw,
Clippers & Pouch
3/4" Cutting Capacity
Non-Stick Coated Blade
Fiberglass Molded handle

Easyback Lumbar
Support

NON-TYPICAL DEER
CART

TREE STAND SKIRT
DETAILS:

Dimensions: 47" x 20" x 32½”
Aluminum Construction
Solid Rubber Wheels
w/Heavy-Duty Spokes
Telescoping Frame w/Angled
Handle
Carries up to 300 lbs.

Realtree® AP Hd™
Die-Cut Weather-Proof
Construction
Attaches quickly and easily
60" x 144" Long
Hides game-spooking
movements

100' BULK ROPE
95 lb. working load
Holds Knots Well
Ideal for Hoist Ropes & Deer
Drags

features ultra quiet and
comfortable support for using
with our Blinds and Hang-On
Tree Stands.

Director’s Chair
Durable Powder-Coated Frame
Aluminum Construction Frame
Heavy-Duty Weatherproof and
Wear-resistant Fabric
Dimensions: 18.75" x 13.25" x
17.75"
Rated for 250 lbs. and weighs
approx. 5 lbs.

More Ameristep accessories are available, Check price list for availability.

Allen Gun And Bow
Hanger

Allen Utility Rope

Vinyl coated steel hanger with
an easy starting tapered screw
point.
SKU # 5013

20' long rope
Two soft expanded vinyl
coated steel bow hangers
included
SKU#: 54

Gunner Blind

The Bone Collector

• Model #2303 Realtree Ap™
• Stakes & High Wind TieDowns
• Backpack: 23” dia. x 2” thick
• Weighs approx. 4.5 lbs.

Realtree® AP™ Camo
Rugged Hub-Style
Construction
Stakes & High Wind TieDowns
Backpack carrying case
Pack dimensions: 8” x 44”
Weighs approx. 20 lbs.

The Brickhouse

The 2-man tent CHAIR
Blind

Realtree® AP™ Camo
Quick and Easy
Setup/Takedown
Shoot-Thru Mesh
Stakes & High Wind TieDowns
Backpack carrying case
Pack dimensions: 12” x 46”
Weighs approx. 18 lbs.

Realtree® AP™Camo
Spring Steel Construction
Carry Case w/Shoulder Strap
Packed: 20” x 42" Long
Weighs approx. 17 lbs. (Blind
& Chair)
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Allen Treestand Bow
And Gun Rope
30' long rope
Carabiner clip included
SKU#: 53

The Brotherhood
Realtree® AP Camo
Rugged Hub-Style
Construction
Stakes & High Wind Tie-Downs
Backpack Carrying Case
Pack dimensions: 9” x 48”
Weighs approx. 18 lbs.

Tent Chair Blind
Realtree® AP™ Camo
Spring Steel Construction
Backpack Carry Case
Packed: 15” x 36" Long
Weighs approx. 10½ lbs. (Blind
& Chair)

Blinds
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The Outhouse Blind

The Doghouse Blind

• Models #804 Ameristep®
Tangle 2.0™
• Model #10300 Realtree®
Ap™
• Stakes & High Wind TieDowns
• Backpack: 27” dia. x 2” thick
• Weighs approx. 9 lbs.

• Window tie-downs
• Shoot-Through Mesh
• Stakes & High Wind TieDowns
• Backpack carrying case
• Pack dimensions: 24” dia. x
2” thick
• Weighs approx. 14 lbs.
Available in Realtree® APG & Realtree® AP

Big Mike XT Hunting
Blind

The Beast

7 Feet Tall
Footprint 62" x 62"

Camouflage:
BLOODTRAIL
™
Height (A): 80”
Set-Up Size
(B): 160” x 90”
Footprint ©:
140” x 70”

Grounder 350
BloodTrail Camo

Grounder 250
BloodTrail™ Camo

Height: 80”
Footprint: 70” x 70”
Hub to Hub: 90”
Weight: 17 lbs.
Capacity: 3.5 person

Height: 67”
Footprint: 59” x 59”

Big Mike BloodTrail
Camo
Height: 80”
Hub-to-Hub: 75”
Weight: 16 lbs.
Capacity: 2.5 person

Wind Storm 175
BloodTrail Camo
Height: 64"
Footprint: 47" x 47"
Weight: 13 lbs

The Bell Bottom
Flare based design allows 30%
more room
Height 6'7"
Footprint 76' x 76"

Hub to Hub: 75”
Weight: 14 lbs.
Capacity: 2.5 person

Deer Cart

Folding Sportsman’s Cart

Sneaky Leaf

I HVADC-1000
Aluminum construction
14" mag wheels
20" wide
20" x 37" deer carrying area
Telescoping padded handle
31" x 30" x 14" back pack area

Excellent weight distribution
Compact tri-fold design.
Large 18.5" puncture-proof wheels
25" wide wheel base deters tipping
Matte black powdercoat finish
300 lb capacity
Weighs 33 lbs

SneakyLeaf can be used to create
3-dimensional leafy camouflage on
jackets, pants, hats, gloves, etc. as
well as attach it to bows, tree
stands, guns, etc.. It is machine
washable as well as super quiet
and easy to apply. Each package
includes 50 sets

BloodTrail™ Camo Folding
Chair

GAME GAMBREL
HOIST COMBO

GAME SCALE 440 LB
Av119

Lightweight and portable; includes a camo
travel bag for easy transport. Exclusive
BloodTrail™ camo adds additional
concealment to your hunt.

Perfect for hanging deer,
antelope and elk, 22" wide
spreader bar, Capacity of 500
lbs., 3/8" rod stock, Matte
black powdercoat finish

Large, easy-to-read numbers in 2
lb. increments, steel casing for
durability, easily readjusts to zero
after attaching gambrel or other
accessories, durable steel hooks
for easy set-up.

TreeLax Tree Seat

TreeLax Tree Lounger

Tree Stand Lock

Lightweight with slim
profile-folding design, a
larger one inch padded foam
seat provides extended
comfort, 250lb capacity.

Lounger design, extra thick padded
camo seat and back rest, folding
design weighs just 9lbs, 300lb
capacity.

Available in packages of One
or Three, Comes with two
keys, 3/16" coated cable is six
feet in length
Available in three pack which
includes three locks all
conveniently with the same key code.

Dove Chair

Tree Stand BowHolder

DC-054
Steel framed multi-purpose
folding chair with backrest
Seat height: 17"
Seat: 10" x 11" weatherresistant fabric with zippered
storage compartment

HVTSB-105
Protects your bow and holds
securely in place
Allows for quiet bow removal
Completely adjustable for
proper bow holding angle
Mounts easily to most tree
stand platforms or shooting
rails
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No Nails™ No
Trespassing
UV Protection to prevent fading
or tape becoming brittle
• Covers the same area as 30
plastic signs
• No more nailing up plastic signs
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Hunting
Accessories

Pro Hunter Trail Markers
with reflective tape.

FireTacks StarTrails
Reflector Clips

3D Fire Tacks

One of the most effective ways of
highlighting your trail is to install colourful
and bright orange Trail Marker clips right on
the trail.
When you're stalking in new areas where
you are not familiar, these trail markers are
a handy way to easily find your way back to
camp.
For brightness, versatility, quality, safety and stealth
to mark your trail, use Orange Trail Marker Clips.
Pack of 24.

Super Bright reflective plastic clips
for hunting trails, blood trailing, night
safety, for kid's bikes, joggers, you
name it. Brilliant prismatic
impressions are molded inside the
clip. Spring action is steel coated
iron for rust free performance, yet

4D Fire Tacks

Flagging Tape
Resists weather wind ravel
Heavy-duty vinyl material
Fluorescent orange with long-lasting color retention
150 foot roll
GT 9410

FireTacks are multi-directional, reusable and made
from high quality plastic with coated pins, to resist
rust. The 3M commercial grade prismatic reflective
material is "Retro-Reflective" and both the material
and the reflectivity will last for up to ten years. Fire
Tacks have been tested in the photometric Lab at 3M
Company in Minnesota, and are proven to be up to
10 times as bright as any other trail markers. Fire
Tacks are over 500 times as bright in wet weather
like rain, fog, and morning dew conditions. Ordinary
trail tacks virtually disappear in these same
conditions! Fire Tacks can be placed much further
apart then ordinary tacks because of their incredible
reflective qualities at great distances. Each pack
include 25 FireTacks™ Trail Markers.

Eastman Trail Blazers

Cough Silencers

Ceramic Turkey Plaque

50 Push-pin tacks with large
heads.
Reflects light up to 200 yads.
Oversized for easy locating.

Even a Loud Cough is no
match for the Silencer's baffle
system. The baffles take the
sound waves out of the
cough, but allow all the air to
pass right though.

Designed by Charles Default
Works with any size turkey
Turkey head with lifelike colors
GT 8526

Knit Green Camo Gloves

Realtree Ball Cap with
Headnet

RM 8442 Polar Fleece
Face Mask

PG 3008

An insulated mini mesh mask
with face opening adjustment
and mesh mouth insert.

RM 9826 Visored
Fleece Cap

Action A555JP Hunting
Suit

Action A8888JP
Hunting Suit

A comfortable cap with a visor
that helps block the sun.

This fleece suite is two piece,
jacket and pant. The pants
have 5 pockets iincl2 large
cargo pockets. The jacket has
elastic at the wrist and an
adjustable hood. Small XXXL

An uninsulated waterproof,
breathable, burr-proof two
piece suit in an Advantage
Timber The jacket boasts
seven pockets. The
comfortable pants boast
six pocket to hold your
gear.

PG 3077

NAT 1530 Camo
Rubber Boot

Eva Boot for Men Green
Ultra Lightweight

Primaloft insulation
technology.
17” EVA boot with removable
liner
Auto clean traction outsole
Nylon top with drawcord
closure
Ultra light, EVA has great thermal properties and
keeps you warm & dry
Antimicrobian and oil resistant

EVA boot for men • Removable inner
sock • Ultra light, EVA has great
thermal properties and keeps you
warm and dry • Antimicrobian and oil
resistant • Sizes: 7-14
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OMP Tru-Center Laser

OMP Versa-Cradle 360

Professional tool for cam, arrow rest and
center shot alignment. Powerful 3mW Laser
aids in achieving center shot in seconds.
Aluminum construction, built in level, knurled
knob for easy alignment set up and a pivoting
sight body to fit on any bow. Operates on three
(3) LR44 batteries (included) and may be
converted from RH to LH.
Item # OM45408/

Shortened height. Holds any limb widths. Holds
both compound bows and crossbows. 360?
locking ball head design. Heavy-duty, fully
adjustable bow vise. Quick and Easy Cam-Lock
lever system Powder Coated, Steel
Construction. Polyurethane Pads for Limb
Grip/Protection. Easily mounts to bench or
countertop.
Item # OM57337

Ultimate Bow Square
Accurate Nock Set Placement
Measures Brace Height
Measures Tiller Height
Nock Alignment Wrench - 3 Sizes
Broadhead Wrench - 2, 3 & 4 Blade
Peep Installation String Separator
White Band for Personal Marks
Measures in inches
Item # OM57327

T Handle Carbon Arrow Prep Tool
Preps an arrow shaft for installing points and
inserts.
Cleans all regular sized .246-.247 ID carbon
shafts
Copper bristles
Item # OM45409

Accu Serve Serving Tools
Adjustable tension for quick, tight servings
For use with all types of serving material
Item # OM32067

Quick Set Nocking Pliers
Easily fastens and removes nock set crimps
Spring loaded jaw for ease of use
Item # OM45401

EZ Peep String Seperator
Separates strands of the bow string with
a twist
Orange
Item # OM32043

Digital Hanging Bow Scale
Pocket size, portable, digital scale fits in
the palm of your hand
Measures peak weight or holding weight
up to 100 pounds
Superior accuracy to .022lb. (0.35oz.)
Battery saving automatic shut-off
Measures in pounds, ounces and
kilograms
Operates on two “AAA” batteries
(included)
Item # OM37313

Pro Shop Deluxe Hex Wrenches

Accu Arrow Scale
High capacity, high accuracy digital scale
Arrow/accessory holder included
Weighs in grains only
3086 grain max x 0.2 grain accuracy
4 3/4”L x 3 1/4”W x 15/16”H
5 year limited warranty
Operates on two “AAA” batteries
(included)

.050" 3/16"
Item # OM 60832
5/64" - 1/4"
Item # OM60833

Item # OM37301
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Slim Limb Bow Adaptor with Feet

Apple Evolution Bow Press

The new Slim Limb Bow Adaptors can be used with
the Apple Super Pro (0292) and Apple Dual Super Pro
(0294) presses for pressing most slim limb bows.
Recommended for Mathews and Bear bows. Includes
new press feet.

For professionals needing the fastest, most advanced
bow press, we engineered the brand new Apple
Evolution.
- Completely compresses and breaks down all bows
and crossbows, including limb tip compression
_ Optional add-on motor will be available early 2009
_Engineered to provide the best technology, flexibility
and speed on the market
_Rapid, easy and versatile setup, with no crossing bars
_Synchronous arm movement for equal compression
_ Mounts on a stand or bench (no bench modification needed)

Apple Eliminator Shop Kit

Apple Super Pro Press

The Apple Eliminator Bow Press is in a class of its
own - bringing you many of the exceptional features
from our top-of-the-line Evolution model at a highly
competitive mid-range price. The newly-innovated
Eliminator Pro-Line Press is a tool that every archery
shop needs – equipped to service all types of bows
with no adaptors necessary. Works with every compound bow design available and
crossbows. Utilizes limb tip and limb post compression. Rapid, easy setup and great
versatility.

Designed for the pro shop that demands the best. The
Apple Super Pro Press features quick, easy set-up and
allows compression of bows with even the most radical
riser designs. The patent-pending, self-locating
compression bar and positive pin location resist limb
deflection and will not slide on difficult risers. The
press can be used on standard and parallel limb bows,
and the hydraulic booster makes pressing parallel limb
bows safer and quicker than ever. You’ll wonder how you operated without it.

Bow Tuning / Drawing Tool

Apple Super Pro Shop Kit

1) Measure the draw lengths of all bows to
AMO/ATA standards.
2) Set draw lengths to specific needs.
3) Set adjustable draw stops properly.
4) Check and/or set up drop away rests
properly.
5) Check and/or set up cam lean at full draw.
6) Check limb twist at full draw.
7) Check and/or set cam timing and synchronization.
8) Analyze cam bushing and bearing wear.
9) check for proper let off.
10) Check for cracked limbs at full draw.

The perfect piece of equipment for new pro shops. The Pro Shop Kit contains
most of the basic repair tools and equipment used in the archery industry.
Tune and repair your bow. Cut arrows at the convenient workstation.
Whether you’re a serious archer or just getting started, the Apple Pro Shop
Kit has the essential equipment you need. Best of all, purchasing the kit costs
less than buying the pieces individually.

KIT INCLUDES
Conversion Kit, Glue Pot, Tap Tool, Infinitely Adjustable Vise, Bondhus Site
Wrench Set, Tool Tray with Bracket, E-Clips (100 pack), Saw Blades (6),
Latex Peep Tubing, E-Clip Pliers, Bondhus Wrench, Screw Kit, Kit, Rhino
Glue (6 pieces), Insert Tool, Apple Pro Saw with Dust Collector, Press with

Apple Edge Economy Bow Press

Apple Dual Super Pro Extreme Press

This all-new economy press offers limb tip and
conventional compression for compound bows,
and is engineered to eliminate limb twisting. It
features adjustable limb pocket posts for long
and short riser bows and presses all center pivot
compound bows. The highly versatile yet
economical Apple Edge is constructed from steel
with a durable powder coat finish, and has a
limited lifetime warranty.

This all-new press combines the same advantages of
our other Pro Series models – quick easy setup and
secure compression of bows with radical risers – with
even more great features. The 0294 eliminates walking
bows and can be used to press center pivot models. It
also creates redundancy with symmetry during
compression, allows for right- or left-hand adjustments,
and promotes speed and ease-of-use during repairs and tuning.

Apple Pro Saw

APPLE CROSSBOW CRADLE

The Apple Pro Saw is manufactured with an
8,000-rpm ball-bearing motor that allows faster,
cleaner, cooler cuts. Cord and switch are
included.

Adaptable for all crossbows with a solid foot
stirrup to allow hands-free maintenance.
Facilitates all maintenance and shooting while in
cradle.
Provides clearance for bow-mounted quiver,
string, cables and scope.
Three independently adjustable feet enable easy
leveling.
Adjustable stirrup rest and stock yoke.
Assists in sighting in the Crossbow.
Can be used as a display cradle.
Steel construction.

Quality Saw Blades
Replacement Graphite Cut Off
Saw blades 3" and 4"
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X-Press Archer

X-Press Pro

Press wheels with Quick Spin design to fit any
bow
Simple arm adjustment
Padded shelf protects limb pockets
Safety lock system keeps bow in place
Spring loaded arms for easy adjustment
One piece constructed crank wheels for easy
adjustment
Multiple lock downs for safety

Press wheels with Quick Spin design to fit any bow
Simple arm adjustment with Easy Slide technology
Padded shelf protects limb pockets
Safety lock system keeps bow in place
Spring loaded arms for easy adjustment
One piece constructed crank wheels for easy
adjustment
Faster horizontal adjustment for easy transition from
bow to bow
Multiple lock downs for safety

Bowmaster Bow Press

Split Limb Adaptor

Bowmaster
Pouch

The Bowmaster is small enough to fit easily into your belt
pack or even your pocket, making it "the truly portable
bow press". The Bowmaster portable bow press allows the
pro shop or archer to easily replace the string or cables,
install peep sights, adjust draw length, replace wheels or cams, install limb
mounted quivers, replace the limbs or even replace the handle.

Laser Sight Adjuster
Tool
This unit gives you the ability
to fine-tune bow sights without
shooting an arrow. Simply aim
the laser beam at a target and
adjust the sight pins to line up
with the laser dot on the bull’s-eye. No more losing
or damaging arrows. Hit the target with your first
shot! This unit mounts directly to your arrow by using
the threads in the insert. A very straight arrow and
spin tester must be used to achieve perfect
alignment of the laser beam and the arrow shaft
before the unit can be used.

BCY String Server

Features a large exit eyelet
reduces abrasion. Adjustable
tension control. Rugged ABS
frame. Works with all types of
serving material.

Outdoof Prostaff Bowslings
Camo and Pink Deer tracks

Vador Uni-Fletcher
Positive position knob. Strong
steel magnet. Heavy spring
clamp. Complete with
interchangeable disk for 3 or
4-fletch. Nock receiver fits all
size nocks. Jig may be
used with Bitzenberger
clamps.

Bondhus Fold-Up Hex
Set
This top-quality, long-lasting
wrench set features a
The Zip-Strip® has a razor-sharp edge which removes any comfortable, high-impact plastic
vane from any shaft, as well as any residual adhesive. NO hand grip, and high-strength,
heat-treated alloy steel hex
MORE damaged carbon arrows!
components. The chamfered
end allows easier entry into socket hex head screws.
Sizes include: .050", 1/16", 5/64", 3/32", 7/64", 1/8",
9/64", 5/32" and 3/16". Made in the USA.

Zip Strip

The Stripper
Safely strips vanes, glue and wraps from arrow
shafts! A pre-formed channel provides the safest
cutting angle. An easy grip handle and contoured,
surgical steel blade makes stripping your shaft a
breeze. Safe for use on all shafts.

Cable Separator
Makes serving your bowstring
easy. Provides a large work
area, keeping cables down
and out of your way. Bowstring
and cables are held securely
in top and bottom slots.

Paradox Braided Bowsling
Camo and target colours

Pro Class Fletching
Tool
Prefect fletch every time!
Quick-set magnetic clamp with
larger clamp grips for easier
operation, easy off-set
adjustment and accurate snap
indexing. Clamps available in
straight, right and left helical.Straight Bo1348 Right BO1349
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Bohning Complete Tower
Fletching Jig
One jig that can do it all and do it
all at once! With the Complete
Tower System you can fletch 3
vanes of almost any size in one of
three configurations all at once. It
comes with 3 sets of arms: 3°
Helical for up to 2.25" vanes, 2°
Offset to fletch up to 4" vanes, and Straight for up to 4"
vanes. This sytem offers 5 center post options: Standard
Carbon(.240 id), A-Nock(.201 id), F-Nock(.164 id), Xbow
Bolts and pin nocks

Arizona EZ Fletcher
The tool is perfect for arrows 5/16”
(.3125) diameter or smaller with a
very slight offset.The straight works
well with both right wing feathers and
vanes of any style up to 5” in length.
It also works GREAT with the small
Blazer style vanes. Available in Right
Helical as well.
New model for crossbow bolts !

The Blazer® Helix Jig
Designed for standard carbon
shafts, fletches your 2” vanes
with a perfect 3 degree right
helical. Places 3 vanes 120°
apart. Easy set-up and simple
operations; instructions
included.
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Nok-Set® Pliers

Firing-Line™

Saunders Bow Square

Designed To Be The Best.
Saunders invented the Nok Set
and nocking pliers in 1964. Since
then we have made several styles
but none match the performance
and comfort of our new pliers. Air
cushioned grips conform to your
hand. The self opening jaws are
non-marring and just the right width to see alignment
during closing. A new tip opens Nok Set in one easy

Release Checker & Training Aid
Firing-Line is the ultimate training
tool for archers. So compact, it
stows in a brief case...perfect for
practicing anywhere, anytime. With
quick draw-length adjustment and
30 lb pull its great for warming up,
tuning a release or muscles. Even
better, it can overcome everyone's nemesis...target
panic.

A swing guage bow square with
5/16" rod centers on arrow rest.
Offset allows use with kisser in
place. Gauge swings away to allow nock set
crimping with the square on the string. Black with
silver markings.Improved design has 5/16" diameter
extension rod that sits on rest as an arrow. Ideal for
use with rests having gap for fletching clearance

Archery Tuning Kit

OMP T-Handle Carbon
Prep Tool

Tru-Fire Universal
Crimping Tool

Has all you need to properly
tune a bow. Kit includes a pro
bow square, 3 nock points,
hex wrench set, and universal
nocking pliers.

TruFire Draw Check
Tool
Designed to eliminate
accidents due to dry firing of a
bow. Can be used to adjust
draw length,peep sights, or any other string
attachments. Fits both right or left hand, simulates a
real release in the customers hand, can be used to
safely exercise drawing muscles with your own bow,
works either directly on the string or with string loop.

Groovy Tool
Innovative new tool forms
microscopic grooves inside
ICS/3-60, Express, Vapor, Carbon Force, Carbon
Tech, and Gold Tip XT shafts in 10 seconds,
allowing glue to grip the shaft. NEVER have points
pull out again!

Sport Knife
This Sport and utility knife made
from Anodized Aluminum and
Stainless steel. -Rust free. -Glass
breaker feature. -Carabineer clip
enclosed on the knife to keep it
close by and handy. Available in
red, blue, and camo.

Two Step Ceramic
Sharpener
Features pre-angled corse and fine
ceramic rods that maintain an
accurate edge. Just three or four
strokes through the course rods
restores the edge, then three or
four strokes across the fine rods
finishes and polishes the edge for
a smooth and sharp finish.

The Tru-Fire UCT is made of
the finest high-carbon spring
steel with black plating. All the
features of the UCT are
guaranteed with a lifetime
warranty. It spring loaded to make it open
automatically for fast and easy use.

N.A.P. Creeper Peeper

E-Clip / Bow Axle Pliers

Draw Check Improve your
accuracy ! Shoot tighter, more
consistent groups, especially
from tree stand. The NEW
Creeper Peeper LED is easy
for the shooter to see, yet
hidden from your game. The
small bright light assures consistent draw and
improved accuracy.

Easily remove and install 3/16" or
5/32" bow axle E-clips.

Limbsaver's EcoSafe
bow/gun oil

OMP Kick Stand Bow
Stand

Specially formulated to
perform in the harshest
conditions, protecting your
expensive gear. The needle
applicator allows you to get the
oil in the tightest spots without
mess, saving you clean up and
money. EcoSafe gun oil protects your gear in the
most extreme weather conditions, so your gear lasts
longer.

Stand clamps to the lower limb
to prop your bow in an upright
position also bow can be
leaned forward if using a longer
stabilizer. Great for ground
blinds and target shooting.
Keeps cams, cables and
strings out of the dirt.
Available in standard, parallel limb and Mathew’s
SE4/5 models

Broadhead Sharpener

AccuSharp Knife
Sharpener

The industry's most unique
sharpener and wrench
combination. The unique
design allows you to keep all*
your broadheads razor sharp
and will quickly become your
“go to” tool. The wrench works with 2,3,4, and 5
blade broadheads. Simply run the blade through the
two tungsten carbide blades and the ceramic honing
rods 3 or 4 times each to precisely angle the shape
of the cutting edge.

Turbo Slide Dual Knife
This tool combines the
functionality of a sport-folding
knife with the usefulness of a
utility knife. It is designed with a
quick-change mechanism to
simplify changing the razor blade.
It also comes with five
replacement blades for your
convenience. Constructed of anodized aluminum and
stainless steel, this tool is built for years of rust free use
and comes with a lifetime warranty. A Carabineer clip is
also enclosed on the knife to keep it close by and handy.
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Great for your hunting bag,
workshop, toolbox, glovebox
and more. The exact same
sharpener as our original
AccuSharp but in a color that
calls to mind the great outdoors. The large ergonomic
handle fits either hand safely and securely. The full
length finger guard protects your fingers. Sharpening
blades are Diamond Honed Tungsten Carbide and
provide years of reliable use.
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Swingblade Black

Swingblaze Orange

Swingblaze Pak

The most innovative new
hunting knife to hit the market
in years. Simply push the lock
button and the SwingBlade
changes from a drop-point
skinner to the ultimate gutting
blade to open game like a
zipper. This innovative blade
cuts under the skin eliminating the chance of cutting
hair or internal organs.

Simply push the lock button
and the blade changes from a
drop-point skinner to the
ultimate gutting blade to open
game like a zipper. Cuts
beneath the skin to eliminate
the chance of cutting hair or
internal organs. Comes
complete with a quality nylon belt sheath and is
lifetime guaranteed.

The most functional hunting
knife/saw combo to hit the
market in years. Combines our
popular new SwingBlaze and 6"
Kodi-Saw on a full grain leather
belt sheath. This practical set is
the perfect light-weight
knife/saw combo for big game.
Blaze orange to never lose you knife/saw again !

Blaze n’ Bone

Game Processor

Flin n Zip Black

Featuring bright orange
handles so you'll never lose
your knife again. Lightweight
4-piece combo is ideal for
skinning and deboning big
game. Includes a 4.25" GutHook Skinner, 4.8" Boning
Knife and Carbide sharpener
to keep that razor sharp edge. Mossy Oak Break-Up
Nylon pouch converts to a belt scabbard with snapin knife sheath for easy removal and cleaning.

This set doubles as great set
of cutting tools for camping
and outdoor cooking. The
Game-Processor includes the
four most practical knives for
butchering. Each knife
incorporates full-tang
construction for superior
strength and is taper ground to a razor's edge from
high carbon 420 stainless steel. Ergonomic design
Kraton® handles ensure comfort during long use
and the rubberized texture enables a secure lock-on
grip even when wet. This ultimate knife set stores in
a hard-side carry case and is lifetime guaranteed.

Lockback skinning blade plus
Outdoor Edge’s revolutionary
new flip-out gutting blade. Cuts
underneath the skin to open
game like a zipper. Rubberized
Kraton handles with TractionSlots offer a secure non-slip
grip. Stainless 8Cr13MoV
blade with one hand opening stud is hand finished
shaving sharp. Complete with quality nylon belt
sheath

Grip lite Black

Flip n Blaze Orange

Rubberized Kraton® handle
version of our best selling
Pocket-Lite design with AUS-8
stainless blade and double
sided thumb stud

The Flip n’ Zip with easy to locate
blaze orange handle

The Flip n’ Zip Saw
Combo with easy to locate

5 Dvd Game Processing Library
Drop-point skinner blade with
easy to locate, non-slip
orange Kraton® handle.
AUS-8 stainless blade and
double sided thumb stud

blaze orange handle. Both
skinning and gutting blades
open, close and lock
independently. Ergonomic
rubberized Kraton handles with
Traction-Slots offer a secure
non-slip grip. Stainless
8Cr13MoV blades with one hand opening studs are
hand finished shaving sharp. Triple ground folding
saw with rubberized aluminum handle. Makes easy
work of cleaning game and clearing limbs. Complete
with quality nylon belt sheath and lifetime guarantee

The Butcher-lite

The Fred Eichler Pro-Guide
The greatest compilation of expert processing
information ever offered to the home processor.
Volumes 1-4 with nine hours of processing
knowledge on 4 DVD’s plus bonus DVD, “Hunting
the Outdoors” with exciting archery and rifle hunts
for deer, elk, moose, caribou, Wild boar and African
game.

The Fred Eichler Pro-Guide is a hand crafted
drop-point skinner with 1.4116 German
Stainless steel blade. Polished G10 handle with
red Micarta spacer. 2012 First Production Run
limited to 1200 pieces
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includes every tool to field
dress, skin, quarter and
debone big game in a nylon
roll pack that converts to a
belt scabbard to easily
access each tool. Includes 3"
caping knife, 4-1/4" gut hook
skinner, 6" boning/fillet,
wood-bone saw, TungstenCarbide sharpener, ribcage spreader and a set of
game cleaning gloves. Each knife incorporates fulltang construction for superior strength and is taper
ground to a razors edge from high carbon 420
stainless steel. Ergonomic Kraton handles are
designed for comfort during long use and the
rubberized grips enable a secure lock-on grip even
when wet. The nylon roll-pack features snap in
plastic knife scabbards for easy removal and
cleaning. Total weight: 2.4 pounds.
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The Black Betty’s 3 reed
ghost cut produces everthing
from clean kee kees to bossy
yelps. The new black
blended latex is versatile and
forgiving.

The Kung Fu Chop is an
easy to use 3 reed call that is
raspy from low to high end
allowing you to produce
anything from raspy hard
note cutts to realistic throaty
yelps.

The Smack Down talks all
kinds of smack - soft purrs,
clucks, and tree yelps or loud
cutting and excited yelps.
This new black blended latex
is awesome.

Run-N-Gun GLASS

Features: 3 Latex Reeds, "V" Cut

The Freak Nasty is a must
for fooling the wariest of ol’
gobblers. If you are looking
for a diaphragm that has
plenty of back bone for super
and aggressive calling, yet
has enough versatility to
sweet talk any gobbler with
soft and seductive yelps and
clucks, this is your call.

Run-N-Gun

Tramp Stamp Slate

Tramp Stamp Glass

Natural Slate for pure
Turkey Sound

Real Glass is Responsive
and Easy to Use

Easy to Use and Versatile

High Frequency Loud Calls
and Seductive Soft Tones
Super Abrasive Sand
Paper included

Features: 3 Reeds, Ghost
Cut

The Spur Collector is the
easiest diaphragm call you
will ever use. Perfect for
beginners to expert calling
due to its easy to blow “V”
cut, which produces clear
yelps to loud and raspy cutts.
So versatile, it works great
for both spring or fall hunting.
Slate

Soft, flexible call case is silent if
contacting your gun or bow
Neck lanyard for quick easy
access
Innovative "inverted striker"
secured inside call case
Striker has abrasive top for conditioning slate
surface Natural slate surface produces pure turkey
sounds and is easy to use
The Trifecta 3-Pack
contains the Spur Collector,
Kung Fu Chop & Freak
Nasty calls.

Super Slate Conditioning
Pad included
Magnum Hickory Striker is perfectly balanced

Features: 3 Latex Reeds, Half & Half
Cut

Soft, flexible call case is
silent if contacting your gun
or bow
Neck lanyard for quick easy
access
Innovative "inverted striker"
secured inside call case Striker has abrasive top for
conditioning glass surface

Magnum Hickory Striker is perfectly balanced

The ultimate call for turkey and crow
hunters alike. The big, flexible barrel
give you the versatility to produce
amazing shock gobbles at various
volumes by simply squeezing the tube
with the Crow Shocker.

In our quest to sound more and more
like a duck Wiley Outdoor Products
developed flextone technology to
more accurately mimic the soft
flexible tissue of a ducks neck and
tongue with this Camo Hunter
Double Reed Mallard Call

flextone technology in the
barrel and bell gives this call
the most natural sound
availableby more accurately
mimicking the soft flexible

The Cocaflex Double Reed
Mallard, similar to the guide
series double with a hand
turned oil finished Cocobolo
Wood barrel giving it a
beautiful sound and look.

Cocaflex Single Reed
Mallard. The beer bottle
colored exhaust bell and
Cocobolo Woodbarrel
combine to make a
beautiful and natural
sounding single reed cal.l

flextone Guide Series
Double Reed Mallard Call:
They don't just look
awesome, they are
awesome. This call features
a flextone exhaust bell that
takes the ring and ping out of the call, leaving you with
just plain duck sounds.

The flextone Guide Series
Single Reed Mallard Call
features a flextone exhaust
bell that takes the ring and
ping out of the call, leaving
you with just plain duck
sounds.

All calls sound more natural
using our patented design
Bluewing Teal. The highpitched raspy quacks of a
Hen Teal are no exception.
Simply squeeze and release
this call to change the tone and volume, in order to sound
like multiple birds.

Natural sound and the ability
to change volume and tone
make the Diver Duck Call
easy-to-use call deadly on
Redheads, Cans, Bills, and
Ringnecks.

ALSO AVAILABLE
INDIVIDUALLY

the Wood Duck Call is
where the flexibility of
our breakthrough design
really comes through. By
squeezing, bending and
releasing this duck calls soft body you can produce a full
range of vocalizations.

The flextone Camo Hunter Canada
Goose Call is just a plain old goose
call except that flextone technology
gives you the most natural sound you
can get in a call, plus the ability to
control volume and tone by squeezing and releasing the
soft flexible barrel to sound like a whole gaggle of geese.
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Thanks to our distinctive design
of the Six-n-One Whistle, you
now have a much more versatile
duck and bird whistle at your
disposal. The flexible body
allows callers to squeeze the end
and change tones to produce the
natural sounds of multiple
Pintails, Widgeon, Teal, Mallard,
Drake, Quail, and Hawks.

Our Snow Goose call was
designed to meet the demands
of serious goose hunters. It
features a short reed toneboard
and a soft, flexible body that
produces the most natural sound imaginable.
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Since speck calling is all about backpressure, youre going
to love this Speckle Belly Goose Call. The soft, flexible Team Realtree Canada Goose Call gives you a natural
sound and more control of backpressure, volume and tone. The Fan Dangler comes with two types of mounts to
barrel allows you to blow hard or soft and squeeze the
tube to create just the right amount of back pressure so the When combined with our easy to blow short reed tonedisplay you next turkey fan. Both mount easily to the
read breaks right every time. No other brand of call can board and a hard poly barrel you will need the camo

The Gunslater allows turkey hunters to now operate
their favorite “Pot” style call with only one hand while
directing all calls straight forward in the direction where

The flextone Owl Hooter will get an old wily Tom fired
up.Our soft, flexible design gives you unmatched control
of volume, tone and back pressure so you can produce

These Hog Squealer delivers the natural sound that
This Dove Call will accurately produce the calls of the
flextone is known for. The soft flexible call body more
mourning dove as well as the sounds of a dove in flight. It accurately mimics the soft flexible tissue of an animals
also features flextone technology to give the hunter more vocalization system giving you the most natural sound

The flextone Coon Squaller has the natural sound,
durability, and control of flextone in a compact design

Flextone technology gives this call an incredibly natural
sound and it is silent if accidentally contacting your gun.
The Squirrel Call will reproduce accurate chatter, barks,

The Buck Collector produces all known vocalizations as
well as wheeze sounds through one killer deer call. No
matter what deer vocalization you need to produce, the
Buck Collector will do it simply by squeezing the labeled

The flextone Buck Commander allows you to produce
Desperate Doe Estrus Bleats, Dominant Buck Grunts, and The Buck Rage Plus (Buck Rage/Killer Wheeze Combo
Commanding Growls with ease. The large ported exhaust Pack) gives you the ability to Growl, Grunt (mature buck,
young buck, or doe), Estrus Bleat, Fawn Bleat or Distress
bell gives this call the volume and natural sound to lure

In places that young deer are on the menu, the flextone
Fawn Bawl is sure to bring Wolves, Bears, or Coyotes

The New flextone All-N-One Magnum Deer Call, like
the original flextone All-N-One Deer Call, features a
rigid reed assembly surrounded by a soft, flexible call
body with buttons that show the user where to squeeze

This Hands Free Deer Call enables you to keep your
hands on your bow or gun and call the trophy all the way
in, or stop the animal right in your shooting lane. The
flexible end also give you more control of volume and
inflection. The reed assembly has grooves on the bottom
so you can find the exact spot to produce the sounds of

The new Killer Wheeze Deer Call is simple to use. Just
blow into the rounded end of the call with a
too,too,tooooooosshh cadence and get ready for the
dominant buck to want to fight. The sound is an
aggravated and aggressive sound produced by bucks as a
warning that this is his territory and it is time for an

Just strap this Wrist Strap Mini Grunter call to your
wrist, it is compact and out of the way until you need it,
Perfect estrus bleats every time is just one of the things like when you are at full draw or have your gun mounted.
that makes the flextone Steath Bleat the absolute best flip This call features the natural sound that Flextone offers and
over bleat call on the market.

The flextoneÂ® Easy Bugle Elk Call is packed with
features like the incredibly durable vinyl barrel that is
silent if contacting your gun or bow on accident
andgives this call a more natural sound. The extendable
hose also makes this callvery compact and allows you to
easily reproduce the vocalizations of a spike bull orherd

The flextoneÂ® Little Jewel is clearly one of the
easiest, best sounding cow elk calls on the market. You
will appreciate the small size as well as the silence of
this call if accidentally bumping it against your gun or
bow.
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The Flextone Battle Bag is the ultimate fighting
machine. The flexible/stretchable bag makes it easy to
mesh the synthetic fighting sticks together and gives you
more volume than other bags.

The flextone® Natural Grunter is easy to use. To
adjust the tone from fawn, to doe, to young buck, to
mature buck, just slide the O-ring to the desired ridge
on the toneboard. For additional tone and volume
control simply compress or stretch the expandable tube

The flextoneÂ® Easy Bite Cow Call is like the name
says:easy to use and produces cow and calf sounds.
flextoneÂ® technology keeps it sounding natural and
easy to carry without spooking your game.

The flextone Coyote Rage is the perfect long distance call
and locator. The soft, flexible barrel allows the user to
control volume and backpressure by squeezing the end
enabling you to produce natural sounding yips, barks, and
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Predators can't resist investigating the natural sounds of
the Flextone Dying Rabbit Call. The flexible design
gives this call lots of inflection and natural pleading
sound.

Four Loop Game Call Lanyards and Game Totes. The
3/4 inch webbing material makes these some seriously
heavy duty lanyards.They are also more comfortable
around your neck than thinner braided lanyards and
feature 4 noose-type loops for a secure connection.

Eight Loop Game Call Lanyards and Game Totes. The
3/4 inch webbing material makes this a seriously heavy
duty lanyard. It is also more comfortable around your
neck than thinner braided lanyards and features eight
noose-type loops for a secure connection.

Have a listen to the GobbleBoxx

Unlike most calls that are too soft or too loud, VoiceBoxx™ calls are exactly matched in both tone and
volume to the deer from which the original recordings
were made. You could take a reed-blown or tip over
"cow" can call and try to make a deer sound, but why,
when you can take a Doe

In Heat Bleat -

Compact and lightweight, the Crow Call has
actual recordings of owl, crow and gobble sounds.
Simply push the button and you get a perfect call every
time. Each call runs on four AA batteries (included).
You'll become an instant expert with one of these calls.
They fit in a shirt pocket.

Deer Call.
Have a listen to the

SEASON 3

SEASON 2
Giant Whitetails Season 1 DVD
Try to relax, if you can, for 120 minutes
of exhilarating non-stop, big buck action.
Wildgame Innovations' Giant Whitetails
features 39 of some of the largest
whitetail ever harvested on video, scoring
a minimum of 140 class to a monstrous
192 class!
Whether your love for deer hunting
involves a rifle, muzzleloader or a bow,
you will learn new techniques for big
buck success. Get set for heart-stopping
action, as the Wildgame Crew takes you
across the country in pursuit of Giant
Whitetails!

27 unbelievable Giant Whitetail Hunts
from across the country! More intense,
more action than season 1, Giant
Whitetails Season 2 is sure to deliver
what you are looking for in a major
collection of Giant Whitetail action. So
please, try to relax, because when you
press play on this DVD you'll be at the
edge of your seat for the next 2 hours of
non-stop Big Buck ACTION! Whether
it's Gun, Bow, or Muzzleloader these
Giant Whitetail are going DOWN!
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Not only is there Giant Whitetail after
Giant Whitetail, with many scoring in the
150's, 160's, and even a 173" Monster,
this DVD contains a Big Game Bonus
with hunts featuring a Top 100 Maine
Moose that spread over 55" WIDE,
Wyoming Muley Hunts, and 4 Great Elk
excursions with Gun and Bow...not to
mention the extra Hog Bonus Hunts.
Giant Whitetails Season 3 is Equipped
with 34 Exhilarating Big Game Hunts
that is sure to get your heart pounding
and wanting to get out there this season
and do it yourself.

Owl BoxxHooter

SEASON 4

Season 4 is Giant Whitetails and Much
More!!! Some of the Best Big Game
Action from all over North America!!!
Most of this Non-Stop DVD is comprised
of Giant Whitetail Action, but we added
some great Big Game Adventure hunts to
get your heart pumping for your own
adventure.
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Echo HD 100

Mimic HD

Mimic HD XL

Large backlit LCD - High
quality bi-directional speaker
system
- Long range remote control
activation
- Docking station recharges
remote control unit
- Unit and remote can activate
calls
- Preloaded with 100 categorized calls
- Remote uses 1 Lithium Ion battery (included)
- Unit uses 8 AA NiMH rechargeable batteries
(included)

- Ergonomically designed grip
- Trigger activated calls
- Preloaded with 40
categorized calls
- Directional delivery of sound
- High quality, powerful
speaker
- Rubber coated lanyard
included

- Realtree APG ™ camo
- Ergonomically designed grip
- Trigger activated calls
- Preloaded with 50 categorized
calls
- Directional delivery of sound
- High quality, very powerful
speaker
- Rubber coated lanyard included
- Uses 3 AA-Cell batteries (not included)

Fury

Prarie Blaster

Based off of the original
FOXPRO Fury, the FOXPRO
Fury 2 comes with 100
preloaded sounds with a
capacity of 500

Blast away with FOXPRO's
new Prairie Blaster 2!
Combining the features of the
FOXPRO Fury GX7 with a
larger housing to accomodate
four speakers and a decoy, the
Prairie Blaster 2 is an
extremely versatile electronic game call system.

Spitfire
FOXPRO is proud to present
it's most economical remote
unit, the SpitFire. The SpitFire
combines a variety of features
at an unbelievable price.

Predator Vest
The FURTAKER predator vest
from FOXPRO offers you a
piece of apparel to make your
next trip to the field more
organized and enjoyable. The FURTAKER predator
vest is fully adjustable and is a one size fits most
style of apparel. This 20 pocket vest will provide you
with plenty of room to fit just about anything a
predator hunter may need in the field. You will find
pockets to store your FOXPRO caller, remote, AR
clips, rifle ammo holders, shotgun ammo holders.

Wildfire

Scorpion Mo Infinity
Camo
This compact powerhouse
gives you maximum portability
without compromising sound
quality or volume. Features
Foxbang which automtically switches to your pre-set
call sound (ki-yi or pup distress for example) at the
sound of the gun. Features 50 pre-loaded sounds
with a 200 sound capacity. Also features two custom
sound presets with individual volume levels.

Jack Attack
FOXPRO is proud to present
the all NEW JACK ATTACK
electronic decoy. The JACK
ATTACK comes standard with
a remote control, two toppers,
(a bird topper which resembles
a woodpecker, and a jack
topper which imitates a rabbit
or rodent).

The FOXPRO WILDFIRE gives
you a lot of bang for your buck
with a compact design, 35 highquality FOXPRO sounds, and a
remote control with FOXBANG
technology.
The WILDFIRE weighs in at only 1.5 pounds with
batteries.

SP-55 External Speaker
The SP55 is a small 15 watt reentrant horn that is very efficient and
loud! It has picked up the nickname
the "Little Beast" around here. This
speaker compares very favorably to
other re-entrant horn speakers in its
power range, even those that are twice its size! This
speaker is perfect for those who want more volume
than the internal speakers can provide, but still want
to maintain portability.

FoxJack Predator
Decoy
If you're on the hunt for a quiet
and effective predator decoy, be
sure to check out Jack Predator
Decoys' new FOXJack
electronic decoy which retrofits
FOXPro digital game calls.
FOXJack comes with a
woodpecker bird topper and
delivers an unpredictable 3-D
motion with a whisper-quiet
motor. It operates on any FOXPRO call's batteries
and can be controlled with FOXPRO's remote
control.

FOXPRO's BLACK JACK

Snow Crow Pro 11 Brush

Predator Decoy offers unrivaled
action that has never been offered
at such an affordable price, with the
same quality you expect from
FOXPRO. The BLACK JACK comes
standard with FOXPRO's Jack
Topper which can be interchanged
with different toppers. !

The FOXPRO Snow-Crow Pro is a no-holds-barred wildlife caller designed for
absolute maximum loudness, weight be damned! Including its two large horn speakers
and internal 12-volt Gel-Cell battery, this unit tips the scales at over 17 pounds, and is
proud of every ounce. This brute is neither intended for the faint-of-heart, nor for the
hunter who packs calling equipment several miles into the bush. But for those who
desire to call animals from the next zip code, as do most goose, crow, and open
country coyote hunters, this is the caller for you! This unit has many of the same great
features as the FOXPRO Fury, but is intended to target those that demand maximum
volume. This unit is not for the faint of heart. It weighs in at 16.6 pounds (total weight with speakers and
battery), and comes standard with two of our large external speakers, the TOA 30 Watt's.

Firestorm Mo Infinity Camo

Jack In The Box Decoy

The FOXPRO FIRESTORM is portable, lightweight
and easy to operate and is capable of playing
multiple file types which include .MP3, .WAV, .OGG,
.
FLAC, and our own proprietary .FXP sound files. The
FIRESTORM features dual amplified speakers to
deliver incredible volume. The FIRESTORM has a horn speaker in the front
which handles your coyote vocalizations and common distress sounds with
ease. In the rear of the FIRESTORM you will find the cone speaker which
handles the low frequency sounds such as bear growls, owl sounds and even
mountain lion sounds. When combined they deliver a crisp, clear, high quality
and realistic sound.

When a predator hangs up outside gun range, all it takes is
the push of a button to set this lifelike decoy into motion. Its
realistic fur and convincing rodent squeaks will bring in even
the most reluctant predator. Four speeds (fast, normal,
random fast and random normal) let you customize the
action. Upgrades include two toppers and new low-profile
switches. The built-in speaker makes the rodent sounds
easy to hear over a long range. Everything stores in the box
for transport to your hunting site. Can be remotely
controlled (with a FOXPRO remote – not included). Runs on
four C batteries (not included).
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r400 HALO Laser Range Finder
r500x Laser Range Finder

Scan Mode, LCD Screen Display,
Carrying Casse, Lanyard and lens cloth

Flash 6
This 6 megapixel digital scouting
camera features high intensity
infrared flash which makes for
clear day and night time pictures
and videos.

r900x Laser Range Finder

Ranges up to 500 Yards
Features Scan Mode

Ranges up to 900 Yards
Features Scan Mode

The Pulse 10X

Flash 4
This 4 megapixel digital scouting camera
features high intensity infrared flash which
makes for clear day and night time
pictures and videos.

This 10 megapixel trail camera features a 90 piece high intensity
infrared flash which makes for clear day and night time pictures
and videos. The Pulse 10X has rapid trigger speeds and a PIR
sensor range of up to 90 feet. Its large LCD screen makes it easy
to view and easy to program. Uses battery pack instead of

The Micro Red 4 Enhanced, Micro Red
6 Enhanced, and Micro Red 8
Red 4 Enhanced, Red 6
Enhanced, Red 8 Enhanced
These trail cameras features two
models that highlight Wildgame
Innovations™ patent pending
technology. This unique IR system
allows for an infrared flash up to 65
feet, allowing for complete confidence
in the ability to pattern animals without
any disturbance due to a traditional
flash system. In addition, this
incredible camera feature the all-new
Redux™ technology. This innovative,
anti-blur technology produces clean,
crisp images in any situation,

Elite 5 LightsOut and Elite 8 LightsOut
The new camera from Wildgame Innovations™ is
one of two newly designed invisible infrared flash
cameras for 2012. The 5 and 8 megapixel with 48
piece invisible infrared emitters will provide a 60 foot
distance.
The LO5 is equipped with simple to use set up
featuring Flextime +™ time lapse and Redux™ antiblur technologies. In addition, this camera features a
16:9 wide-angle lens, which is perfect for capturing
shots day or night.

The IR system, combined with the
new Flextime™ technology, allows
any hunter to set this camera and
forget about it. This new functionality
ensures that any game traveling
th-270d2
during peak times will be caught.
Comes standard with day and night Extremely durable polypropylene
video capability, rapid trigger speed, design Built-in Funnel Reduces Feed
up to 32 GB SDHC card (not
Waste Dome-style lid effectively
sheds water â€“ prevents
unnecessary build-up

6.5 Gallon Hanging Steel
Pail Feeder

55 Gallon Digital
Barrel Feeder that
comes with poly lid
(PL-55) with
locking bolts.

Each camera also features the new Flextime+™
technology and Redux™ technology from
Wildgame Innovations™. And at four, six, and
eight megapixels, each camera still carries a big
punch when delivering high-quality images. Each
camera features day and night time video
capability, a large LCD screen, rapid trigger
speed, up to 64GB SDHC Card (not included),
and many other unique features. Accepts eight (8)

TH-DX1
This unit comes with the
patent pending DX1 Digital
Directional Dispersement
control unit. Uses 6-volt
battery (not included).

TH-225D
30 Gallon "Monsta-D" Poly
Barrel Feeder

W50N

TH-350D
TH-50P2

Weighing in at only one pound and measuring in
at less than six inches tall, the Micro Red Series
of trail cameras are for those hunters looking to
pack light and still have the confidence in getting
high-quality images. They carry the same IR
technology of the larger Red cameras, yet are
distinctly smaller.
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·The Nudge™
Demand Pail
Feeder
Durable 6.5
gal/50 lbs
hanging pail
design

Pile Drivr
Pile Driv’r™ - Auger Feeder System
Takes Powders, Minerals, Pellets &
Corn
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00 Buckshot Broadhead Target
Item # MR 250 15lbs 18" x 16" x 18"

Yellow Jacket Supreme II Field Point Target
Item #MR 104 27 lbs 20" x 22" X19"
?
?
?
?
?
?
?
?

Patented Design
E-Z Tote Carrying Handle
IFS Technology
100% Weatherproof
MLDD (Multi-Layered Density
Design
Will take thousands of shots
Easy Arrow Removal
Great Target for the Money

?

Stops both Fixed Blades &
Mechanical Broadheads
? E-Z Tote Carrying Handle
? Patented Design
? Great Target for at home or camp use

Yellow Jacket Field Point Target
Item #MR 88 20 lbs 20" x 23" x 12"
?
?
?
?
?
?
?

00 Buckshot Field Point Target
Item #MR 150 20 lbs 20" x 23" x 12"
?

Patented Design
IFS Technology
X-Tended Life Target
100% Weatherproof
E-Z Tote Carrying Handle
Long Lasting for an Economical
Price
Easy Arrow Removal

?
?
?
?
?

Yellow Jacket Supreme II Broadhead Target
Item #MR 203 19 lbs 20" x 22" x 19"
?
?
?
?
?
?
?

Yellow Jacket Crossbow Field Point Target
Item #MR 105 32 lbs 20" x 20" x 16"
?
?
?
?
?
?
?
?

100% Weatherproof
MLDD (Multi-Layered Density Design)
E-Z Tote Carrying Handle
Stops both Fixed Blades & Mechanical
Broadheads
Nucleus Center for Unmatchable Durability
Great Target for at home or camp use
Huge in Size and Huge in Value

Yellow Jacket Crossbow Broadhead Target
Item #MR 204 18 lbs 18" x 18" x 16"
?
?
?
?
?
?
?

Easy Arrow Removal
E-Z Tote Carrying Handle
Patented Design
MLDD (Multi-Layered Density Design)
X-Tended Life Target
IFS Technology
100% Weatherproof
Built Extremely Tough

Yellow Jacket Final Shot Crossbow Discharge Target
Item #MR 140-4 6 lbs 13" x 17" x 8"
?
?
?

Designed to Stop Speeds Up to 350
FPS
100% Weatherproof
EZ Tote Carrying Handle
Great Target for at Home or Camp Use
MLDD (Multi-Layered Density Design)
Designed to Stop Both Fixed Blades &
Mechanical Broadheads
Offset Bull's Eye Technology Creating
Maximum Life

?
?
?
?

Weighs 6 lbs
E-Z Tote Carrying Handle
Small & Compact for Easy
Storage
100% Weatherproof
Safely discharge your
crossbow at the end of the day
Easy Arrow Removal
Package of 4

Yellow Jacket C-XPs Combo Target
Item #MR 601 32 lbs

Yellow Jacket Six Shooter Target
Item #MR 206 19 lbs 21" x 19" x 19"
?
?
?
?
?

IFS Technology (Internal
Frame System)
E-Z Tote Carrying Handle
Patented Design
X-Tended Life Target
100% Weatherproof
Easy Arrow Removal

Stops Both Field Points & Broadheads
Easy Arrow Removal
E-Z Tote Carrying Handle
100% Weatherproof
Shoot all Six Sides for Maximum Life

Two Targets, One Great Low Price!
You will receive a Yellow Jacket C-XP2 Field
Point Target for year round practice and a
Yellow Jacket C-XP2 Broadhead Target to sight
in your bow just before hunting season. Best of
both worlds in one box!
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Yellow Jacket C-XP2 Field Point Target
Dimensions: 18” x 18” x 12” Weight: 17lbs
Yellow Jacket C-XP2 Broadhead Target
Dimensions: 18” x 16” x 18” Weight: 15lbs
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Bone Collector Double Duty 400 FPS Field Point Target
Item # MR 131 32 lbs 19" x 19" x 19"
?
?
?
?
?
?
?
?
?
?

Bone Collector Double Duty 400 FPS Broadhead Target
Item #MR 135 16 lbs 18" x 18" x 16"
?
?

Designed to Stop Speeds up to 400 FPS
2 Year Warranty
Patented Nucleus Center for Unmatched
Durability
E-Z Tote Carrying Handle
100% Weatherproof
X-Tended Life Target
IFS Technology (Internal Frame System)
Easy Arrow Removal
Free Standing, No need for a Stand
Shoot all 4 Sides

?
?
?
?

The Crush Field Point Target
Item #MR 132 24 lbs 24" x 24" x 12"

Bone Collector MLT-1 Field Point Target
Item #MR 130 28 lbs 24" x 24" x 12"
?
?
?
?
?
?

?

E-Z Tote Carrying Handle
Patented MLDD (Multi-Layered Density Design)
X-Tended Life Target
IFS Technology (Internal Frame System)
100% Weatherproof
Easy Arrow Removal

?
?
?
?
?

Mathews Field Point Target
Item #MR 160 32 lbs 25" x 27" x 15"
?
?
?
?
?
?
?
?
?

?
?
?

?
?
?
?
?
?

2 Year Warranty
E-Z Tote Carrying Handle
Patented MLDD (Multi-Layered Density Design)
Nucleus Center for Maximum Stopping Power
X-Tended Life Target
IFS Technology (Internal Frame System)
allowing you to shoot every inch of the Target
Easy Arrow Removal
100% Weatherproof
Stops all Hard Hitting Bows

?
?
?

2 Year Warranty
E-Z Tote Carrying Handle
Patented MLDD (Multi-Layered Density Design)
Nucleus Center for Maximum Stopping Power
X-Tended Life Target
IFS Technology (Internal Frame System)
allowing you to shoot every inch of the Target
Easy Arrow Removal
100% Weatherproof
Stops all Hard Hitting Bows

Great Target for Clubs & Camps
Nucleus Center
Stops all Arrows
IFS Technology (Internal Frame System)
X-Tended Life Target
Patented MLDD (Multi-Layered Density Design)
100% Weatherproof
Designed to take Serious Abuse
Massive in size, giving confidence to make that
long shot

2 Year Warranty
E-Z Tote Carrying Handle
Patented MLDD (Multi-Layered Density Design)
Nucleus Center for Maximum Stopping Power
X-Tended Life Target
IFS Technology (Internal Frame System)
allowing you to shoot every inch of the Target
Easy Arrow Removal
100% Weatherproof
Stops all Hard Hitting Bows

Outdoor Range Target
Item #MR 170 50 lbs 29" x 31" x 14"
?
?
?
?
?
?
?
?
?

2 Year Warranty
Commercial Grade
Nucleus Center for Unbelievable Stopping
Power
Patented MLDD (Multi-Layered Density
Design)
IFS Technology (Internal Frame System)
100% Weatherproof
X-Tended Life Target
Official Target for I.B.O
Pros Choice

Indoor Commercial Range Cube Target
Item #MR 106 65 lbs 24" x 24" x 24"

Outdoor Range XXL Target
Item #MR 171 110 lbs 36" x 44" x 14"
?
?
?
?
?
?
?
?
?

Patented MLDD (Multi-Layered Density
Design)
X-Tended Life Target
100% Weatherproof
E-Z Tote Carrying Handle
IFS Technology(Internal Frame System)
A Portion of the Proceeds goes to the fight
against Breast Cancer

PSE Field Point Target
Item #MR 174 32 lbs 25" x 27" x 15"

Bowtech Field Point Target
Item #MR 175 32 lbs 25" x 27" x 15"
?
?
?
?
?
?

Designed to Stop Speeds up to 400 FPS
Excellent for all Crossbows & Compound
Bows
100% Weatherproof
Stops both Fixed Blades & Mechanical
Broadheads
Nucleus Center for Maximum Stopping
Power
E-Z Tote Carrying Handle

?
?
?
?
?
?
?
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Built for Commercial Use
Shoot all 4 sides for Maximum Life
IFS (Internal Frame System)
Nucleus Center for Maximum Life
Patented MLDD (Multi-Layered Density
Design)
Stops all Arrows at Blistering Speeds
Easy Arrow Removal
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M-48 Commercial Range Indoor Target
Item #MR 107 175 lbs 48" x 48" x 20"
?
?
?
?
?
?
?
?
?

NASP Eternity Target
Item # MR 108 65 lbs 32" x 33" x 12"
?
?
?
?
?
?

Built for Commercial use
Stops all arrows from any bow
Easy Arrow Removal
Easily Rebuilt
Huge in Size, Accommodates 4 Paper Targets
at one time
Reinforced Zipper across top allowing access
to fluff up target
IFS Technology (Internal Frame System)
Designed to take thousands of shots
2 Sided Target Front & Back

?
?
?

Official Target for NASP
Commercial Grade
Recommended for all Schools and Clubs
IFS Technology (Internal Frame System)
X-Tended Life Target
Nucleus Center for Maximum Stopping
Power
Patented MLDD (Multi-Layered Density
Design)
Tilt Proof Stabilizing Bar
80cm fita bullseyes on front side

Youth Target
Item #MR 109 15 lbs 28" x 28" x 10"
?
?
?
?
?
?
?

Supreme Range Target
Item #MR 119 50 lbs 29" x 31" x 14"
?
?
?

NOT FOR COMMERCIAL OR SCHOOL USE
Designed for Bows 30lbs & under
Easy Arrow Removal
Light Weight & Portable
IFS Technology (Internal Frame System)
Great Target for training at home for the NASP
Program
Economically Priced

?
?
?
?
?

Made for All Ages
Long Lasting & Brutally Tough
Nucleus Center for Maximum Stopping
Power
Patented MLDD (Multi-Layered Density
Design)
IFS Technology (Internal Frame System)
X-Tended Life Target
100% Weatherproof
Great Target for Training at home for the
NASP Program

Scholastic Range Target
Item #MR 700 55 lbs 29" x 36" x 14"
?
?
?
?
?
?
?

Ultimate Target Station
Item #MR 707
?
?
?
?

Great practice target for the after Schools
Program
Commercial Grade
IFS Technology (Internal Frame System)
X-Tended Life Target
Patented MLDD (Multi-Layered Density Design)
Nucleus Center for Maximum Life
Built to take Serious Abuse

?
?

3-Way Stand
Designed to hold all targets 24” to 36” Wide
Designed to hold all 3D Targets
Designed to hold all Target Faces up to 42”
with Grommets
Powder CoatedBuilt to last with High Grade
Steel
Designed to hold Targets as a Backdrop for
3D’s

Polypropylene Target Faces
?
?
?
?

Grommets in all four corners for easy hanging
100% weatherproof
Made from long-lasting durable polypropylene
Takes thousands of shots

Available in the following styles:
Order #
Description
MR 711
Coyote Polypropylene Target Face
MR 713 Walking Bear Polypropylene Target Face
MR 715 Antelope Polypropylene Target Face
MR 717 Whitetail Polypropylene Target Face
MR 712 Mule Deer Polypropylene Target Face
MR 718 Mountain Lion
MR 720 Bedded Deer Polypropylene Target Face
MR 716 Standing Bear

1-Spot Paper Face Targets 3-Spot Paper Face Targets 5-Spot Paper Face Targets
Item # MR PF5
Item #MR PF1
Item #MR PF3

Official size
Packed 100 per pack
Made from heavy stock paper

Official size
Packed 100 per pack
Made from heavy stock paper

Official size
Packed 100 per pack
Made from heavy stock paper

MR 719
MR 714
MR 182
MR 724
MR 721
MR 722
MR 184
MR 723

Javelina Polypropylene Target Face
Hog Polypropylene Target Face
Turkey Polypropylene Target Face
Vertical 3-Spot Polypropylene Target Face
5-Spot Polypropylene Target Face
Single Spot Polypropylene Target Face
80CM Polypropylene Target Face
3-Spot Polypropylene Target Face

Vital Signs Combo Target
Item #MR 360 28 lbs 18" x 18" x 18"
Stops Field Points, Fixed
Blades & Mechanical
Broadheads
Shoot all Six Sides for
Maximum Life
Life Size Vitals
2 Sides Whitetail, 1 Side
Bear, 1 Side Turkey, and 2
Sides Bulleyes
Flex Back Self Healing
Foam
Easy Arrow Removal
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Bionic Buck II 3-D Target
?
?

?
?
?
?

?

Bionic Buck II 3D Mid-Section
Need to replace the midsection for your Bionic
Buck? Morrell's replacement parts give new life
to the shooting experience.

Stops Field Points, Fixed Blades & Mechanical
Broadheads
Raised Vitals on one side. Universal Score Rings
on
the other
Flex Back self-healing foam
Life Size Buck, 180” Double Drop Tine Rack
Patented Design
Easy Arrow RemovalReverse Vital Technology
(Simple reverse Head & Butt Plate & Front and
Back Legs for a new set of Vitals)
Like getting 2 Deer for one Price

Item # MR300MID

Item # MR 300

The Best Archery Target
In The World
All the 3D targets have a replacable vital
area to that makes them extremely long
lasting.

The Woodland Buck™ boasts a
Solid FX Foam™ exterior and self-healing foam
at the core for long lasting durability;
replacement vitals sold separately. Rinehart’s
affordable shooter buck

See www.rinehart3-d.com for all of their targets !
Sure-Lok Face Pins
Press the durable, rust proof
Sure-Lok Face Pins in and give
them a quarter turn - your target
face is locked on tight. Reverse a

F.I.T.A Official 10-Ring
Targets
122cm.
80cm.
60cm.
40cm.

F.I.T.A Official 10-Ring
Targets
122cm.
80cm.
60cm.
40cm.

ML TA-122
ML TA-80
ML FT-60
ML FT-40

Assorted Paper
Face Targets

Backstop Netting
Strudy grommets every 12'’
along the top for hanging.
10ft high woven polyester
netting is ultraviolet
resistance and
custom made to any specific
length.
Comes with hanging
assembly, clips and tote bag
for
storage. Available in 10', 20',
30' or custom lengths.

Magic Fix Target Repair Kit
Comes with both black and brown
coloring material to patch foam
targets. Repairs holes in just 15
minutes! Also works to patch
ethafoam targets. The club kit
includes enough material to repair
20-25 targets.

ML TA-122
ML TA-80
ML FT-60
ML FT-40
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Decoys
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Montana Decoys are a two-dimensional, photo realistic decoy. The body of the decoy is a print of a high-quality photo on a cotton /
polyester fabric. This picture is mirrored and printed on the opposite side so that no matter which direction a critter approaches
from they will always see the decoy.
To keep the material erect, a steel band is sewn in between the two pieces of printed material. This steel band is the key to the
decoy being so portable. It allows the decoy to be twisted and folded to a third of its full size. In order to finish the assembly of the
decoy, leg poles are provided to hold the unit in position. These poles are inserted into sleeves that have been sewn into the
decoy. Set-up and tear-down are simple and fast.

The Molded Head
Decoy Flock Pack
comes with one
semi-strut jake, one
submissive hen and
one wobble-head
hen.
Submissive Sally
Billy Bad Act
Self Inflating
Turkey Decoy

Mister October Inflatable Buck
Decoy
High-definition printing technology
creates realistic look Printed “soft skin”
comes installed over heavy gauge
rubber liner 2 poses - standing or
bedding position Super light tail moves
with the slightest breeze No loud
plastic parts to bang against brush
Sets up quietly in minutes

Cherokee Sports

Miss November Inflatable Doe
Decoy
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tem # W5870 (21089-8)
• High-definition printing technology creates realistic
look
• Printed “soft skin” comes installed over heavy
gauge rubber liner
• Light weight, just over 2 pounds
• 2 poses - standing or bedding position
• Super light tail moves with the slightest breeze
• No loud plastic parts to bang against brush

Leather Goods
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Combo Leather Tri-Fold
Wallet

Camo Leather Photo
Album

Clear-view driver's licence
window

Seven total storage pockets

Holds 100 4" x 6" photos

Clear-view window

3 full-length bill openings

Full-length bill divider Available
in

Available in black leather with
Advantage Max-4 HD®, black
leather with Mossy Oak® BreakUp® or brown leather with
Advantage Timber®.

Women's Clutch Wallet
10 credit cards slots

Full-length zippered security
pocket

Camouflage Leather
PortfolioBlack leather trimmed

Camo Leather Picture
Frame

in camo

Available in Mossy Oak®
Breakup®, Advantage Timber®
& Advantage Max-4 HD®

Fully zippered closure

4 x 6 and 5 x 7 available.

Comes equipped with calculator,
four storage pockets and an 8.5" x
11" note pad Available in Mossy
Oak® Break-Up®

Men’s Camo Leather
Bomber

Camo Leather Steering
Wheel Cover

Zip-in quilted liner for cold days!
Premium U.S. Texas Steers
Leather is soft, supple and tough
as nails. Fused camo is part of the
leather and guaranteed not to rub
off! Premium brass zipper Roomy
bellowed pockets with snap closure Slash-style hand
warmer pockets Double-stitched seams Elastic waistband
for a better fit Storm flap with snap front closures
Available in Mossy Oak® Breakup® with brown leather

100% genuine camo leather

Dress your dog with a Weber's camo leather collar

Rubber liner provides a non-slip
secure fit on steering wheel Fits
most domestic trucks and SUVs
(with steering wheels up to 15.75"
in diameter)

and leash!

Available in Mossy Oak® Break-Up® or Advantage
Timber®

Sizes

Camo Leather Belt

Camo Leather Sandals
for Adults

Two-Tone Camo Leather
Slippers for Adults

Soft leather footbed; adjustable
upper strap

These soft, supple, luxurious
slippers are crafted with
half/signature camo leather over
dark brown leather. Made with
sheepskin shearling on the inside, which will insulate and
nestle your feet.

Heavy-duty; 1.5" wide Flat buckle
won't shine in the woods
Available in Mossy Oak® BreakUp®

Easily converts from sandal to
slide by removing back strap

Sizes 30" - 54")

Available in two color
combinations: Mossy Oak®
Break-Up® with Dark Brown and Advantage Timber®
w/Tan

Camo Leather Dog Collar & Leash

Premium buckle and ring
Camo leather on outside only
Available in Mossy Oak® Break-Up®
S (12"-15½") M (15"-18½")
L (18"-21½"), XL (21"-24½")

(Men's Sizes 4-13)
(Women's sizes 6-15)

Mens Sizes 7-13

Pink Lace-Trimmed Camisole

Pink Bow Bra

Pink Trimmed Pantie Pink Trimmed Thong

Mossy Oak Camouflage
top

Pink lace trimmed short
provides extreme comfort

Contemporary fit featuring Mossy Oak Camouflage

Classic fit Pink

Pink-Trimmed waistband

Pink bow in center

Trimmed waistband

Comfortable stretch
midsection fit

Made from soft, silky 100%
polyester fabric

Black accented straps

Black polyester trimmed
edges

Black polyester trimmed
edges

Pink lace accents on top
front

Available Sizes: S - XXL

Available Sizes: S - XXL
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Underwire provides ample support
Made from soft, silky 100% polyester fabric
Back closure
Available sizes: 32A, 32B, 34B, 34C, 36B, 36C, 36D,

Made from soft, silky 100%
polyester fabric
Available Sizes: S - XL

Made from soft, silky 100%
polyester fabric
Available Sizes: S - XL

Lingerie
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Pink LaceMossy Oak
Camouflage top
Comfortable stretch
midsection fit
Pink lace accents on
top front
Available Sizes:

Pink Lace-

Classic fit Pink
Trimmed waistband

Pink-Trimmed
waistband

Pink bow in center

Made from soft, silky
100% polyester fabric

Black accented straps

Black polyester
trimmed edges

Black polyester
trimmed edges

Made from soft, silky 100% polyester fabric

Made from soft, silky
100% polyester fabric

Made from soft, silky
100% polyester fabric

Back closure

Available Sizes:

Available Sizes:

Available sizes: 32A, 32B, 34B, 34C, 36B,
36C, 36D, 38C, and 38D

S - XL

S - XL

Available Sizes:
S - XXL

Pink-Belted

Comfortable contour fit

Fully lined swim skirt
works with any
Wilderness Dreams
swim top

Made from durable
polyester/spandex
materia

Pink Trimmed
Thong

Contemporary fit featuring Mossy Oak
Camouflage

Pink Trimmed

Fully lined

Pink Trimmed

Pink lace trimmed short
provides extreme
comfort

S - XXL

Soft pink accents

Pink Bow

Mid-thigh length

lAvailable Sizes:

Made from durable
polyester/spandex
material

S - XXL

Available Sizes:

Underwire provides ample support

Pink Trimmed
Comfortable contour fit
Slim pink accented
straps
Fully lined
Made from durable
polyester/spandex
material
Available Sizes:

Pink-Belted
Swim

Camouflage

Pink belt is removable for
added versatility

Provides coverage through
the midriff

Fully lined swim skirt
works with any Wilderness
Dreams swim top

Adjustable ties at neck

Mid-thigh length
Made from durable
polyester/spandex materia
Available Sizes:

S - XL
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Partially exposed back
Fully lined cup
Fully lined swim top works
with any Wilderness
Dreams swim bottom
Made from durable
polyester/spandex materia
l Available Sizes:

Camouflage
Fully lined boy short
bottom works with any
Wilderness Dreams
swim top
Made from durable
polyester/spandex
material
Available Sizes:
S - XL

Lingerie
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Camouflage
Tank Top
A nice complement to
the Lounge Shorts or
Pants
Can also be worn with
jeans or casual shorts
Extra-long length
extends beyond the
waist
Made from soft, silky
100% polyester material
Available in sizes

Camouflage
Shorts

Camouflage
Lounge Pants

Camouflage
Henley Shirt

Feminine cut and style

Roomy, relaxed fit

Drawstring at waist

Full-length cut; tapered

V-neck with 3-button
placket

Lounging comfort
from the time you put
them on!

Drawstring at waist

Cap Sleeves

Made from soft, silky
100% polyester material

Comfortable, flattering
fit

Made from soft, silky
100% polyester
material

Available Sizes:

Made from soft, silky
100% polyester material

S - XXL

Available Sizes:

Available Sizes:

Camouflage
Henley Night
Shirt

Camouflage
Tank
Nightgown

Roomy, relaxed
Henley-style night shirt
with V-neck 3-button
placket 3/4 length
sleeves Mid-thigh
length Made from soft,
silky 100% polyester
material Available
Sizes: S - XXL

Tank top straps Midthigh length
Comfortable fit
throughout Made from
soft, silky 100%
polyester material
Available Sizes: S XXL

S - XXL

S - XXL

S - XXL

Blaze Orange
Boxer Shorts

Camouflage
Boxer Shorts

Camouflage Cargo
Board Shorts

Blaze Orange pattern

Mossy Oak pattern

Quick drying, 100% nylon

Overlap fly front

Camo boxers also
available in size XXL

fabric

Comfortable elastic
waistband
Made from soft silky
100% Polyester material
Available Sizes:
S - XL

Comfortable mesh lining
throughout

Equipped with a button
fly

Elastic waistband; drawstring
front closure

Comfortable elastic
waistband

5 total pockets (3 with velcro
closures); pocket drains

Made from soft silky
100% Polyester material
Available Sizes:
S - XXL
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Camouflage
Trimmed Swim
Trunks
Quick drying, 100% nylon
fabric
Comfortable mesh lining
throughout
Elastic waistband with
drawstring for perfect fit

9" inseam

Two front, one zipper
ed back pocket all with
drains 8 inch inseam

Available Sizes:

Available Sizes:

S - XXL

S - XXL

Canada’s Premier
Archery Distributor

Bromley Archery
Distributors Inc.
37 Brownlee Drive
Bradford, Ontario
L3Z 2A4
(905) 775 - 4416
(800) 665 - BOWS
(800) 665 - 2697
(905) 775 - 8005 Fax
Info@BromleyArchery.com
www.BromleyArchery.com

